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Microsensors and molecular techniques:
Tools to determine chemical microgradients and
the distribution and activity of bacterial populations
in wastewater treatment systems
Parts of this chapter have been published in: "Microsensor as a tool to determine chemical
microgradients and bacterial activity in wastewater biofilms and floes", Biodegradation 9: 159-167
(1998), by Cecilia M. Santegoeds, Andreas Schramm, and Dirk de Beer.
Chapler I
INTRODUCTION
Isolation and cultivation of bacterial strains are the classical microbiological techniques to
characterize microorganisms and their activities. These methods have, however, two major
drawbacks: first, most microorganisms cannot be cultivated (5, 69, 73), second, microorganisms in
pure or defined cultures do not necessarily reflect the same behavior as in natural environments (25).
Especially growth conditions in complex ecosystems, like biofilms or aggregates, are difficult to
simulate in defined cultures.
Biofilms, f10cs and aggregates are microbial consortia, which are present among olhers in
wastewater treatment plants and bioreactors. In these systems they are responsible for the degradation
of organic waste and the removal of nutrients. Biofilms can be defined as surface associated
microbial layers, ranging from a few cell layers to some millimeters in thickness. Aggregates are
dense, suspended microbial agglomerates, whereas flocs are more loose microbial consortia. Flocs
disassociate and re-associate rapidly depending on the hydrodynamics of the system and thus have,
unlike biofilms and aggregates, a non-stratified structure. The microbial cells in biofilms, aggregates
and flocs are embedded in extra-cellular polymeric substance (EPS). Free convection is hindered.
resulting in mass transfer resistance and, consequently, steep chemical gradients and limitation of
conversion rates within the structures (24, 33, 44). Thus the conditions within these immobilized
systems with their various microenvironments and microbial populations differ from the bulk water
conditions. Extrapolation of the system behavior to that of cells is impossible without knowing their
microenvironment. Therefore, techniques with high spatial resolution are needed, such as molecular
techniques and microsensors, for structure and function analysis of biofilms, flocs and aggregates.
Molecular methods were developed during the last years to identify the bacteria present in
environmental samples, by sequence comparison and phylogenetic analysis, and to reveal their spatial
distribution, i.e. by genetic fingerprinting (49) and ill situ hybridization techniques (5). As techniques
based on nucleic acid analysis do not include cultivation, they circumvent the biases created by
culture dependent techniques. Most of these molecular tools, however, do not provide information
about the ill situ activity of the bacteria. Both the in situ bacterial activity and the
microenvironmental conditions can be determined with microsensors.
Microsensors can measure chemical and physical variables with high spatial resolution « 50
11m) due to their small tip-diameter (I - 20 11m). Microsensors are powerful tools, especially for
measurements of environmental conditions in complex microbial communities, such as microbial
mats, biofilms and aggregates. In these systems high metabolic rates of the dense microbial
populations and molecular diffusion cause steep chemical gradients and narrow zones of microbial
activity. Due to the small dimensions and low analyte consumption of microsensors, microgradients
can be measured without significant disturbance of the sample structure and the gradients themselves.
Furthermore, such measurements allow studies of internal cycling processes, such as coupled sulfate
reduction and sulfide oxidation measurements (38,41). Microsensors have been developed during the
last years for measuring important metabolites like 0, (36, 59), H,S (30), S'(59), pH (29, 37), H,
(26), NO, (22, 42), NO; (19), N,o (61), NH; (23), CO, (18), and CH, (17). The microsensors used
in environmental studies can be divided in two groups: electrochemical microsensors and fiber-
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optical microsensors. More detailed reviews of microsensors and their application in environmental
analysis can be found elsewhere (40, 59). A recent review of Amann and KUhl (2) addresses the
combined use of molecular techniques and microsensors in microbial ecology.
Here. a short introduction of some molecular techniques is given and a brief review of
microsensors.
MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES
The molecular techniques allow us to study the diversity, distribution and abundance of
microorganisms in nature without the need of isolation. Most methods use the rRNA molecule as a
molecular marker because, i) it is present in all organisms; ii) it contains conserved and variable
sequence regions, which is a prerequisite for probing and phylogenetic analysis; iii) a 16S rRNA
database is available with over 16,000 sequences, which is necessary for sequence comparison and
probe designing; and iv) one bacterial cell contains over 10,000 copies of the rRNA molecule, which
makes probing easier and sensitive. But also other genes can be used as molecular markers, such as
protein encoding genes. Recently primers for the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene present in Desulfovibrio
species (72) and primers for the dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene, present in all sulfate reducing
bacteria (71), were developed. However, only a short review will be given here on the 16S rRNA
based techniques. Two groups of molecular methods are discussed, genetic fingerprinting techniques
for diversity studies of microbial communities and hybridization methods for abundance and
distribution analysis of populations. An overview of a microbial community study with molecular
techniques is given in Figure I.
Genetic fingerprinting techniques
Different fingerprinting techniques are available to study the diversity of microbial
communities and population changes in time or after disturbances, like randomly amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD, also called DNA amplification fingerprinting or OAF (74)), amplified
ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA (47)), terminal restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (T-RFLP (45)), and denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE (52)). These
techniques rely on the nucleic acid (DNA and RNA) extraction of the environmental samples for
which different methods are available (I). The extracted nucleic acids are (specifically) amplified in
the polymerase chain reaction (peR) using a diverse set of primers and are separated on an agarose
or polyacrylamide gel by electrophoresis. The separation is either based on the different sized PCR
products (OAF, ARDRA and T-RFLP) or on sequence differences (DGGE). The resulting pattern
reflects the microbial diversity of the environmental sample and will show the dynamics of the
system when successional samples are taken. More details about the identity of single bands in the
pattern can be retrieved by blotting and hybridizing the gel with specific probes (see below) or by re-
amplification and sequencing of gel bands (50). The retrieved sequences can be phylogenetically
analyzed and used for probe designing.
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Fingerprinting techniques have been successfully used to monitor community changes in
wastewater treatment systems. Population differences between various bioreactors (10) and microbial
community changes in a bioreactor over time (75) were studied with RAPD. ARDRA was used in a
biofilm community study of fluidized bed reactors (48). The microbial diversity was analyzed in
different sludges with T-RFLP (45) and a biofilm development study in an activated sludge basin was










analysis JI Fig. I. An overview of a microbial communitystudy using molecular techniqucs. Nucleic acids
from an environmental sample are extracted,
amplified and analyzed by denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (DGGE). Sequences are
retrieved and probes are designed for detection
and quanti-fication of specific bacteria with
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). This
figure was modified from Muyzer et al. (51).
Hybridization techniques
Different hybridization analyses are known and some will be discussed here. The dot-blot
hybridization of rRNA is a method to quantify and identify the RNA of different populations by
extracting the environmental RNA, spotting it on a membrane and hybridizing the RNA with
radioactive 16S rRNA targeted oligonucleotide probes. The relative RNA abundance of a specific
population is determined by the amount of the specific probe for this population bound to the sample
relative to the amount of an universal probe hybridizing with the same sample. The method has been
used to quantify proteobacteria in activated sludge (70), and methanogens and sulfate reducing




fingerprinting gels, like for instance DGGE gels. Then, instead of RNA denatured DNA is hybridized
with taxon specific probes to determine the presence of specific populations.
Whole cell hybridization is used for identification and quantification of microbial species and
to observe the spatial distribution of populations in environmental samples. For this purpose probes
are labeled either with a fluorescent dye, a radioactive label, an enzyme or a marker molecule like
digoxigenin (67). The labeled oligonucleotide probes will hybridize with the rRNA molecules inside
intact target cells. The hybridized cells in the fluorescence ill situ hybridization (FISH) can be
visualized under an epifluorescence microscope. A more detailed protocol for FISH is described by
Amann et al. (4). The FISH analysis is frequently used in microbial community studies of wastewater
treatment systems, like the detection of proteobacteria (70), sulfate-reducing bacteria (46) and several
other populations (34) in activated sludge, and the identification of sulfate reducing bacteria (3, 55)
and nitrifiers (64, 65) in biofilms from wastewater treatment plants and bioreactors.
MICROSENSORS
Electrochemical microsensors
Three types of electrochemical microsensors are most often used in environmental applications:
potentiometric microsensors, amperometric microsensors and micro-biosensors; the latter are actually
amperometric microsensors including a biological reaction in the sensor tip. The principles and some
examples of each type will be described below. Environmental application of voltametric
microelectrode methods have also been reported recently (II), but will not be discussed here.
Potentiometric microsensors. Potentiometric microsensors are based on charge separation of
ions across a membrane. An electrical potential difference is hereby generated according to the
Nernst equation:
RT af>E = -In(~) = Eo+ k·log(a;)
zF ae
with R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, z the charge of the ion, F the Faraday constant,
a, and a, the ion activities, in the sample and in the electrolyte solution, respectively. As the activity in
the electrolyte solution (a) may be considered constant, the electrical potential difference across the
membrane becomes proportional to the logarithm of the ion activity in the sample. The formula can
then be simplified as shown above introducing a constant, k, and an offset potential, Ell' The potential
is measured with a high-impedance (10" Q) voltmeter.
There are three major types of potentiometric microsensors: (a) full glass, (b) Ag/Ag+ half cell
and (c) liquid ion-exchange (LIX) based microsensors.
ra) Full glass microsensor. The only full glass microsensor relevant for microbial ecology is
the pH glass electrode described by Hinke (29) and Thomas (68). This microelectrode is a small
version of the commercially available pH electrodes, in which the H+ selective membrane is made of
a special glass. The sensors have a long lifetime, but have a sensing length of approximately 20 /lm,
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which might be a disadvantage if high spatial resolution is demanded. In that case LlX pH
microsensors are recommended (see below).
(b) Ag/Ag' halfcelll/licrosensor. The sulfide microsensor described by Revsbech et al. (60) and
Ktihl et al. (38) works as an Ag/Ag' half cell. A platinum wire coated at the tip with silver and a
silver salt of the ion to be analyzed (in this case Ag,S) functions as a sensor in combination with an
external reference electrode. The Ag' activity determines the potential of the sensor and is depending
on the solubility of the silver salt and therefore on the S" activity in the analyzed medium. Dissolved
S" is in equilibrium with H,S, HS' and H', according to the following equation:
K1 K2
H2S _ .. H+ + HS' ----;;;c---- 2H+ + S2- (2)
K, and K, are dissociation constants. Since the sensor measures only S", also the pH has to be
measured for determination of the total dissolved sulfide concentration. A disadvantage of the
microsensor is the slow response time, especially at low concentrations. Furthermore, it can only be
used under anoxic conditions, since the high negative potential of the microsensor can reduce
oxygen.
(c) Liquid ion-exchange (UX) based I/Iicrosensor. The principle of the LlX microsensor is the
same as of the other potentiometric microsensors. The ion-selective membrane is in this case a liquid
ion exchanger (Figure 2.). Liquid ion exchangers are commercially available (e.g. from Fluka). To
seal the capillary tip of the microsensor with the hydrophobic membrane, the glass has to be silanized
(6,68). The LlX membrane can be solidified in the tip with PVc. A protein coating (SSA) of the tip
prevents interaction of hydrophobic substances from the sample with the LlX (19). The microsensor





Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of a L1X microsensor.
The LlX microsensors currently used in environmental applications are H' (8, 66), NO,' (22),
NO, (19), NH; (23), and Ca" (7). The CO, microsensor contains a pH-LlX sensor (18). The LlX
microsensors can be made very small (approximately I ~m tip diameter) and allow, therefore, an
extremely high spatial resolution (- 5 Ilm). However, the short lifetime of LlX microsensors (usually
a few days) is a disadvantage, as well as the low selectivity of the NH; sensor for Na' and K', and the
NO; and NO; sensors for cr, which prohibits their use in seawater. For measurements in marine
environments a recently developed OJ biosensor (42) can be recommended.
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AlIlperollletric lIliCrOSeIlSOrS. Amperometric microsensors for 0, (58, 59), H,S (30), H, (26),
N,o (61) and HCIO (20), measure the current caused by electrochemical reactions of the analyte at
the tip of the microsensor. The current, measured by a sensitive pico-ampere meter, is proportional to
the concentration of the substrate. The electrochemical reaction is driven by a potential difference
between the working electrode and the reference.
The oxygen microelectrode is a well known and often described sensor, which has improved
drastically over the years. From a simple cathode-type oxygen microelectrode (9, 60), it developed to
a Clark-type microsensor (62) with a cathode situated behind a silicone membrane and immersed in
an electrolyte solution. This sensor has a more stable signal, is insensitive for calcium and
magnesium ions and is pH independent. Later a guard cathode was added to prevent diffusion of
oxygen to the cathode from behind and thus reduce the background signal (58).
The use of the combined O,IN,o microsensor for denitrification studies (61) is limited by its
complex construction. Other microsensors may be preferred (e.g. the NO,' biosensor or the LIX
sensors for NH;, NO,' and NO;).
A
f- Pt guard anode
Soda-lime glass
f- with black enamel coating
11-----11--- Scholl 8516 glass

















Fig. 3. Scheme of a H,S microsensor from KOhl et al. (4 I), with kind permission from Inter-Research Science Publisher.
(A) View of the sensor tip. (B) Chemical reactions at the counter eleelrode (upper part, not shown in A) and at the
measuring anode (lower part).
The H,S microelectrode is a new Clark-type sensor (30, 41). H,S penetrates through a silicone
membrane and is oxidized to sulfur by ferricyanide in the electrolyte solution behind the membrane
(Figure 3.). The formed ferrocyanide is then re-oxidized to ferricyanide at the platinum working
electrode. The sensor detects only H,S; therefore, the local pH must be known to determine the total
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dissolved sulfide concentration. In acidic and moderate alkaline environments (pH < 9) the following
formula can then be used to calculate the total dissolved sulfide concentration (30):
(3)
K, is the dissociation constant from equation 2 (K, can be neglected at this pH range).
The microsensor can be calibrated in dilution series of sulfide. The dilution series, consisting of
the same medium as used for the microsensor measurements, are kept at constant pH (phosphate
buffered) and are flushed with nitrogen to avoid chemical oxidation of the sulfide. The signal in the
dilution series is proportional to the total dissolved sulfide, determined by chemical analysis (14). An
example of a calibration curve can be seen in Figure 4. The detection limit of the sensor is I-211M
H,S. Contrary to the (old) Ag/Ag,S sensor the H,S microsensor is insensitive to oxygen, which is
highly advantageous for studies at oxic-anoxic interfaces, which are often encountered in
environmental applications. This, together with its fast response time « 0.5 s) and low stirring
sensitivity, makes it a much more preferable tool than the Ag/Ag,S microsensor (40).
o 50 100 150
Total sulfide (~M)
200 250
Fig. 4. A calibration curve of the H,S
microsensor obtained in buffered,
anaerobic arti ficial wastewater at pH
7.5. The dashed line indicates the
linear regression of the data points.
Micro-biosellsors. A glucose microsensor, based on a glucose oxidase reaction, was the first
micro-biosensor developed (15). Two new types of micro-biosensors, that are more relevant for
environmental studies, are based on the specific activity of bacteria in the tip of the sensor (Figure
5.); a nitrate (42,43) and a methane biosensor (16, 17). In the nitrate biosensor a Agrobacterium
radiobacler strain converts nitrate to N,O by incomplete denitrification; N,O is then measured by an
internal N,O microsensor. The methane sensor contains methane oxidizing bacteria, that oxidize the
methane diffusing into the tip with 0, from a reservoir in the microsensor. The 0, consumption is
proportional to the methane concentration and is measured by an internal oxygen microelectrode. The
biosensors have a lip diameter of 20 - 50 11m, a detection limit of ca. 0.1 11M for nitrate and ca. 2-10










Fig. 5. Scheme or a nilrale micro-biosensor. Redrawn from Larsen et al. (42).
Optical microsensors
Fiber-optical microsensors (micro-optodes) are made of tapered fibers that collect and direct
light from the sensor tip to the opto-electronic measuring equipment. The measuring system is
sophisticated, containing bright light emitting diodes (LED) for fluorescence excitation, excitation
and emission filters, a fiber coupler (beam splitter) and a photomultiplier as detector (35, 36,40).














Fig. 6. Schematic drawing of an oplical microsensor, a micro-optode (0. Kohls, unpublished).
Micro-optodes have recently been developed as an alternative to existing electrochemical
microsensors. They have the advantage of easy manufacturing, long term stability and mechanical
strength. The optical fiber microsensors are based on analyte dependent changes in luminescence or
absorption of an indicator chemistry fixed at the micro-fiber tip. A general scheme of a micro-optode
can be found in Figure 6. Three types of optical microsensors have been developed for environmental
studies, the oxygen (36), the temperature (35) and the pH micro-optode (37). The fiber optical
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sensors have tips of 20-30 11m diameter and have response times of a few seconds. As there is no
analyte consumption, the micro-optodes are insensitive to stirring.
Microsensor applications
Microsensors can be applied in many different environmental studies. They have been used for
instance in microbial mats for photosynthesis studies (32, 39), in sediments (marine and freshwater)
to study the boundary layer and microbial conversions (31, 33), in biofi1ms and marine snow
aggregates for structure and function analysis (19,21, 38, 54), but also in more exotic environments
like the termite gut (13, 26).
COMBINED USE OF MICROSENSORS AND MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES
The combination of microsensor and molecular techniques opens new possibilities in microbial
ecology. It is now possible to study the microorganisms in their natural habitat, to localize the
organisms, to quantify them, determine their activity and study their in situ microenvironment (2).
The strength of this approach was shown by pioneering studies of Ramsing et al. (55) on sulfate
reducing populations in biofilms and by Schramm et al. (65) describing the nitrifying population in a
trickling-filter biofilm. But also cyanobacterial microbial mats from a hot spring (27), and sulfide-
oxidizing populations in sediments from the Wadden sea (12) have been studied in this way. In other
microbial systems the combined use of microsensors and molecular techniques will improve our
understanding of the functioning of the microbial communities too. The next chapters in this thesis
show more examples of combined microsensor and molecular techniques to study sulfate reducing
biofilms and aggregates from wastewater treatment systems.
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OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
The aim of this thesis was to study the interactions of anaerobic and aerobic processes in
wastewater treatment systems, such as biofilms, activated sludge flocs and aggregates and determine
the microorganisms involved in the sulfur cycle, like the sulfate reducing and sulfur oxidizing
bacteria. The combined use of microsensors and molecular techniques enabled us to study the
function as well as structure of the microbial communities in these different systems.
The research started with a model system, a biofilm grown in a flow cell in the laboratory. This
system allowed us to determine the environmental conditions and alter them to study the effects on
biofilm growth. A planar optode was developed and used to study the oxygen distribution at the
substratum of the biofilm in two dimensions and the effect of diffei'ent parameters, like flow velocity
and substrate addition (Chapter 2). However, sulfate reduction could not be studied in the biofilm,
because of sloughing. Therefore, the development of a biofilm was studied in a different system,
under more natural conditions. An oxygen impermeable plastic foil was submerged in an activated
sludge basin of a municipal wastewater treatment plant and samples were taken weekly and brought
to the laboratory for further microsensor and molecular analysis (Chapter 3 and 4). It was found that
sulfate reducing bacteria were always present but were not sulfidogenically active in the first 6 weeks
of biofilm development. This change in activity after 6 weeks could not be explained with the
molecular techniques used and therefore the presence and importance of a yet undetectable group of
sulfate reducing bacteria, the Gram positive Desulfotomaculwll species, was suspected. From the
oxygen and sulfide microsensor profiles it was further calculated that the sulfate reducing process
within the biofilm was as important as the aerobic mineralization.
In wastewater treatment systems the mineralization process is performed mainly by the
activated sludge flocs present in the activated sludge basin, as they contain the mayor part of the
microbial biomass. Therefore the activated sludge flocs were studied for their nitrifying, denitrifying
and sulfate reducing capabilities with microsensors and radiotracer techniques (Chapter 5). The
presence of sulfate reducing bacteria was inferred from the molecular analysis, but no activity could
be measured. An explanation for the absence of sulfate reduction could be the aerobic environment
outside and inside the activated sludge flocs.
The final study was performed in a completely anaerobic environment. Methanogenic and
sulfidogenic interactions were studied with H,S and methane microsensors and molecular techniques
in aggregate> from an upflow anaerobic sludge bed (DASB) reactor (Chapter 6). A layered structure
of methanogenic and sulfidogenic aggregates was revealed by FISH, with sulfate reducing bacteria at
the outside of the aggregates, methanogens in the inner parts and syntrophic bacteria occupying the
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Chapter 2
ABSTRACT
The 0, dynamics at the base of biofilms was studied using planar optodes. Biofilms were grown
directly on the optodes and the two dimensional distribution of 0, at the base of biofilms was
resolved at a spatial resolution of 30 x 30 flm, using a CCD camera. The average 0, saturation at the
base decreased and the heterogeneity increased as biofilms developed. In mature biofilms
heterogeneous 0, distributions were caused by clusters of high biomass which had low 0, saturations
surrounded by O,-rich voids and channels. The 0, distribution at the base of biofilms was highly
dependent on the free flow velocity above the biofilm e.g. in a 400 flm thick biofilm the average 0,
saturation increased from 0 to 23. I% air saturation as the free flow velocity increased from 6.2 to
35.1 cm s·'. Addition of glucose to a concentration of 2 mM in the water phase at maximum flow
velocity caused the 0, consumption rate to increase and the base of the biofilm to go anoxic. The
insertion of an 0, microelectrode into a biofilm caused the 0, saturation at the base of the biofilm to
increase by approximately 25 flM. This effect, presumably caused by hydrodynamic disturbances,
typically extended several mm away from the position of the microsensor tip. The presented data,
show for the first time the true distribution of 0, at the basis of heterogeneous biofilms and
demonstrate the great potential of planar optodes to study solute dynamics within biofilms at a very
high spatial and temporal resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Under physiological conditions most submerged surfaces will become colonized by bacteria
that gradually form denser biofilms. During the initial development, the base of a biofilm will be all
oxic; however, as the thickness increases anoxic areas are expected to occur. The metabolism and
function of such communities are largely controlled by the electron acceptors available above and
within the biofilm. Oxygen is energetically the most favorable electron acceptor and it therefore plays
an important role for the turnover of organic maller within a biofilm. Further, 0, act as a reoxidizer of
reduced compounds diffusing up to the oxic zone from deeper layers. The oxic conditions within a
biofilm also determine the extent to which denitrification is coupled to nitrification, and consequently
regulate how well a biofilm act as a NO) scavenger (4).
Biofilms may not be homogenous layers of cells, as conventionally thought, but often they have
a complex heterogeneous structure, that is dependent on growth conditions and the microbial
composition (e.g. I, 15). Recent investigations with confocal microscopy have shown that they
typically contain dense cell clusters, surrounded by voids (3, 5). Liquid may flow through the voids,
insuring an efficient exchange of solutes between the biofilm and the water phase, and probably
enable cells to maintain a high growth rate. The patchy distribution of reduced and oxidized zones in
well-developed biofilms may initiate pit corrosion on metal surfaces, and the 0, distribution is of
importance for metal deterioration in aquatic environments (8). To resolve the heterogeneous
distribution and dynamics of solutes like 0, within such a community, techniques with a high spatial
and temporal resolution are required (6).
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Due to their small size, high spatial resolution, fast response time and low stirring sensitivity,
microelectrodes are ideal tools for studying 0, dynamic in compact, laminated benthic communities
(2, II, 19). Recently, a new fiber optic microsensor (microoptode), which complements the
microelectrode, has been developed and applied in the field of aquatic biology (13). The main
advantages of optodes include a better long-term stability and simpler manufacturing procedures as
compared to 0, microelectrodes. The measuring principle in this sensor is based on the dynamic
quenching of an immobilized fluorophore by 0" which decreases the fluorescence quantum yield
(12). In microoptodes, the fluorophore is fixed to the tip of a beveled glass fiber and the excitation
light is guided through the fiber to the tip of the sensor. The fiber also guides the fluorescent light
emitted by the fluorophore after excitation back to the measuring circuit (13).
Both types of microsensors measure the 0, tension at a single point and microprofiles are
obtained by moving the sensor stepwise within the medium. However, in the spatially heterogeneous
biofilms described above a large numbers of profiles are required in order to describe the solute
dynamics. Further, it has been shown that the presence of a microsensor can change the distribution
of 0, within sediments due to a hydrodynamic disturbance of the diffusive boundary layer (DBL);
such effects must be expected to be more pronounced in biofilms with steep concentration gradients
(9). In other words, to quantify and describe the 0, dynamics within a heterogeneous biofilm, non-
conventional techniques are required. Techniques combining color indicators for specific solutes with
microscopy and digital imaging, have been attempted; however, calibration problems related to
determination of the indicator concentration have often hampered the use of these techniques (I).
Recently an alternative approach based on the principle of dynamic quenching, planar optodes,
has allowed 2-dimensional determination of 0, dynamics within marine sediments (10). Instead of
fixing an immobilized f1uorophore to the tip of a microoptodes, the sensing agent was immobilized in
thin sheets, 'planar optodes'. Images of the O,-sensitive fluorescent light emitted by the planar optode
were acquired with a CCD camera, allowing quantification of the 0, saturation in front of the planar
optode (10). The optodes are simple to construct and a robust calibration routine ensures high quality
data. By growing biofilms directly on planar optodes we were able to quantify the 2-dimensional 0,
dynamics at the base of a biofilm without disturbance. We hereby present data that quantify 0,
saturations and dynamics at the base of biofilms as a function of the biofilm development (thickness),
flow velocity of the overlying water, and addition of organic substrates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Planar oxygen optode. The planar optodes consisted of three layers: A transparent polyester
support foil 175 flm thick, a 10 !..lIn sensing layer and a 20 flm black silicone layer (lO). The polyester
support foil was included in order to handle and to fix the sensing agent in the experimental set up
described below. The sensing layer consisted of an immobilized 0, quenchable ruthenium complex,
which had maximum light absorbance in the blue range and emitted red fluorescent light (14). In
order to increase the scatter intensity, titanium dioxide grains (diameter approximately 1 flm) were
added (14). The black silicone acted as an optical isolation, which insured that the excitation light
never reached the internal parts of the experimental setup and that scatter in the biofilms did not
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affect the CCD images, for more details see Glud et al. (10). The size of the employed planar optodes
was 25 x 55 mm.
Experimental set up. All experiments were performed in a 100 cm long and 4 cm wide
transparent flow-cell. An adjustable circulation micropump (Ismatec, MC-Z) ensured a stable but
adjustable flow rate above the biofilm (Fig. IA). Medium was added to the flow-cell through a
peristaltic pump (Gilson M312), and a constant overflow maintained the water level and nutrient
concentration for a given flow velocity (Fig. IA). The minimal medium was added at a rate of 50 ml
min' and consisted of KH,PO, (220 flM), K,HPO, (400 flM), (NH),SO, (760 flM), Na-Acetate (200
flM) and MgSO, (41 flM). A Clark type 0, microelectrode (tip size < 5 flm) was used to continuously





















Fig. 1. Sehemalie drawing of the
experimental setup. (B) Enlargement
of the area around the planar oplode
including camera, lilters etc., which is
omitted in (A). For details see text.
The planar optode was fixed to the bottom of the dry flow-cell by a thin film of transparent
silicone and thereafter it cured for 24 h . The planar optode was excited by a halogen lamp equipped
with a bandpass glass filter (BG 12, Schott, Germany) in order to eliminate yellow and red light from
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the excitation beam (Fig. IB). A CCD Photometrics""" camera (CH250L) equipped with a 60 mm
Nikon macro lens and a longpass glass filter (OG 570, Schott) was positioned below the flow cell at a
distance of approximately 15 cm (Fig. IB). The flow cell, the halogen lamp, and the CCD camera
were fixed relative to each other in a custom designed frame, in order to minimize vibration effects.
The flow cell was inoculated by 10 ml activated sludge from a waste water treatment plant, and after
10 to 12 d an approximately 400 pm thick biofilm covered the bottom of the flow-cell and the planar
optode. Images were obtained by the CCD camera as a function of time (biofilm development), free
flow velocity of the overlying water and concentrations of organic substances in the overlying water.
After each series of experiments the biofilm covering the investigated part of the planar optode
was removed for calibration purposes. Images were obtained at 3 to 5 different 0, saturations. The
saturation was adjusted by flushing with N, gas in the overflow bottle and was measured by the
calibrated 0, microelectrode (Fig. IA). A stereo microscope allowed visual inspection of the biofilm
and capillaries inserted by a micromanipulator were used to measure the thickness of the biofilms. All
experiments were performed in a darkened thermostat room at 20°C.
Image recording, calibration and analysis. The camera was equipped with a Peltier cooled
CCD chip (KAF 1400, 1317 x 1035 pixels, 6.8 x 6.8 pm) and was controlled by a Macintosh Quadra
computer. The images were obtained using an aperture of 2.8 and an exposure time of 0.0 I s. The
digital pictures were acquired as 12 bit grey-scale images with the program NU-200, Photometrics
and stored in a 16 bit TIFF format for later analysis. In order to reduce the time required for
calculations, the images were obtained with a binning factor of 2, implying that only an average value
for each set of 4 neighboring pixels was stored. This reduced the original number of pixels to 3.4 x
10', the images covered 19.7 x 15.6 mm and consequently the spatial resolution in both directions
was about 30 pm. The investigated area and the spatial resolution of the obtained images could be
adjusted by applying lenses of different focal length.
For most optodes the emitted light intensity (l) can be approached by a modified Stern-Volmer
equation (Klimant, et al. (1995)):
1= I o[a+(I-a{ 1+~nC JJ
where a is the non-quenchable fraction of the fluorescence, II! is the fluorescence intensity in the
absence of 0" K". is the quenching constant and C is the 0, saturation. Due to the relatively
heterogeneous planar optodes used in our experiments, each of these parameters were found to be
pixel dependent (10). Consequently we had to perform 3 point calibration of each individual pixel. To
do so, we used the calibration images obtained after each experiment. The II! value of each pixel was
determined directly from an image obtained with no 0, in the overlying water, while the pixel values
of a and K" were calculated based on the 2 additional calibration-images. The necessary equations
are derived in Glud et a!. (10). Knowing all three calibration constants the pixel dependent 0,




After appropriate calibration the 0, saturation was depicted on a 8 bit color scale (256 different
colors), with a chosen max/min 0, value.
RESULTS
Biofilm development. After inoculation, the free flow velocity in the flow cell was kept at an
intermediary level of approximately 25 cm Sl. A thin opaque layer of polysaccharides soon covered
the planar optode, as observed through a stereo microscope. Gradually, flocculent material embedded
in the opaque layer and grew into a heterogeneous biofilm. The inoculation was repeated 3 times and
every time it took between 10 tol2 d for a biofilm with an average thickness of 400 flm to develop.
The surface of the biofilm was characterized by an extensive variation in microtopography and
generally developed faster further downstream in the flow cell. As the biofilm grew in thickness the
average 0, saturation at the base of the biofilm decreased correspondingly (Fig. 2). For the
interpretation of Fig. 2 it is important to notice that the measurements were made on different
biofilms and it is therefore not possible to follow the same area during different development stages.
The initial measurement just after inoculation resulted in a homogenous signal that corresponded to
100% air saturation (284 flM) (Fig. 2A). After 4 d a thin biofilm covered the optode, but most of the
sensor still experienced full air saturation (Fig. 28). However, at the very left, the biofilm was thicker
and the average 0, saturation at the base of this area was 80.3% (227 flM), while single aggregates
resulted in 0, saturation down to 57.0% (162 flM) (Fig. 28). After 8 d the planar optode was covered
by a 200 flm (on average) thin biofilm and the average 0, saturation at the base had decreased to
64.1 % (182 flM) (Fig. 2C). Figure 2D-F represents 3 different biofilms II to 13 d after inoculation. In
Fig. 2D the average 0, saturation had fUlther decreased to 52.3% (149 flM) and areas, with 0,
saturations below 20% (57 flM), were apparent. In Fig. 2E the saturation varied extensively: the
central area had an 0, saturation below 20.0% (57 flM) whereas the surrounding areas had higher 0,
tensions approaching air-saturation. The central area of the biofilm which had developed to an
average thickness of 400 flm was anoxic at the base (Fig. 2F) and, as for the biofilm presented in Fig.

















Fig. 3. (A) Average % air saturation at the base of a 12 d old biofilm as the !low velocity of the overlying waler was
changed from 35.1 cm s" (shaded) to 6.2 cm s·'. (B) Corresponding data for the 5 individual positions (a-e) indicated in
Fig.2F.
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Fig. 2. The 0, saturation at the base of 6 different biofilms (A) 0 d, (B) 4 d, (C) 8 d and (O-F) 11 to 13 days after
inoculation (average thickness indicatcd). For clarification the original 8 bit color scale is reduced to 26 colors. The flow
direction was in all instances from right to left and the velocity approximately 20 cm s·'. The black box in (0) covers an
area of the planar optode that was obscured by the reflection from a screw in the bottom of the !low cell. The 5 points











Fig. 4. Oxygen images of the base of a 13 d old biofilm at increasing flow velocities. Positions investigated in greater




Flow effects on the 0, distribution at the base of a biofilm. The 0, saturation at the base of
the 12 d old biofilm presented in Fig. 2F was measured after the free flow velocity of the overlying
water was reduced from 35.1 to 6.2 cm s'. After changing the flow velocity, the average 0, saturation
started to decreased and the base of the biofilm reached complete anoxia 6 min. later (Fig. 3A). The
average 0, decrease followed a sigmoidal curve with a maximum rate of decrease after 1.5 min.
However, different pixels responded very differently, probably caused by differences in local biofilm
thickness, transport coefficients and respiration rates (Fig. 38).
One day later the steady state 0, saturation at the base of the same biofilm was measured at
different flow velocities of the overlying water, 6 examples are presented in Fig. 4. The average 0,
saturation increased from 0% to 23.1 % (0 to 66 flM) when the free flow velocity was increased from
6.2 to 35. I cm s·' (Fig. SA). However, it is apparent from Fig. 4 that some areas in the biofilm were
more sensitive to flow than others. At 20.5 cm s·' areas with increased 0, saturations had developed in
the otherwise anoxic surroundings and as the flow increased these areas gradually grew and became
connected (Fig. 4). At the highest flow velocities, numerous 'islands' with low 0, saturations in
otherwise O"rich surroundings, still remained (Fig. 4F). These islands exhibited steeper 0, gradients
in the direction against the flow as compared to the 'lee' side of the islands. Even at the maximum
flow rate no pixels reached full saturation (Fig. 4F). By decreasing the flow velocity in steps, the 0,
conditions prior to increased flow conditions could be re-established, indicating that the biofilm did
not change physically during the increased flow scenario (data not shown).
Fig. 5. (A) Average 0, saturation at the base of
a 13 d old biofilm as a funetion of the now
velocity of the overlying water. (B) Equivalent
























The observations that different areas of the biofilm responded differently to flow increases are
emphasized in Figs. 5B & 6. Fig. 5B. shows the 0, saturation for 6 different pixels (indicated in Fig.
4A) at different flow regimes. The 0, saturation at pixel c only changed marginally as the flow was
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Fig. 6. 0, saturation along a transect at
the base of a 13 d old biofilm at 7
different Ilow velocities. The position of
the transect is indicated by a line in Fig.
4A, where a indicates the upper corner.
increased from 10.9 to 20.5 cm s-' and pixel d and f were almost insensitive to the flow until it
exceeded 23.4 cm-'. Here the 0, saturation increased, but then remained at a constant level; this was
also found for pixel e until the flow reached 33.1 cm s·'. The 0, saturation at pixel b and a increased
almost linearly with flow and at maximum flow velocity it reached 49.1 % (139 flM) and 61.7% air











Fig. 7. Enlargement of the lower corner of the
biohlm presented in Fig. 4 with a free flow
velocity of 29.8 em s·'. Note that the scale bar is
changed. (B) The tip of a mieroeleetrode (+) was
placed 200 fll1l above the surface of a biofilm and
(C) 100 flIn below the surface. (D) The 0, images
in (A) and (C) are subtracted and red pixels
represent positions with an increased 0,
saturation after insertion of the microelectrode. A
scale bar is included and the flow direction was
from right to left.
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Pixel values along a line perpendicular to the flow direction (indicated in Fig. 4A) are presented
as a function of flow in Fig. 6. The positions of local maxima and minima appeared flow-insensitive
as expected if they corresponded to metabolic hot spots. The 0, gradients between them were
likewise in many cases flow-insensitive. It is apparent that whole areas exhibited the same stepwise
response to flow changes as e.g. pixels d, e and f, in Fig. 5B; pixels between 14 and 19.5 mm were
almost insensitive to the flow increase between 23.4 to 26.9 and 33.1 to 35.1, while the pixels
between 3 and 5 mm clearly showed increased 0, saturations at the same flow increases. At the
highest flow velocity, no positions were anoxic and notably positions from 6 to 8 mm showed a
dramatic increase in 02 saturation during the last flow increase. During all flow experiments the
overlying water was fully air saturated. Repeating the flow experiments with the biofilms presented in
Fig. 2D and 2E, resulted in similar observations.
Oxygen images were acquired as a microelectrode in the overlying water was inserted into the
biofilm (Fig. 7). Below the sensor tip, the 0, saturation gradually increased as the 0, microsensor was
moved downward. When the sensor was 200 I-'m above the surface of the biofilm the 02 saturation
had increased by 6.3% air saturation (18 I-'M) below the sensor tip, and the value further increased to
9.1 % (26 I-'M) as the sensor was inserted into the biofilm (Fig. 7 A-C). The horizontal distribution of
the disturbance extended approximately 3 mm perpendicular to the flow direction and more than 5
mm downstream from the sensor tip. After removal of the microelectrode, the original 0, conditions
were re-established. The experiment was repeated several times on different biofilms with the same
qualitative observations: oxygen saturation increased significantly when an 0, microsensor tip
approached the biofilm and the perturbation affected a large area as compared to the size of the sensor












Fig. 8. Oxygen images of the base of a 13 d old biofilm at constant now velocities before and after the addition of glucose
to the free nowing water. Time is indicated in minutes and a positive sign indicates the lime after glucose addition. The
free now velocity was 35. I cm s" from right to left. A scale bar is shown in the last panel.
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Organic carbon addition. Glucose was added to a final concentration of 2 mM in the water
overlying the biofilm investigated in Fig. 4F, by injection into the reservoir (see Fig. I A). The
free flow velocity was kept at 35.1 cm s·'. As new medium was continuously added at a rate of 50 ml
min' the concentration of dissolved glucose gradually decreased. By washout the concentration of
glucose decreased to < I flM after 165 min. The addition of glucose resulted in an immediate
decrease of the average 0, saturation and a minimum value of 2.4% (7 flM) was reached after 11 min
(Figs. 8 & 9). The 0, saturation then stayed constantly low for another IS min before it gradually
increased to a constant level of approximately II % air saturation (31 flM), after 160 min (Fig. 9). In
another experiment acetate was removed from the usual medium during a steady state situation (flow
velocity was 35.1 cm s·'), but the 0, saturation at the base of the 13 d old biofilm was unchanged even
after 5 h without acetate (data not shown) .
..----------------,-2
D-O Mean 02 sat.
- Glucose
Fig. 9. Average 0, saturation at the base of a 13 d old
biofilm after the addition of glucose to a final
concentration of 2 mM. The decrease in glucose























Flow related 0, dynamic and the physical structure of biofilms. The presented data clearly
demonstrate a complex and highly dynamic 2- and 3- dimensional 0, distribution within a mature
biofilm. Visual observations could to some extent relate the physical structure of the biofilms to the
0, dynamic measured at the base. The investigated biofilms showed an extensive variation in
thickness which was caused by dense cell clusters and channel structures, as has also been observed
by others (e.g. 3). The location of these clusters and channels corresponded to low and high 0,
values, respectively. Despite the channel structures, well developed biofilms with an average
thickness> 350 flm became completely anoxic at the base, at flow velocities below 6 cm s·', but at
higher flow velocities, increased shear stress and pressure gradients, gradually ensured a better
ventilation of the biofilms. Oxygen images at higher flow velocities (e.g. Fig. 4) typically depicted
areas with large densities of biomass and high 0, consumptions in relative O,-rich surroundings. The
base of the mature biofilms never reached full saturation, even at the base of the channels, indicating
either a poor mixing between water in the channels and the overlying water or that the bottom of the
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channels was covered by a thin O,-consuming community (base film). The development of the 0,-
rich channels with increasing flow was incremental and typically a row of microoxic islands
developed in otherwise anoxic surroundings and then fused into an O,-rich channel. The fact that the
0, channels were very flow sensitive and that reduced islands within channels exhibited step
saturation gradients upstream and lower 0, gradients downstream, indicates that the channels
contained flowing liquid (7). Advective flow has been shown to occur in biofilms by a numb'er of
studies (e.g. 6, 16). Increasing the flow above our maximum velocity would probably have further
increased the 0, saturation at the base (Fig. 5). However, at a certain point, resuspension and thereby
disruption of the biofilm would have occurred.
The ventilation of different channels was not always linearly related to free flow velocity. It
was often observed that as free flow velocity was incrementally increased the 0, saturation in some
channels was unaffected during some increments, while it increased significantly in others. These
observations probably reflected the complex structure of a mature biofilm where channels made up a
complicated network with many intersection points. As the free flow velocity has increased,
interaction between changes in pressure gradients and shear stress in the different channels led to a
complex enhancement of the biofilm ventilation. It was never observed that the 0, saturation
decreased at any positions with increasing flow velocities, which would have indicated a physical
change in the biofilm structure. In younger and less developed biofilm, the same observations were
made. Here, however, the 0, saturation at the base of clusters and channels was higher. At the highest
flow velocities the 0, saturation at the base of the these channels was close to 100%, especially when
the channels were broad as in Fig 2E.
Visual inspections showed that hairy structures on the surface of the biofilm moved or vibrated
in the flow. The 0, saturation at the base did not mimic these movements. The response time of the
planar optodes was < Is, indicating that these movements either did not cause fluctuations in the 0,
distribution at the base or that the fluctuation had a frequency faster than I Hz. However, even if
movement of the hairy structures did not cause 0, fluctuations at the base, it probably affected the
steady state 0, distribution within the biofilm.
Oxygen dynamic during development of a biofilm. The biofilms investigated here consisted
of a very diverse population of bacteria and became established at a flow rate of approximately 20 cm
s' on the surface of a planar optode coated with black silicone. The structure of biofilms varies but, in
general, mature biofilms consist of cell clusters embedded in exopolymers that are separated by open
voids (3, 20). After reaching an average thickness of approximately 400 flm, the biofilm went into a
stationary phase and the 0, distribution at the base then remained stable for a period.
Unfortunately the frequent calibration that was required by our set-up excluded the possibility
of following the same section of the biofilm for a longer time. Construction of more stable planar
optodes by integrating the experiences from microoptodes will probably overcome this problem (13).
Additionally, developments of fluorescence lifetime based techniques for planar optodes would
improve the long-term stability and a simplify the calibration procedures (17).
Carbon limitation of a subpopulation of bacteria in the mature biofilms was illustrated by the
immediate increase in 0, consumption after addition of 2 mM glucose. The result was an extensive
anoxia at the base of the biofilm even at maximum flow rate (Fig. 8). The anoxia rapidly expanded
from the cell clusters, illustrating that 0, was extracted from the water percolating the biofilm. The 0,
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saturation in the overlying water was unchanged during this experiment, indicating that mixing
between the overlying water and the water in the voids was too inefficient to supply electron
acceptors for the stimulated respiration. After 160 min, dilution had decreased the concentration of
dissolved glucose to less than I flM. The new steady state °0 saturation was significantly lower as
compared to before glucose addition, probably due to retained glucose in the biofilm, allowing a
higher specific respiration. This indicate a population of bacteria which presumably was living on
non-optimal secondary metabolic compounds or on acetate as carbon source, but which could respire
at a much higher rate on glucose. The omission of acetate from the medium had no effect on the 0,
distribution at the base of another mature biofilm investigated within a time horizon of 5 h. This show
that the acetate utilizing component of the biofilm contained an internal store of carbon which made
respiration at the same rate possible for at least 5 h.
Flow and nutrient conditions typically fluctuate in nature and according to the acquired 0,
images this would have a significant impact on the 0, conditions within a biofilm. Bacteria situated at
a given position within a biofilm must experience a variety of oxic and anoxic conditions within
relatively short time intervals. The presented data demonstrate the degree of metabolic flexibility
which is required by bacteria living in such a dynamic structure.
Microsensor measurements in biofilms. The data presented in Fig. 7 demonstrate how the
presence of a microsensor can change the oxic conditions within a biofilm. It has previously been
shown that 0, microsensors can compress the diffusive boundary layer and increase the 0, saturations
in coastal marine sediments (9). The mechanism behind this is not fully understood, but it is
connected to local flow accelerations very close to the sensor tip (Glud et al. unpub!. data). The
hydrodynamic changes induced by the presence of a sensor interacts in three dimensions with the
complex hydrodynamics at the biofilm water interface. The extent of the effect thus depend on the
free flow velocity, the microsensor dimensions, and the 3-dimensional structure of the biofilm. The
presented example was typical for the mature biofilms we investigated, but it was often observed that
when the microsensor tip was placed in a channel between clusters, the disturbed area was more
elongated, which again indicate liquid flow. It is clear that 0, microsensor measurements in biofilms
overestimate the °0 penetration depth and the oxic conditions within a biofilm. In fact the
investigated biofilm appeared totally oxic when measurements were carried out by microelectrodes,
while the planar optode showed that the approximately 50% of the biofilm basis was anoxic. Since
the effect is probably a function of sensor dimensions, great care has to be taken when microprofiles
of different solutes, obtained by differently sized sensors, are aligned and interpreted. Likewise
experiments with any intruding object e.g. microinjection needles for flow studies have to take the
observed effects into account. Presumably the effects can be minimized by inserting sensors or
needles from below so that the stem has no contact with the free flowing water (9). The disturbances
introduced by microsensors illustrate the importance of local flow accelerations and microturbulences
for solute distributions within biofilms. Extrusions or hairy structures typically observed in biofilms
may indeed ensure an efficient nutrient exchange several object diameters further downstream.
Extensive microtopography may, in addition to channel structures, optimize the solute exchange
between biofilm and overlying water through increased turbulence.
Application of the planar optodes techniques to biofilms has for the first time allowed the true
0, distribution at the basis of biofilms to be resolved. Previously the oxic conditions at the basis were
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extrapolated from I-dimensional approaches that by their presence changed the microenvironment.
The extreme spatial and temporal variation in the aerobic conditions within biofilms has been
demonstrated together with the large potential of planar optodes for studies of microenvironments in
biofilms.
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ABSTRACT
We describe the combined application of microsensors and molecular techniques to investigate
the development of sulfate reduction and of sulfate reducing bacterial populations in an aerobic
bacterial biofilm. Microsensor measurements for oxygen showed that anaerobic zones developed in
the biofilm within one week and that oxygen was depleted in the top 200 to 400 11m during all stages
of biofilm development. Sulfate reduction was first detected after 6 weeks of growth, although
favorable conditions for growth of sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) were present from the first week.
III situ hybridization with a 16S rRNA probe for SRB revealed that sulfate reducers were present in
high numbers (approximately 10' SRB/ml) in all stages of development, both in the oxic and anoxic
zones of the biofilm. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) showed that the genetic
diversity of the microbial community increased during the development of the biofilm. Hybridization
analysis of the DGGE profiles with taxon-specific oligonucleotide probes showed that Desu(fohulhus
and Desll(fovihrio were the main sulfate reducing bacteria in all biofilm samples, as well as in the
bulk activated sludge. However, different Desilifohulhus and Desuifovihrio species were found in the
6th and 8th week of incubation, respectively, coinciding with the development of sulfate reduction.
Our data indicate that not all SRB detected by the molecular analysis were sulfidogenically active in
the biofilm.
INTRODUCTION
Although sulfate reduction is thought to be an anaerobic process, sulfate reducing bacteria are
also important in aerobic environments, if they can proliferate in anaerobic zones. For example, in
marine sediments (16, 17) and in aerobic wastewater treatment systems (18, 20) sulfate reduction
accounts for up to 50% of the mineralization of organic matter. Furthermore, sulfate reduction
strongly stimulates microbially enhanced corrosion of metals (5, 7). Therefore, the detection of
sulfate reducers and sulfate reducing activity in sediments, wastewater treatment plants, and fouling
biofilms is of great practical and scientific relevance. Conventional microbial techniques based on
selective culturing are of limited usefulness for quantification and characterization of environmental
populations, as it is now well recognized that most strains do not grow in vitro, either because
cultivation media poorly resemble natural growth conditions or because different strains of
microorganisms are interdependent (2, 49). Techniques based on the analysis of bacterial DNA and
RNA, may complement the conventional microbiological approach, and nowadays are routinely used
to determine the presence and distribution of individual bacterial species, including SRB, in complex
communities such as those in bacterial biofilms (I, 33-35).
So far, these studies of microbial communities, i.e., bacterial biofilms have mainly focused on
the exploration of bacterial diversity and on the detection of individual bacterial taxa by molecular
techniques. Studies relating community structure to community function are scarce, partially because
of difficulties in monitoring microbial activities. Within biofilms, the convection of compounds is
hindered, and consequently mass transfer to the cells often limits conversion rates. Because of this
resistance to mass transfer, biofilms develop various microenvironments, which differ from the bulk
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liquid (6, 10, 18). This complicates the interpretation of community function analysis, because
extrapolation of the community behavior to that of the individual cells is impossible without
knowledge of their microenvironment.
The most direct way to study the different microzonations in biofilms is with microsensors -
needle-shaped devices with a tip measuring from <I to 100 Ilm, which are sensitive for a specific
compound. Due to their small size, microsensor measurements cause minimal disturbance to the
system. With microsensors, microenvironments can be examined, and microgradients can be
measured. The measured gradients are a function of both the local transport and conversion rates.
Thus, if the transport process (usually diffusion) is known, the spatial distribution of microbial
activity can be derived from the substrate profiles (38). An important advantage of using
microsensors is the capability to unravel closed cycles, such as sulfate reduction coupled to sulfide
oxidation, within a biofilm or sediment (18). With these systems, measurements of net substrate
consumption or product excretion lead to considerable underestimation of the actual processes within
the biofilms. Internal metabolic cycles can be hidden, although they playa crucial role in the biofilm,
and will be reflected in the structure of the microbial community.
Ramsing et al. (33) were the first to use both rnicrosensors and molecular techniques to study
sulfate reduction in a trickling-filter biofilm, which was used for treating municipal wastewater.
Recently, Schramm et al. (42) employed combined rnicrosensor and molecular techniques to study
nitrification in a trickling-filter biofilm. In both studies a good con·elation was found between
microbial conversions (sulfate reduction and nitrification) and microbial population distributions
within the biofilms.
The studies described above were performed on well-established and mature biofilms. In this
work, we studied the transients of sulfate reduction, using microsensors, and followed the
successional changes in microbial species, using molecular techniques, with a developing,
multispecies bacterial biofilm. This topic is relevant as biofilms are often subjected to changing
conditions and sloughing is followed by recolonization. The aim of our study was to assess how
closely the species composition retlects activity in a biofilm with gradually changing
microenvironments.
A biofilm developing in an aerobic wastewater treatment plant was used as a model system for
biofilms growing in aerobic sulfate containing waters with high organic loads. Microsensors with
high spatial resolution were used to measure oxygen and hydrogen sulfide profiles and to infer
aerobic respiration and sulfate reducing activities. Molecular techniques for studying SRB were as
follows: denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) analysis of peR-amplified l6S ribosomal
DNA (rDNA) fragments to determine the complexity of the microbial community in the biofilm and
to monitor its behavior over time; hybridization analysis of these DGGE profiles with group-specific
oligonucleotide probes to identify SRB; and in situ hybridization with thin sections to quantify the




Biofilm growth and sampling. An oxygen impermeable plastic foil (Ril-O-Ten 80/1 OOX ; Otto
Nielsen Emballage AS, Lyngby, Denmark) was submerged as a substratum for biofilm growth in the
activated-sludge basin (first aerated stage) of the Seehausen municipal wastewater treatment plant in
Bremen, Germany, during spring 1996. The temperature in the basin during the experiment varied
between 17°C and 20°e. In the bulk liquid, the concentration of 0, and SO,' were 1.8 to 2.4 mg/I (55
to 75 11M) and 75 to 115 mg/l (800 to 1,200 11M), respectively. NO, was absent. The biological
oxygen demand was approximately 350 mg/l (10 mM). Samples of the foil (ca. 6 by 12 cm each) on
which the bacterial biofilm was growing, were taken weekly over a total period of 12 weeks. While
submerged in wastewater, samples were transferred to the laboratory and used within I h for
microelectrode measurements. Replicate samples were frozen at -20°C for molecular analysis.
Biofilm fixation and slicing. Biofilm samples for in situ hybridization analysis were fixed by
incubation in paraformaldehyde (4% [wt/vol] in phosphate-buffered saline) at 4°C for I hand
washed subsequently in phosphate-buffered saline. After fixation, samples were embedded in
embedding medium (OCT compound; Sakura Finetek USA, Torrance, Calif.) and frozen above
evaporating liquid nitrogen. Thin sectioning of the biofilm was performed with a cryomicrotome
(Microm model HM 505 E) at -18°e. Vertical slices of about 10 Jlm thick were collected on gelatin-
coated microscopic slides. The slides were air dried and dehydrated in a series of increasing
concentrations of ethanol (50,80 and 96% [vol/vol]).
Biofilm thickness measurement. Biofilm thickness was determined by positioning a thin glass
needle mounted on a micromanipulator on the surface of the biofilm. The needle was moved down
until it touched the substratum, which was detected by bending the needle, viewed through a
dissection microscope. Biofilm thickness was inferred from micro-manipulator readings.
Microsensor measurements. Microsensor measurements were performed at room temperature
(20 to 23°C) in a flow cell with aeration and circulation of artificial wastewater containing the
following ingredients: 50 mM KH2P04 , 400 11M K,HPO., 760 flM (NH.),SO., 41 11M MgSO,7H,o
and 200 11M Na-acetate at pH 7.5 (the last ingredient was added as an additional carbon-source to the
bound carbon inside the biofilm to ensure that oxygen remained the limiting substrate). The oxygen
concentration in the flow cell was kept the same as in the activated sludge basin, i.e., approximately
70 11M 02' by bubbling with air and nitrogen. The oxygen concentration in the flow cell was
continuously monitored with an oxygen microsensor. Microsensors, mounted on micro-manipulators,
were positioned on the surface of the biofilm, which was viewed through a dissection microscope.
Profiles were recorded by penetrating the biofilm with the microsensor in increments of 50 or 100 11m
and using a micromanipulator.
Microsensors were used to measure oxygen (37), hydrogen sulfide (19), and pH (38). The
oxygen and pH electrodes were calibrated as described before (37, 38). The H,S microsensor was
calibrated by measuring the signal in dilution series of a standard solution (sulfide dissolved in
artificial wastewater with constant pH, flushed with nitrogen to avoid oxidation of the sulfide) (18).
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The concentration of total dissolved sulfide (H,S plus HS' plus S2) in the dilution series was
determined by a spectrophotometric method (8). The total dissolved sulfide measured in the biofilm
was calculated by using the slope and intercept of the calibration curves. The sulfide electrode had a
linear response to H,S concentrations of up to 1,000 IlM. The detection limit of the microsensors
varied between I and 3 IlM total sulfide. No pH correction was necessary, since the sensor was
calibrated at the same pH as the sample medium and the buffer prevented the development of pH
gradients inside the biofilm. The diffusive fluxes were calculated by using Fick's first law, J = -D *
8c/8x, where J = flux (in micromoles per square meter per second), D = diffusion coefficient (in
square meters per second), and oc/8x = concentration gradient (in micromoles per cubic meter).
Diffusion coefficients inside the biofilm were assumed to equal the molecular diffusion coefficients
(7). Values of 2.12 x 10" cm'/s for oxygen (3) and 1.39 x 10" cm2/s for total sulfide (18) at 20°C were
used.
Total iron determination. Ten mililiters of 0.5 M HCI and 0.5 g dithionite were added to the
biofilm sample to extract Fe oxides, FeS and FeCO, (46). The total iron concentration in this extract
was determined spectrophotometrically at 562 nm after reaction of the extract with Ferrozine solution
(I % [wt/vol] hydroxylammoniumchloride and 10% [wt/vol] Ferrozine in 50 mM N-2-
hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid buffer, pH 7.0) (46). The detection limit was I IlM
total iron.
Nitrate determination. The nitrate concentration in the bulk liquid of the activated-sludge
basin was measured spectroscopically with Spectroquant model 14773 (E. Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). The detection limit was 16/lM (l mg/liter) NO;.
Net sulfate reduction measurement with radiotracers. The net sulfate reduction (sulfate
reduction minus sulfide oxidation) was determined by measuring the accumulation of reduced sulfur
compounds in the 7-week-old biofilm. Carrier free 35S0/ (2.5 MEq; Amersham) was added to the
medium in the microsensor set-up after a blank sample of the biofilm was taken for a reference.
During the 30-h incubation period, samples were taken from the biofilm (3 to 4 cm2each) and from
the medium (4 ml each) at intervals of at least 2.5 h to determine total radioactivity and sulfate
concentration. The entire sample (foil plus adhering biofilm) was preserved in a 20% (wt/vol) Zn-
acetate solution. The fraction of reduced 35S0/ per square centimeter of plastic foil (i.e., radioactive
H,S, FeS, S", and FeS2) was determined with the foil and biofilm by the hot acidic Cr(II) procedure as
described by Fossing et Jj1jrgensen. (13). The net sulfate reduction was expressed as an areal rate, i.e.,
moles of reduced 35S per square meter per second for comparison with the microsensor flux
measurements.
Nucleic acid extraction and PCR amplification. DNA was extracted from the biofilm
samples by a combined freeze-thaw (freezing three times in liquid nitrogen and thawing at 37°C) and
hot phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol treatment (45). The ribosomal DNA was enzymatically
amplified as described by Muyzer et al. (29), with either the universal primer 907R and the bacterial
primer GM5F with a GC-clamp, or the universal primer 907R and the SRB385 primer (I) with a GC-
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clamp, targeting SRB of the delta subdivision as well as some other bacteria (Table 1.). A hot-start,
touch-down PCR program was used for all amplifications to minimize nonspecific amplification (29).
The PCR reaction mixture (100 J.11) contained 50 pmol of each primer, 25 nmol of each of the four
deoxynucleoside triphosphates, 300 J.1g bovine serum albumin, 10 J.11 lOx PCR buffer (HT
Biotechnology Ltd) and 10 to 20 ng of template DNA.
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DGGE analysis of 168 rDNA fragments. DGGE was performed with the D-Gene system
(BioRad) and the following ingredients and conditions: Ix T AE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid and
I mM EDTA at pH 8.3), I-mm-thick gels, and a denaturant gradient from 35% to 65% urea-
formamide, at 60°C, with 100 V constantly for 17 h version (29, 30). DGGE gels were photographed
on a UV transillumination table (302 nm) with a Polaroid camera. Photos were scanned with the
software program Fotolook 2.05 (Agfa), and inverse images were prepared with Photoshop 4.0
(Adobe).
Blotting and hybridization analysis of DGGE gels. DGGE gels were blotted on nylon
membranes (Hybond+; Amersham) as described by Muyzer et al. (29). Hybridization analysis was
performed with probes specific for different groups of sulfate reducers (Table I). Probe 660 is
specific for Desulfobu.lbus species; probe 687 targets Desulfovibrio species as well as some members
of the genera Geobacter, DesulfOillonas, Desulfuroll1onas, Desulfomicrobiwn, Bilophila and
Pelobacfer; and probe 804 targets Desulfobacter, Desulfobacterium, Desulfosarcina, Desulfococcus
and Desuljobofulus species (I I). The probes were end-labeled with radioactive [y_J2p ]ATP (New
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England Biolabs). The hybridization buffer used was described by Martinez-Picado et Blanch (25)
and contained the following: lOx Denhardt solution, 4x SSC (Ix SSC is 0.15 M NaCI and 0.015 M
sodium citrate at pH 7.0), 0.1 % (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate, 2 mM EDTA and 50 /lg salmon
sperm DNA per ml. Membrane blots were prehybridized for 3 to 4 hours at 40°C before the
radioactively labeled probe was added. Hybridization was performed for about 17 hrs at 40°C.
Thereafter, the membranes were washed twice at 40°C for 30 min with 2x SSC-O.I % (wt/vol) sodium
dodecyl sulfate. To eliminate non-specific binding, the membranes were washed two more times for
15 min at the appropriate dissociation temperature (56°C for probe 660, 48°C for probe 687, and
52°C for probe 804), detetmined by the method as described by Raskin et al. (36). The hybridized
membranes were dried and exposed for I to 2 days to a PhosphoImager screen. These screens were
further analyzed with the PhosphoImager and the program ImageQuant (Molecular Dynamics, Inc.).
In situ hybridization. The protocol described by Manz (22) was used for fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) of the biofilm slices with probe NON338, as a negative control, and probe
SRB385 for the detection of sulfate reducers (Table I). Probes NSO 1225, NIT3 and NSR I 156 were
used to estimate the amount of nitrifying bacteria in the biofilm. The probes were synthesized and
labeled with the fluorochrome CY3 (Interactiva GmbH, Ulm, Germany). The hybridization buffer
contained 0.9 M NaC!, the percentage (vol/vol) of formamide shown in Table I, 20 mM Tris-HCI
(pH 7.4), and 0.01 % (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate. The probe concentration was 5 ng//ll.
Hybridization was performed for I to 2 hours at 46°C. The biofilm was washed at 48°C for 15 min in
a washing buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 5 mM EDTA, the NaCI concentration
indicated in Table I, and 0.01 % (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate. The specimens were examined with
an Axioplan epifluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). CY3-stained cells were
counted in 20 to 22 areas of 125 x 625 J.lm', both at the bottom and at the top of the biofilm. The
density of cells in the biofilm was too high to allow enumeration of the total number stained with 4',6
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Therefore, the number of stained bacteria was expressed per unit
of volume of biofilm.
RESULTS
Biofilm growth and development process. Within I week, a patchy biofilm ca. 400 /lm thick
developed on the plastic foil in the activated-sludge basin (Fig. I). The thickness of the biofilm
increased until the eighth week, after which it remained more or less constant at 1,000 to 1,200 /lm.
Oxygen and sulfide profiles measured at different stages of biofilm development are shown in
Fig. 2. The graphs show mean values of four to six profiles measured at different positions in the
biofilm. pH values measured in the biofilm were within 0.05 U of the pH in the bulk liquid (data not
shown), because of the buffering capacity of the medium used for measuring the profiles. Within 1
week the biofilm developed anaerobic zones, which grew thicker during the following weeks.
Oxygen was depleted within the top 200 to 400 /lm in all stages of biofilm development (except in
some profiles of the l-week-old biofilm). Although the anaerobic environment in the biofilm would
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have allowed for sulfate reduction, as there was enough substrate and sulfate available, no sulfide
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FIG. I. Developmenl of biofilm thickness (black bars), and nuxes of oxygen into the biofilm (hatched bars) and sulfide
inlo the oxic zone (while bars) calculated from the microprofiles.
In the sixth week, a total sulfide concentration of 40 11M was detected, which increased to
approximately 100 11M in the 10- and 12-week-old biofilm (Fig. 2). No sulfide diffused out of the
biofilm, and oxygen and sulfide profiles overlapped, indicating that all sulfide produced by sulfate
reduction was oxidized in the aerobic part of the biofilm.
Iron, which could have bound the sulfide, was not detected, either in biofilm samples (measured
at weeks 5 and II), nor in the activated sludge (data not shown).
Sulfate reduction rates measured by a radiotracer method using "SO/· showed much lower
values (approximately 0.017 I1mol/m'.s') than the rates calculated with microsensor data (Fig. I).
Also, the radioactive tracer technique showed that no reduced S compounds accumulated inside the
biofilm or bulk water.
Community development. To determine how the structure of the community developed with
time and to identify the presence of SRB, DGGE of PCR-amplified DNA fragments and
hybridization analysis of these DGGE profiles with group-specific probes were performed. Fig. 3
shows the DGGE pattern of 16S rRNA gene fragments obtained after peR amplification with a
primer pair which amplifies members of the domain Bacteria. Figure 4 shows a graph of the total
number of bands, as well as new bands appearing relative to the activated sludge and the total number
of bands remaining from the activated sludge. Nearly all bands obtained from the activated sludge
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FIG. 2. Oxygen (.) and total sulfide (e) microprofiles in a 1-,5-,6-,8-, 10- and 12-week-old biofilms. Biofilm thickness
is indicated by the shaded areas. The biofilm surface is at a depth of a mm, the water phase is indicated by negative
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FIG. 3. DGGE analysis of 16S rDNA fragments obtained after PCR-amplification with primer pair GM5F-907R and
gcnomic DNA from bacterial biolilm samples taken at different time points. From left to right: sample taken directly from
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FIG. 4. Graphical representation of the number
of bands in the denaturing gradient gel shown in
Fig. 3. Total number of DGGE bands, the black
bars, total bands remaining from week 0
(activated sludge), hatched bars; new bands
after week 0, white bars.
Detection ofSRB in DGGE profiles. DGGE gels with DNA fragments amplified with primers
for members of the domain Bacteria were blotted and hybridized with probes specific for different
groups of SRB (probes 660, 687 and 804). No hybridization was observed, probably due to the small
ratio of each SRB strain to the total number of bacteria in the biofilm.
To increase the sensitivity of SRB detection in our samples, we used the SRB385 sequence with
a GC-clamp as a forward primer, which targets sulfate reducers, as well as some other delta
proteobacteria and gram-positive bacteria, and the 907R sequence as the reverse primer. In this way,
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we excluded the amplification of l6S rDNA fragments of most of the Bacteria, and enriched peR
products from SRB. These DGGE profiles were subsequently blotted and hybridized with
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FIG. 5. (A) DGGE analysis of peR-amplified 16S rONA fragments obtained with primers 385F and 907R and bacterial
genomic DNA from biofilm samples taken at different time points. From left to right, marker I (M I), Desu!follema
/illlico/a (Onl) and Desll!fococclls 1II11/livoralls (Oem); sample taken from the activated sludge (t = 0 weeks); samples from
the 1-, 3-, 5-, 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-week-old biofilm (as indicated above the lanes); marker 2 (M2), Desulfobu/bus
propiollicus (Dbp, positive .control lor probe 660), DesulfolllicrobiulII bacu/alulll and Desulfovibrio sa/exigelles (Omb and
Ovs, both positive control for probe 687). (B) Hybridization results of the same OGGE pattern hybridized with probe 660,
which is specilic for Desu/fobu/bus species. The 'smiling' bands in the lower parts of the gels are single stranded DNA,
and should be disregarded.
In these SRB-enriched DGGE gels clear hybridization was obtained with probe 660 and 687
(Fig. 5B and 6B), but not with 804 (data not shown). This indicates the presence of Desulfobulbus
(probe 660) and possibly Desulfovibrio (probe 687, which also targets members of the genera
Geobacter, Desulfomonas, Desulfuromonas, Desulfomicrobium, Bilophila and Pelobacter) and the
absence of all species targeted by probe 804 (Desulfobacter, Desulfobacterium, Desulfosarcina,
Desulfococcus and Desulfobotulus) in all stages of biofilm development and in the activated sludge.
Furthermore, hybridization analysis of the DGGE profiles with probe 660 showed the initial presence
of two Desulfobulbus strains, and the appearance of another strain after week 6 (compare lanes 2 to 5,
Fig. 5B, with lanes 6 to 9), coinciding with the first detection of sulfide production by microsensors.
The result for probe 687 was simular; initially two Desulfovibrio strains were present, and a third
appeared during week 8 (compare lanes 2 to 6, Fig. 6B, with lanes 7 to 9).
The DGGE patterns obtained with primers targeting sulfate reducers (Fig. 5 and 6) show less
variation with time than those obtained with bacterial primers (Fig. 3). This trend can be seen more
clearly in Fig. 7, which contains a graph of the number of total, new, and remaining DGGE bands.
The number of bands representing SRB varies only between 14 and 21, whereas Fig. 4 shows a
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FIG. 6. (A) OGGE analysis of PCR amplified 16S rONA fragments obtained with primers set 385F and 907R. From left
to right: marker I (MI), Desllljolle1l1a li1l1icola (Onl) and DesllljococcllS IIlllltivoralls (Oem); sample taken from the
activated sludge (t = 0 weeks); samples from the 1-, 3-, 5-, 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-week-old biofilm (as indicated above the
lanes); marker 2 (M2), Desllljobulblls propioniclls (Obp, positive control for probe 660), Desulfo1l1icrobilllll baclIlat"'''
and Desuljovibrio salexigelles (Omb and Dvs, both positive control for probe 687). (B) Hybridization results of the same
DGGE pallern hybridized with probe 687, which is specific for Desuljovibrio species. The bands in the lower parts of the
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FIG. 7. Graphical representation of the number of
bands in the denaturing gel shown in Fig. 5A and
6A. Total number of DGGE bands, black bars;
total bands remaining from week 0 (activated
sludge), hatched bars; new bands, white bars.
In situ hybridization of sulfate reducing and nitrifying bacteria. In situ hybridization with
the SRB385 probe of thin sections of biofilms taken at weeks 2 and II stained Vibrio-shaped bacteria
and short fat rods. Both morphotypes, resembling Desulfovibrio and Desulfobulbus cells, were
present over the whole thickness of the biofilm. In the 2-week-old biofilm, the number of SRB was
(64 ± 23 [mean ± standard deviation]) x 10' SRB/ml at the surface and (114 ± 33) x 10' SRB/ml at the
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bottom of the biofilm. In the II-week-old biofilm, the SRB varied from (201 ± 78) x 10" SRB/ml to
(358 ± 127) x 10' SRB/ml on the surface and at the bottom of the biofilm, respectively.
In situ hybridization with probes specific for nitrifying bacteria revealed the presence of
ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (30 x 10' to 90 x 10' cells per ml) and nitrite-oxidizing bacteria,
Nitrobacter species (0.6 x 10" to I x 10' cells per ml) and Nitrospira species (50 x 10' to 100 x 10"
cells per ml), respectively in the 2- and 6-week-old biofilm.
DISCUSSION
Process and biofilm development. The thickness and community characteristics of the biofilm
developed gradually during 12 weeks without large scale-sloughing. The biofilm had a heterogeneous
structure during the whole experimental period, as was reported in other studies (l0, 26), explaining
the variations in the amounts of oxygen and sulfide (Fig. I). Heterogeneity may increase the surface
area exchange, therefore allowing more efficient transport of substrates and products. In determining
the fluxes, we assumed that diffusion was the only transport mechanism; thus, the fluxes might be
underestimated. However, the fluxes measured in this study are close to those calculated by Ktihl et
J¢rgensen (18) for a trickling-filter biofilm.
The microprofiles (Fig. 2) showed that no sulfide diffused out of the biofilm. Since iron was
absent, iron sulfide precipitation can be excluded. The low value for the sulfate reduction rate,
determined with radiotracers, as compared to the rates calculated from microsensor data, can be
explained only by the cycling between reduced and oxidized 35S compounds. Most of the "s' formed
is rapidly oxidized to "SO/· or other oxidized 35S compounds, which are not detectable by our
radiotracer method (H,S, S", FeS" FeS). Examination of the specific activity of the reduced sulfur
pool during the course of the experiment showed that the pool rapidly became equilibrated (within 3
h) with the initially labeled sulfate. This indicates, that a small reduced sulfur pool (sulfide) with a
high turnover rate is present in the biofilm.
We concluded that all sulfide, produced by sulfate reduction in the anoxic zone, was oxidized in
the oxic layer in the biofilm. Thus, at the point of the steepest gradient, the sulfide flux in the zone
adjacent to the aerobic zone, can be used as a conservative measure of the SRB activity. Diffusive
fluxes of oxygen into the biofilm and sulfide from the anaerobic zone into the aerobic zone,
calculated from the microprofiles, are given in Fig. I. Sulfide fluxes ranged from 15% in week 6 to
35% in week II of the oxygen fluxes (Fig. I). Since oxidation of I mol of sulfide to sulfate requires 2
mol of oxygen, a large part (up to 70%) of the oxygen diffusing into the biofilm was used for the
reoxidation of sulfide. Thus, sulfate reduction may be as important as aerobic mineralization in the
biofilm. Since the biomass yield by sulfate reduction is much lower than by aerobic mineralization
(21), rates of biomass production in wastewater treatment plants based on biofilms may be affected
significantly. The turnover of the sulfide pool in the biofilm, calculated by dividing the pool size with
the fluxes (both determined from microsensor profiles), lasted only minutes. Consequently sulfate
reduction rates in biofilms can be reliably measured in situ only by microsensors.
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The development of anaerobic zones in the biofilm created an optimal environment for sulfate
reducers. However, sulfide production could not be measured during the first 6 weeks of biofilm
development. In theory, sulfide could have been oxidized anaerobically, e.g., by Fe" or NO; as an
electron acceptor. However, neither Fe" nor NO,' was present in the bulk liquid of the activated-
sludge basin. III situ hybridization showed the presence of ammonia and nitrite oxidizers in the 2- and
6-week-old biofilm; consequently, some nitrate could have been formed by nitrification inside the
biofilm. However, even if sulfide reduction was coupled to anaerobic sulfide oxidation in the initial
stages of biofilm development, some sulfide should have been detected by the sensitive sulfide
microsensor. We, therefore, conclude that no sulfate reduction occurred in the biofilm during the first
6 weeks. Similar lag phases in developing biofilms have been detected for sulfate reducing (48) and
other slow-growing bacteria, such as nitrifiers (47) and methanogens (14). Slow adaptation of the
sulfate reducing population to the biofilm microenvironment might explain the lag phase in sulfate
reduction that was found in our study.
Community development. Comparative DGGE analysis of PCR products obtained with
primers for the 16S rDNA of all bacteria showed that the species composition of the biofilm changed
within I week from that of the activated sludge (Fig. 3). The original strains remained, but new bands
appeared each week (Fig. 4), leading to a more complex bacterial community. Exceptions were week
8, and to a lesser degree week 3, where fewer bands were detected. These exceptions might have been
caused by a lower amount of DNA loaded on the gel. Our results show that biofilms can harbor a
much wider range of microbial species than the bulk liquid. The increase in bacterial diversity, shown
by the increasing number of DGGE bands, was the result of development of different microhabitats
inside the biofilm. Due to resistance to mass transfer and conversions, microzonations develop within
the biofilm, providing a broader range of niches for bacteria with different physiological
characteristics.
DGGE analysis of PCR products obtained with primers specific for sulfate reducers, i.e., primer
pair SRB385F/907R, showed that the community of delta proteobacteria, including the sulfate
reducers, was more stable during biofilm development than the total community (compare Fig. 4 and
7). Desulfobulbus and Desulfovibrio species were present from the beginning. Additional populations
of Desulfobulbus and of Desulfovibrio appeared, respectively, after 6 and 8 weeks of incubation. We
speculate that the additional strains from week 6 and week 8 are responsible for the sulfide
production in the biofilm.
The question of the metabolic activity of the species identified as SRB, present in the first 5
weeks, is unresolved. Our FISH data indicate that a significant portion of the SRB are present and
proliferate in the oxic part of the biofilm. The ability of Desulfobulbus and Desulfovibrio species to
respire oxygen (12,24) could explain their presence in activated sludge and the initial biofilm. As the
activated-sludge basin is aerated, other nonrespiring sulfate reducers may be unable to survive in this
aerobic environment. Also, the finding of Teske et al. (45), that Desulfobulbus and Desulfovibrio are
the main SRB species in the aerobic layers of a stratified fjord, underlines their ability to survive (and
maybe thrive) in the presence of oxygen. Alternatively, SRB could use a different metabolic pathway.
Some Desulfobulbus and Desulfovibrio species can utilize nitrate instead of sulfate as a terminal
electron acceptor (27, 43, 52). There is conflicting evidence whether or not nitrate is used in the
presence of sulfate. It has been reported that nitrate can suppress sulfate reduction (43) and,
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conversely, that sulfate inhibits the use of nitrate as terminal electron acceptor (9). However, no
nitrate was found in the bulk liquid of the activated-sludge basin. Another metabolic rol of SRB could
be the fermentation of organics, such as fumarate or malate (51).
With in situ hybridization we found 107 to 10" SRB/ml of biofilm volume. Considering the total
cell density of 10'0 to 10" cells per ml of biofilm reported by others (7, 31), we estimate that the
relative percentage of bacteria that are SRB is less than I %. This, however, contradicts our finding
that a large part of the oxygen diffusing into the biofilm is used for oxidation of the formed sulfide
and that sulfate reduction, therefore, plays an important role in the biofilm. An explanation for this
discrepancy is that either the SRB are extremely active or our FISH technique underestimates the
number of SRB. From the H,S fluxes and the number of SRB (determined by FISH), the specific
sulfate reduction rate (moles of SO/- celr' day") was calculated t6 be 70 x 10- 15 mol SO/- celr' day"'
(at week II). This value is in the upper range of the specific sulfate reduction rates reported by
J0rgensen (15).
By using the molecular techniques described in this paper we were able to follow community
development, and to detect different groups of SRB in complex biofilms, with many species. This
would be difficult with conventional cultivation techniques. However, molecular techniques also have
biases and limitations. First, PCR amplification is not quantitative, as preferential amplification can
occur (39, 44). Therefore, band intensities cannot be extrapolated to indicate the abundance of a
particular bacterial population. Second, the number of DGGE bands is dependent on the amount of
DNA that is applied to the gel as well as on the number of different DNA fragments. Third, some of
the oligonucleotides, i.(;., SRB385 and probe 687, which were used in this study, are not as specific as
originally described. However, we only used the primer SRB385 in our PCR reactions to exclude
most non-SRB and to enrich the SRB populations. Probe SRB385 was also used for in situ
hybridization analysis. For this application, the specificity of the probe is increased as the gram-
positive cells, targeted by SRB385, are not accessible for the oligonucleotide when paraformaldehyde
is used as fixative (40). These biases demonstrate the importance of combining different molecular
methods and to compare them with activity measurements.
Relating community analysis obtained by molecular techniques to processes occurring within
microbial consortia is of great practical relevance. However, the molecular techniques currently
available, and used in this study, seem insufficient to accurately predict the behavior of a gradually
changing but complex microbial community. More specific techniques, perhaps involving the
detection or expression of specific genes, are needed so that molecular techniques caan be used as
reliable diagnostic tools. Further analysis of the biofilm samples, nitrate microsensor measurements,
and in situ hybridization with more specific probes (23), might give a more detailed picture of the
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ABSTRACT
It was recently shown (21) that sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) were present in the oxic as well
as anoxic zones of a bacterial biofilm, growing in the aeration basin of a wastewater treatment plant.
These SRB were, however, not sulfidogenically active during the first 6 weeks of biofilm
development. Different molecular biological methods, such as PCR specific for the functional genes
dissimilatory sulfite reductase (DSR) and [NiFe] hydrogenase and fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) with SRB-group specific 16S rRNA probes, were now combined to reveal the diversity and
distribution of SRB within the growing biofilm. Although the number of in situ detected Gram
negative SRB did not drastically change over time (from 2.7 x 10' SRB/ml in the 2 week old biofilm
to 3.1 x 10' SRB/ml in the II week old biofilm), the DSR gene content did increase during biofilm
development, coinciding with the increase. of sulfide flux within the biofilm. The discrepancy
between the results obtained with the two different molecular methods can be explained by the
presence and increase of sulfate reducing populations, which were not detectable by the probes used
for FISH. Different SRB, belonging to the genera Desulfovibrio, Desulfomicrobium,
Desu!fobacterium, Desulfobacter, and Desulforhopalus were detected with FISH in both the oxic and
anoxic zones, and during all stages of biofilm development. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis
(DGGE) of [NiFe] hydrogenase gene fragments, showed only minor changes in the Desulfovibrio
community during biofilm development. Phylogenetic analysis of biofilm derived DSR sequences
and of excised [NiFe] hydrogenase DGGE bands revealed a high genetic diversity among the
Desu!f'ovibrio species, which corresponds with the various microenvironments present in biofilms.
INTRODUCTION
Sulfate reducing bacteria are widely distributed in natural and engineered systems and for
example have been detected in sediments (9), fresh and marine water columns (18, 26), microbial
mats (25), and in biofilms and activated sludge of wastewater treatment systems (10, II, 13, 20),
where they play an important role in the mineralization process of organic matter. However, their
presence does not necessarily imply sulfate reducing activity, since they could also be using other
metabolic pathways, like nitrate reduction (IS, 22), iron reduction (4), oxygen respiration (6, 14),
fermentation of fatty acids (31), or they might not be metabolically active at all.
Lacking sulfate reducing activity by SRB was recently observed in a developing biofilm by
Santegoeds et af. (21). It was shown that although anoxic zones were present from the first week on
in the biofilm, sulfide could not be detected in the first 6 weeks of biofilm development. Oxygen was
depleted in the first 200 - 400 !lm of the biofilm during all stages of development and any other
suitable electron acceptor such as nitrate or iron was absent. Hybridization analysis of DGGE gels
and in situ hybridization of sliced biofilm samples, however, demonstrated that significant amounts
of sulfate reducing bacteria were actually present from the beginning on, and that additional
Desulfobulbus and Desulfovibrio species appeared after 6 - 8 weeks, but that the observed slight
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increase in total number of SRB could not explain the sudden onset of sulfide production after the 6th
week of biofilm development. Therefore, further research was needed. In the present study different
molecular techniques were applied to investigate the diversity and spatial distribution of SRB in the
biofilm system.
Over the last decade a battery of molecular tools were developed for directly studying SRB
within complex environments. rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes developed by Devereux et at.
(5) and Manz et at. (J 3) are well suited to study the abundance and spatial distribution of SRB using
dot blot or in situ hybridization techniques. Recently, Wagner el al. (28) described PCR-primers
specific for the dissimilatory sulfite reductase genes, which encode a key-enzyme in the sulfate
reduction process. These genes could be amplified from all SRB investigated, and phylogenetic
analysis based on DSR sequences gave a similar phylogeny as that based on 16S rRNA sequences,
which makes these genes excellent molecular markers for detection and identification of SRB in
natural samples. Primers for another functional gene, the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene that plays an
important role in the hydrogen metabolism of Desulfovibrio species, were developed by Wawer et at.
(30). The [NiFe] hydrogenase gene is present in all Desulfovibrio species and is therefore an
excellent marker for these species.
The objective of this study was to examine the dynamics and genetic diversity of SRB and in
particular of Desulfovibrio in the growing biofilm by using the [NiFe] hydrogenase marker in parallel
with the DSR gene primers. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with group specific probes was
performed to unravel the spatial distribution of SRB and to quantify their abundance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biofilm growth and sampling. An oxygen impermeable plastic foil (Ril-O-Ten 80/l00 X
manufactured by Otto Nielsen EmbalJage AS, Lyngby, Denmark (3» was submerged as a substratum
for biofilm growth in the first aerated stage of an activated sludge basin of the municipal wastewater
treatment plant Seehausen in Bremen, Germany. A description of the basin conditions can be found
in Santegoeds et at. (21). Samples of the foil on which the bacterial biofilm was growing, were taken
weekly, over a total period of 12 weeks. The samples were fixed or frozen on site and kept at -20°C
until further analysis.
Biofilm fixation and slicing. For in situ hybridization analysis biofilm samples were fixed by
incubation in paraformaldehyde (4% [w/v] in phosphate-buffered saline [PBS]) at 4°C for 1 hand
washed subsequently in PBS. After fixation, the samples were embedded in embedding medium
(OCT compound; Sakura Finetek USA, Torrance, California) and frozen above evaporating liquid
nitrogen. Thin sectioning of the biofilm was performed with a cryomicrotome (Microm HM 505 E)
at -18°C. The vertical slices of about 10 llm thickness were collected on gelatin-coated microscopic
slides. The specimens were air dried and dehydrated in a series of increasing concentrations of
ethanol (50, 80 and 96% lv/v]).
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Nucleic acid extraction and PCR amplification. DNA was extracted from the biofilm
samples by freeze-thawing and hot phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol treatment (26). A ca. 1.9 kb
fragment of the dissimilatory sulfite reductase genes was amplified using primer pair DSR 1F and
DSR4R (28) (Table I). A ca. 440 bp DNA fragment of the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene was amplified
with the primer pair HydlF with GC-clamp and Hyd5R (30) (Table 1). A hot-start PCR program was
used, where I unit of SuperTaq DNA polymerase (HT Biotechnology Ltd., Germany) was added at
80°C after 5 min heating at 94°C, and with 35 cycles, each cycle consisting of I min at 94°C, I min
at 60°C for primer pair DSRIF-DSR4R and 65°C for primer pair HydIF-Hyd5R, and 3 min at n°e.
The PCR reaction mixture (100 J.11) contained 50 pmol of each primer, 25 nmol of all four
deoxynucleoside triphosphates, 200 J.1g of bovine serum albumin, 10 J.11 lOx PCR buffer (HT
Biotechnology Ltd., Germany) and 10-100 ng of template DNA. To compare the different biofilm
samples among each other with regard to their.DSR content the same concentration of template DNA
was used for the DSR gene amplification. The PCR products were evaluated on a 1% (w/v) agarose
gel.
Table I.

























Dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene (28)
Dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene (28)
[NiFeJ hydrogenase gene (30)
[NiFc] hydrogenase gene (30)
SRB of the delta proteobactcria (1) plus
several Gram-positive bacteria (e.g.
Clostridium) (19)



























a Position III the 16S rRNA of E.H:herichia coli (2).
h
Formamidc conccntralion in hybridization buffer.
,
Sodiulll chloride concentration in washing buffer.
d This primer has the following GC-eiamp at the 5' end: 5'- CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGTCCCGCCGCCCCCGCCCG-3·.
Plus 5 mM EDTA in washing buffer.
DGGE analysis of [NiFe] hydrogenase gene fragments. DGGE was performed using the D-
Gene™ system (BioRad) and the following specifications: Ix TAE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid
and I mM EDTA at pH 8.3), I mm thick gels, a denaturant gradient from 30% to 70%
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urea/formamide, a temperature of 60°C, and a constant voltage of 200V for 3.5 hours (16, 30).
DGGE gels were photographed on a UV transillumination table (302 nm) with a Polaroid camera.
The photos were scanned and inversed with Photoshop 4.0 (Adobe).
Excision amplification of DGGE bands. DGGE bands were carefully excised on a UV and
transilluminator with a scalpel and subsequently transferred to a 1.5 ml tube with 500 ~I water and
approximately 500 ~I glass beads of 0.75-1.0 mm diameter. The acrylamide bands were disrupted by
bead beating at maximum speed twice for I min. The samples were left overnight at 4°C and
thereafter 1-10 ~I of the supernatant was used for reamplification of the DNA fragment. A second
DGGE was run to confirm that only one band was reamplified, and that it had the same position in
the gel as the excised band. Prior to sequencing the PCR products were purified using the QIAquick
Spin PCR purification kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany).
Cloning of DSR peR products. The pGEM®-T Easy Vector System of Promega (Wisconsin,
USA) was used for cloning dissimilatory sulfite reductase PCR products. Ligation and transformation
reactions were performed according to the pGEM®-T Easy Vector System Technical Manual.
Restriction enzyme analysis with enzyme EcoRI was used to identify clones harboring 1.9 kb inserts.
Observed insert restriction patterns were also used for a rough discrimination between the different
clones. One to three representative clones of each different restriction pattern were purified with the
Wizard'" Plus Miniprt<ps DNA Purification System of Promega (Wisconsin, USA) as described in
the manual.
Sequencing. Clones and reamplified DGGE bands were sequenced using the Applied
Biosystems PRISM Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready reaction kit supplied with AmpliTaq
DNA polymerase. Sequencing was performed with the DSR primers (DSRIF-DSR4R) for the DSR
clones and with the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene primers (HydIF-Hyd5R) for the reamplified DGGE
bands. Both ends of the DSR clones were sequenced yielding ca. 400 basepairs from either direction.
The sequencing products were analyzed with the Applied Biosystems 377 DNA sequencer.
Phylogenetic analysis. [NiFe] hydrogenase nucleotide sequences were manually aligned to
other sequences obtained from nucleotide databases with the program SeqApp (8). The nucleotide
sequences were aligned according to the alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences. A distance
matrix from the aligned sequences was obtained by using the "show distance matrix" option in the
software program PAUP (test version 4) developed by Swofford (24). In estimates of evolutionary
relationships, regions with missing data were omitted from the alignment. Matrices of evolutionary
distances were computed by using DNADIST (Kimura option) for nucleotide sequences. An
evolutionary tree was constructed from the evolutionary distances with the program FITCH. All
programs are implemented in the software package PHYLIP 3.5 (7). The reliability of tree nodes was
determined by bootstrap analysis (l00 resamplings) with parsimony (PAUP).
Deduced DSR amino acid sequences were aligned using the GDE 2.2 sequence editor (S.
Smith, unpublished) implemented in the ARB software environment (23). Distance matrix (with
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FITCH, PHYLIP version 3.5 (7), and with Neighbour Joining, ARB (23)), parsimony (PROTPARS,
PHYLIP version 3.5), and maximum likelihood analyses (PROTML, PHYLIP version 3.5) were
performed on a concatenated u- and ~-DSR-subunit amino acid data set. For phylogenetic analysis
missing sequence information was coded as missing data, yielding 330 positions for the u- (166
positions) and ~-subunit (164 positions) data set. Bootstrap analysis (100 resamplings) was
performed for the parsimony method using the respective program in the PHYLIP package.
III situ hybridization. The protocol described by Manz (12) was used for fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) of the biofilm slices with probe NON338, as a negative control, probe SRB385
for general detection of sulfate reducers, and probes DSY698, DSD 131, DSY407, DSY 1292,
DSY214, DSS658, DSB985, DSB0224, DSMA488, DSR651 (13),221 and 660 (5) for the detection
of different SRB groups (Table I). The probes were synthesized and labeled with the fluorochrome
CY3 by Interactiva GmbH (Ulm, Germany). The hybridization buffer contained 0.9 M NaCI, a
percentage (v/v) of formamide (see Table 1),20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4) and 0.01 % (w/v) SDS. The
probe concentrations were 50 ng/fll hybridization buffer. Hybridization was performed for 2 hours at
46°C, after which the biofilm slices were washed at 48°C for 15 min in a washing buffer containing
20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), a concentration of NaCI as given in Table I and 0.0 I% (w/v) SDS. The
specimens were microscopically examined with an Axioplan epifluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany). CY3-stained cells were counted in 6-15 areas of 315 x 315 flm' at the bottom
of the biofilm. The density of cells in the biofilm was too high to count the total cell number using
DAPI staining. Therefore, the number of stained bacteria was expressed per volume (ml) of biofilm,
instead per percentage of the total cell number.
RESULTS
Diversity of SRB based on DSR gene sequence analysis. Using a specific PCR for the
amplification of the dissimilatory sulfite reductase genes with the same amount of DNA for all
samples, we found that the gene was present in the activated sludge as well as in all biofilm samples
(Fig. IA). However, the amount of the DSR gene in each sample varied. We obtained lesser PCR
product from samples of the first 5 weeks of the biofilm, than from the activated sludge. More DSR-
PCR products were obtained from week 6 on with a maximum in week 10. The increase in DSR-PCR
products from the 6th week on correlates well with the increase in sulfide flux (Fig. lB), which was
determined previously (21).
DSR PCR products from the activated sludge sample, the samples of 3-, 5- and lO-week old
biofilms were cloned Approximately 70 clones were screened for the right insert, and characterized
by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis to reduce redundancy prior to
sequence analysis. We found 6 different patterns (type A to F patterns, data not shown). From each
pattern 1-3 clones were sequenced and used for phylogenetic analysis. Clones 3 (type A), 4 (type B),
7 (type E), 9 (type F) and II (type E) originate from the activated sludge, clone 16 (type A) from the
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3 weeks old biofilm, clone 68 (type B) from the 5 weeks old biofilm and clones 40 (type E), 41 (type
A), 42 (type B), 43 (type D) and 44 (type C) from the 10 week old biofilm. The phylogenetic
affiliation of these 12 DSR clone sequences is shown in Fig. 2. In general, stable tree topologies were
observed using the different treeing methods. All treeing methods suggested that the DSR clone
sequences 3, 11,41, 42, and 68 are related to but not identical with Desulfobulbus propionicus while
the remaining analyzed DSR clone sequences clustered together with members of the genus
Desulfovibrio. DSR sequences indicative for SRB which do not belong to the delta-subclass of
Proteobacteria were not retrieved from the activated sludge and biofilm samples.
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Fig.!. (A) The 1.9 kb fragment of the dissimilatory sulfite reductase genes, peR amplified from DNA of activated
sludge (t ;, 0 weeks), and of 1-, 2-, 3- 5-,6-,8-, 10- and 12-week old biofilm samples. The same amount of DNA was
used for all samples. A molecular weight marker is shown in the left lane. (B) Flux measurements of sulfide being
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree reflecting the relalionships of the analyzed DSR clones (retrieved from the activated sludge
and biofilm samples) with the DSR from sulfate reducing prokaryotes (28). Dashed lines are used for clones with partial
sequences. The DSR sequences of Desl.I/Jobulbus prapionicus and Desulfolllicrobiul1l bacu/arulII (27) were added to the
dataset to be able to more accurately define delta-subclass SRB in the DSR tree. Tree topology was obtained from
FITCH distance matrix analysis of the DSR alpha- and beta-subunit amino acid dataset. Bootstrap values were
determined from parsimony analysis on an identical dataset. Branches for which no bootstrap value is indicated were
not recovered in the majority of bootstrap replicates by the parsimony method. The scale bar indicates the number of
expected amino acid substitutions per site per unit of branch length.
Genetic diversity of Deslllfovibrio species. [NiFe] hydrogenase gene PCR products were
retrieved from the activated sludge sample as well as from most biofilm samples. To determine the
genetic diversity and the development of the DesuljiJvibrio community with time a DGGE analysis
was performed on the [NiFe] hydrogenase PCR products. From this DGGE gel (Fig. 3) it can be seen
that the activated sludge contained at least 10 different Desulfovibrio-like hydrogenase genes. Most
of these gene fragments remained in the biofilm and some new bands appeared during the biofilm
development. There is, however, no drastic change in the DGGE pattern after the 6th week, i.e. after
sulfide production started. However, the DGGE patterns indicate a community change after the 10th
week. This community change did not coincide with a change in sulfate reducing activity.
We were able to excise and successfully amplify 6 DGGE bands, which are marked and
numbered in Fig. 3. The phylogenetic affiliation of these sequences is depicted in Fig. 4. From this
tree it can be seen that the DesuljiJvibrio species present in the biofilm are highly diverse, and are not
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Fig. 3. DGGE analysis of PCR-amplified [ iFe] hydrogenase gene fragments obtained with primers Hyd I F + GC clamp
and Hyd5R and genomic DNA from biofilm samples taken at different time points. From left to right, sample taken
from the activated sludge (t = 0 weeks), and samples from the 2-,3-,5-,6-,8-,9-, 10-, 11- and 12-week old biofilm (as
















D. VUlgaris str. Miyazaki
Fig. 4. Phylogenetic tree of [NiFe]
hydrogenase sequences obtained from
excised bands of the DGGE gel shown
in Fig. 3. The first number refers to
the number of the excised DGGE band
and the second number indicates the
age of the biofilm sample in weeks.
The tree was calculated using the
distance matrix method from the
nucleotide sequences. Bootstrap
values, indicated on the nodes of the
tree, were determined from parsimony
analysis (PAUP). The scale bar












Abundance and distribution of sulfate reducing bacteria. Among all probes used for FISH
to detect different groups of sulfate reducing bacteria within the activated sludge and biofilms only
the probes DSY698, DSY214, DS8985, DSR65 I and 221 gave a hybridization signal. Most of these
SRB were present at higher numbers at the substratum than at the biofilm surface (Fig. 5A). Only




Fig. 5. Microscopic photographs or vcrtical cross sections or biofilm samples artcr ill situ hybridization with CY3-
labclcd probes. For sizc comparison a 50 flm bar is shown in the right comcr. (A) The bOllom part of a 9 week old
biofilm hybridized with probe DSY214. The substratum can be seen at the bollom of the photograph. (B) The top part
or a 10 week old biorilm hybridized with probe DSY698. The biorilm surracc can be seen at the top or the photograph.
(C) The middlc part or a II week old biofilm hybridizcd with probe SRB385. Neither the biorilm surrace nor the
substratum can be seen on this photograph.
The total number of detected SRB (determined by counts of all group specific probes)
increased during biofilm development from week 2 to week 6 (from 2.7 x 10' SRB/ml to 2.5 x 10·
SRB/ml) and remained thereafter between 2.4 x 10· SRB/ml and 3.4 x 10· SRB/ml (Fig. 6). It was
found that the number of Desulfovibrio and Desulfomicrobiull1 species detected with probes DSY698
and DSY214 remained more or less constant during biofilm development (Fig. 6). Whereas the SRB
targeted with the Desulforhopalus probe DSR65 I developed steadily, and the number of
Desulfobacter and Desulfobacterium species (probe DS8985 and 221, respectively) showed a more
pronounced increase during biofilm growth (Fig. 6).
DISCUSSION
Diversity of SRB based on DSR gene sequence analysis. As the dissimilatory sulfite
reductase is a key-enzyme in dissimilatory sulfate reduction, it can be concluded from Fig. I A that
the activated sludge, as well as all biofilm samples contained DNA from sulfate reducing' bacteria.
The same DNA concentration was used for all samples, as well as the same peR conditions,
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therefore the samples underwent the same treatment and thus most PCR biases might be assumed to
be the same for all samples. Although we can not exclude that (i) DNA extraction efficiency is
different for different SRB and (ii) that different DSR genes from different SRB do not amplify
equally well, we believe that we can compare the PCR products among each other in a semi-
quantitative way and infer from the data the dynamics of the DSR gene content during biofilm
development. Figure lA shows that the DSR gene was more abundant in the activated sludge than in
the first five weeks of biofilm development, indicating that the number of SRB in the sludge was
higher than in the biofilm. After week 6, however, the DSR gene band became more distinct and the
amount of DSR gene increased until the 10th week of incubation, after which the concentration
decreased again. To check whether the maximum at week 10 was caused by DNA inhibition of PCR
amplification in samples from other dates, we repeated the PCR amplification diluting the DNA for
each sample from week 8 till week 12. This resulted in the same maximum as before (data not
shown). We therefore have to conclude that the relative number of SRB (detectable by using the DSR
primers) increased until the 10th week of incubation and that it thereafter decreased again. However,
we can not say anything about the actual numbers of the SRB present in the biofilm. The relative
numbers might have decreased through dilution with other non-SRB, but also a community shift
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Fig. 6. The number of SRB that are counted in the 2, 6, 7,9, 10 and II week old biofilm by FISH using probes DSV698
(cross), DSV214 (open squarc), DSB985 (circle), 221 (diamond) and DSR65 I (triangle). The total number of detected
SRB (the sum of all probes) is indicated by the solid squares. FISH analysis with probes DSDI31, DSV407, DSVI292,
DSS658, DSB0224, DSMA488 and 660 did not result in any hybridization signal in the biofilm samples.
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The phylogenetic analysis of the DSR gene clones revealed the presence of Desu(fovibrio and
Desu/fobulbus relatives in the activated sludge and in different biofilm samples. This confirms
former DGGE hybridization data from blotted DGGE gels (21), showing predominance of
DeSIl/fovibria and Desulfobulbus species during all stages of biofilm development. The number of
sequenced clones is too low to draw solid conclusions about a community shift. As preferential
amplification might have occurred, these sequences may not represent the predominant ones. But
taking previous DGGE hybridization results (21) into account together with the in situ hybridization
data (which will be discussed later), it seems that Desulfovibrio strains are the numerically dominant
representatives of the sulfate reducing populations in the biofilm.
Genetic diversity of Desuifovibrio species. The DGGE gel of the PCR amplified [NiFe]
hydrogenase gene fragments (Fig. 3) depicts a complex pattern with only slight changes in the
Desulfovibrio community during the first 9 weeks of biofilm development. At week 10, coinciding
with the maximum of sulfide production and of DSR gene abundance, a community shift occurred.
Comparing the detected [NiFe] hydrogenase diversity with other studies (29, 30), we find that
the genetic diversity of Desuifovibrio-like species in the biofilm is greater than that in anaerobic
bioreactors. This high genetic diversity in biofilms can be explained by the various chemical
microzonations in the biofilm, due to mass transfer resistance and conversions, which result in a
broad range of niches for bacteria with different physiological characteristics.
If we compare the [NiFe] hydrogenase DGGE with earlier hybridization results (21) of a
DGGE using general and SRB specific 16S rDNA primers (primers 907 (17) and SRB385 (I» and
the probe 687 for hybridizing Desulfovibrio species (5), we find a much lower number of hybridized
bands belonging to Desulfovibrio (4 bands maximum, data not shown here) than bands of the [NiFe]
hydrogenase gene fragments (10 to 13 bands during all stages of biofilm development, Fig. 3),
suggesting the presence of less Desulfovibrio species. However, this discrepancy is caused by the
more specific PCR reaction for the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene fragments, amplifying only the gene
from Desuifovibrio species, whereas the PCR with primers 907-SRB385 amplifies a fragment of the
16S rRNA gene from all Gram negative sulfate reducing bacteria and even some Gram positive
bacteria targeted by the SRB385 primer. Therefore the fraction of some individual Desulfovibrio
species in the total pool of 16S rDNA fragments might be too low to be detected on a DGGE gel.
Another explanation might be, that there is more than one [NiFe] hydrogenase gene present in the
Desulfovibrio species from the biofilm, or that [NiFe] hydrogenase genes exist also in other species.
The phylogeny of the amplified [NiFe] hydrogenase gene fragments (Fig. 4) reveals a high
diversity among the Desulfovibrio species. The sequenced DGGE bands do not cluster together, but
are wide spread over the tree, which is in contrast to sequences retrieved from anaerobic bioreactors
(the K5S and K6S sequences in the tree (29», which form close clusters. This heterogeneity of
[NiFe] hydrogenase sequences from the biofilm samples might be related to existence of a high
number of different microenvironments in the biofilms.
Abundance and distribution of sulfate reducing bacteria. FISH analysis with group specific
probes showed a 10-fold increase of the total detectable Gram negative SRB population in the
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biofilm from week 2 to week 6, when sulfide production started. As the Desu(fovibrio -
Desu(fol1licrobiul1l numbers remained more or less constant during this time, we might assume that
these species had to adapt to their new environment before they could reduce sulfate, or that the
Desuljobacter, Desuljobacteriwn, and to a lesser extent, Desulforhopalus species are responsible for
the sulfide production after week 5. The change in SRB numbers was, however, not as major as was
expected from the increase of DSR gene amplification products and sulfide production. It could well
be that this increase and also the start of sulfide production at week 6 was caused by the increase of
yet another SRB population, not detected with the SRB probes used for FISH or for hybridization of
DGGE patterns. Potential candidates for such a SRB population could be SRB of the delta-subclass
which are not targeted by the probes used for FISH or members belonging to the Gram positive
sulfate reducing bacterial genus Desulfotomaculul1l, which are known to be present in anaerobic
wastewater treatment systems. The presence of Gram positive SRB, however, appears to be unlikely,
since all DSR clones analyzed were related to the genera Desuljovibrio and Desulfobulbus.
Hybridization of DGGE patterns (21) and comparative DSR sequence analysis revealed the
presence of Desuljovibrio as well as Desuljobulbus species, but no Desuljobacter or
Desu(fobacleriwl1 species. In contrast, FISH analysis identified Desuljovibrio species as well as
Desuljobacter, Desulfobacteriul1l, and Desulforhopalus, but no Desulfobulbus species. This
discrepancy in results of the three molecular methods can be caused by for instance preferential
amplification, resulting in only minor fractions of 16S rDNA PCR products from Desuljobacter and
Desu(fobacteriul11 (many of these species have mismatches with the primer SRB385) and thus no
hybridization signal from these species on the DGGE blots. Similar biases may occur during
amplification of the DSR genes. Relatives of Desulfobulbus on the other hand might not have been
detected in. situ because their number could have been below the detection limit of FISH, although
still detectable by PCR. Another explanation would be, that yet, not recognized members of the
genus Desulfobulbus, are present in the biofilm, which do possess mismatches with probe 660, but
can be amplified with the DSR primers. It could, however, also be that the Desuljorhopalus relatives
shown by FISH (which is a close relative of Desuljobulbus) hybridized under less stringent
conditions on the DGGE blots with the 660 probe.
The total numbers of SRB, calculated from the group specific probes, are one order of
magnitude larger than the total SRB numbers counted with probe SRB385 (data shown earlier (21 )).
This difference might be explained by the presence of very thin and small SRB cells that hybridized
especially with probes DSV2l4 and DSV698. These cells might have been overlooked when the total
SRB community was hybridized with probe SRB385 (see Fig. 5). Another explanation could be that
several SRB (belonging among others to the genera Desuljobacter and Desuljomicrobium) are missed
in the SRB385 hybridization analysis because of their known mismatch with the probe.
In conclusion, the ill situ hybridization data revealed a minor change in abundance of SRB over
the examined time period. Although the observed increase of SRB is only slight, it might explain the
lag in sulfate reducing activity during the first 6 weeks of biofilm development. The presence of
sulfidogenically inactive SRB during the first 6 weeks of biofilm development can be due to
attachment of inactive SRB originated from the activated sludge, which might have to adapt first to
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their new environment before becoming active. Another explanation for the lag in sulfate reduction
can be an increase of an important undetected sulfate reducing population during biofilm
development.
The results of this study illustrate that SRB community structure and dynamics in complex
environments can most accurately be examined by combined application of different molecular
techniques. Resolution and reliability of cultivation independent SRB analysis could be significantly
increased by targeting the 16S rRNA, the DSR genes, and the [NiFe] hydrogenase gene in parallel.
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ABSTRACT
A combination of different methods was applied to investigate the occurrence of anoxic
processes in aerated activated sludge. Microsensor measurements (02, N02", N03", H2S) were
performed on single sludge f10cs to detect anoxic niches, denitrification, or sulfate reduction on a
microscale. Incubations of activated sludge with 15N03" and 35S0/" were used to determine
denitrification and sulfate reduction on a batch scale. In five out of seven investigated sludges, no
anoxic zones developed during aeration, and consequently denitrification rates were very low.
However, in two sludges anoxia in f10cs coincided with significant denitrification rates. No sulfate
reduction was found in any sludge by neither microsensor nor batch investigations, not even under
totally anoxic conditions. In contrast, the presence of sulfate reducing bacteria could be shown by
fluorescence in situ hybridization with 16S rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes and by PCR-based
detection of genes encoding for the dissimilatory sulfite reductase. A possible explanation for the
absence of anoxia even in most of the larger floes is that oxygen transport is not only diffusional but
enhanced by advection, facilitated by flow through pores and channels. This is indicated by the
irregularity of some oxygen profiles and further supported by confocal laser scanning microscopy of
the three-dimensional floc structure which showed that f10cs from the two sludges in which anoxic
zones were found were apparently denser than f10cs from the other sludges.
INTRODUCTION
Activated sludge is currently the most widely used process for the treatment of both domestic
and industrial wastewaters and, at least by scale, one of the most important microbiological
technologies (18). It primarily relies on the degradation and uptake of organic matter by a microbial
community under aerobic conditions. Modern plants are often supplemented with anoxic/anaerobic
reactor stages to enhance nitrogen and phosphorous removal. The biomass is finally separated from
the purified water by gravitational settling prior to recirculating part of it back into the aeration basin.
The process, therefore, selects for microorganisms that remain in the system due to their growth in
floes.
This immobilized growth leads to conditions that markedly differ from conditions of suspended
growth in the bulk water phase. Closer interactions of different physiological types of
microorganisms are possible (i.e. ammonia and nitrite oxidizers (22», and bacteria are better
protected from protozoan grazing (13) or harmful substances. On the other hand, the transport of
solutes (e.g. oxygen and nutrients) in flocs is expected to be mainly diffusional (50, 51). Although the
vast majority of activated sludge f10cs has been reported to be smaller than 20 f.lm, i.e. of a size where
diffusion limitation is unlikely, flocs larger than 50 f.lm contribute most to surface area, volume and
mass (28). In those larger f1ocs, the development of anoxic zones has been postulated due to diffusion
limitation (e.g. (50». This would allow for combined nitrification-denitrification in quasi-stratified
floes, hence saving reaction space and time (e.g. (16, 51) and references therein). Less beneficial,
anoxic microniches could also support the survival and activity of sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) in
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aerated activated sludge, resulting in the production of H2S and subsequent problems with sludge
bulking (58) or floc disintegration (38).
These hypotheses have been supported indirectly by several reports of nitrogen losses from
aeration basins (e.g. (16,20,51 », and by the detection of SRB in activated sludge by cultivation (26),
(58) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (34). In contrast, no anoxic zones could be
detected by microsensor measurements in large activated sludge flocs (diameter 1.6 mm) at air
saturation (26).
Recently, a flow system was developed for microelectrode measurements in freely sinking
aggregates ('marine snow') that also enables the analysis of smaller and more fragile flocs in a natural
flow field (40, 41). We used this setup for microsensor measurements of oxygen, nitrate, nitrite and
hydrogen sulfide in individual activated sludge f1ocs. These· single floc measurements were
complemented with 15N03- and 35S042- incubation experiments (15, 37) to.determine overall rates of
denitrification and sulfate reduction in the different sludges tested. Finally, the 3D structure, that is
critical for the transport mechanism in a floc (diffusion or advection), was recorded by confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM), and the samples were screened for SRB by FISH with rRNA-targeted
oligonucleotide probes (4, 34) and by PCR specific for the dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene (53).
By this interdisciplinary approach we hoped to achieve a more comprehensive picture of the
occurrence and preconditions of anoxic processes in activated sludge f1ocs.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Samples. Activated sludge samples were obtained from the aeration basins of municipal wastewater
treatment plants (WWTP) in Bremen-Seehausen (Germany), Aarhus-Marselisborg, Odder (both
Denmark), and Prague (Czech Republic), from a pilot plant in Aarhus (Denmark), and from two lab-
scale sequencing batch reactors (SBR) receiving artificial wastewater (peptone 1000 mg COD r l ,
acetic acid 300 mg COD r l, glucose 400 mg COD r l, ethanol 300 mg COD r l , N-Nfu+ 0.2 mg r l ,
Ptotal 14 mg 1'1). Both SBR were operated with rapid filling periods (5-10 min) to simulate the
conditions in a plug-flow reactor with high substrate concentration gradients. SBR I was operated
with a complete oxic cycle (23 h aeration, I h settling), whereas SBR2 was subjected to an alternating
cycle (3 h anoxic, 8 h aeration, I h settling). Some operational data of the investigated sludges are
summarized in Table I.
For microsensor measurements a small portion of sludge was diluted to avoid massive
agglomeration of f10cs after sampling, and single f10cs were carefully transferred to the measuring
setup by means of a pipette with the tip cut open. For the batch experiments freshly collected sludge
was allowed to settle, the supernatant was discarded, and the concentrated sludge was used for the
incubations.
Microsensor measurements. Clark-type microsensors for O2 (42), LIX-type microsensors for
N02- and N03"(8), and amperometric H2S microsensors (25) were constructed, calibrated, and used
for measurements as previously described. The lower detection limits of N02- and H2S were 0,1 J-lM
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and I !lM, respectively. Microprofiles of single activated sludge f10cs were recorded by keeping the
f10cs freely suspended in a vertical flow system, where the flow velocity opposed and balanced the
sinking velocity of the individual floc. To create a parallel, non-turbulent, uniform flow a nylon
stocking was mounted in the flow chamber horizontally to the flow, and the f10cs were positioned just
above this net (40, 41). By this net-jet system the flocs could be stabilized in the upward flowing
water. column allowing microsensor measurements with a spatial resolution of 25 - 50 !lm inside the
f1ocs. For practical reasons microprofiles of different chemical species were usually recorded in
different flocs.
TABLE I. Operational data of the investigated activated sludge plants.
----_.__.
WWTP WWTP WWTP WWTP Pilotplant SBRI SBR2
Aarhus Bremen Odder Prague Aarhus
"'COD (mg \1) 419 476 450 242 n.d. 2000 2000
*N-NH. (mg \1) 33.1 37.5 34 20 n.d. 02 0.2
*PIO"I (mg 1'1) 3.2 7.0 12 3.65 n.d. 14 14
MLSS (g \1) 4.3 304 314 2.7 n.d. 7.4 3.2
reaction time (h) 5.7 6.5 n.d. 3.3 n.d. 46 33
sludge age (d) 25 10 n.d. 3.3 n.d. 25 8
*influent values; n.d. not determined
The artificial wastewater used in the flow chamber contained 200 !lM sodium acetate, 760 !lM
(NH4hS04, 220 !lM KH2P04 , 400 !lM K2HP04, and 41 !lM MgS04, representing an F:M (food to
microorganism) ratio of approximately 0.1, which is a value typical for most nutrient removal plants
(47). For measurements of N02' and NO)' profiles this medium was supplemented with 100 !lM
KNO). Microsensor measurements were performed at 20 DC at three different oxygen concentrations:
air saturation (- 280 !lM), 2 mg 1'1 (- 60 !lM), the oxygen set-point of most aeration basins, and
anoxic conditions.
Additionally, 10 ml of activated sludge were amended with a mixture of acetate, propionate and
butyrate (final concentration I mM each) in a test-tube and incubated for approximately I h without
aeration. After oxygen was depleted (proven by microsensor measurements) an H2S microsensor was
repeatedly introduced into the sludge.
Calculations. The volumetric oxygen respiration rate R of a sphere with zero order kinetics at
steady state is described by (41):
4m'02 DIV("X)(C~ -Co) (I)
R = • 1 1
l' Jl'Cro - ,; ) 6Cff
where ro is the radius of the sphere, 4n:'-02 and *n:'-03 are the surface area and volume, respectively, '-c
is the radial distance from the center at which the oxygen concentration becomes zero (if there is no
anoxic zone '-c =0), DIV(ox) is the molecular diffusion coefficient of oxygen in water, C~ and Co are the
concentrations of oxygen in the bulk water phase and at the floc surface, respectively, and 6eft: is the
effective diffusive boundary layer (DBL) thickness. The same formula was used to calculate
denitrification rates of single f10cs from nitrate microprofiles. D IV for oxygen at 20D C is 2.12,to'S cm2
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sot (5), for nitrate 1.66.10-5 cm2 sol (29). Determination of ~tr and data processing was done by a
simple diffusion-reaction model assuming zero order kinetics as described in detail by Ploug et al.
(41).
Acetate concentration at the floc center was estimated from the volumetric oxygen respiration
rates R using (41):
R [,.2 ,. ·0 JC =-_. 0 +~ +C
c 3 2D D ~
flNg(lIc) \V (til:)
where Cc is the acetate concentration at the floc center, Oeff is the effective DBL thickness determined
from the oxygen profiles, and DlINK(lIc) and D IY(lIc) are the molecular diffusion coefficients of acetate in
the floc and in water which were assumed to be the same. D IY(lIc) was calculated using standard tables
and formulas (30) and corrected for co-diffusion of NH4+ (the cation with the highest concentration in
the medium) to a value of 1.00.10-5 cm2 S-I (29). The same formula was also applied with respect to
oxygen, where C and D are concentrations and diffusion coefficients of oxygen, respectively (41).
Thereby, the respiration rates required to create anoxic conditions at the floc center (i.e. Cc = 0) were
calculated as a function of floc size at different bulk water concentrations of oxygen (Fig. 5).
15N03-·incubations. Denitrification rates were determined using a batch reactor with a liquid
volume of 1.2 I and a gas volume of 0.5 I (including tubing). The reactor was cylindrical with a
diameter of 10 cm and a height of 17 cm. The bottom section was funnel shaped with a porous glass
grid in the center, through which gas was supplied. This arrangement prevented the development of
stagnant zones. The gas flow rate was just sufficient to keep the flocs in suspension. Oxygen
concentration measurements at different positions within the reactor showed that it was well mixed
under test conditions. Prior to the incubations, N2 in the reactor was exchanged by argon to lower the
background, thereby improving the detection of l5N-enriched N2. Rate measurements were performed
at air saturation, at an oxygen concentration of 40-60 flM, and in the absence of oxygen by adjusting
the oxygen/argon ratio in the gas supply. An oxygen microelectrode was inserted in the reactor for
continuous monitoring during the experiments. 300 ml of concentrated activated sludge was added to
the reactor, which was then filled up with I I of artificial wastewater (as described for the
microsensor measurements) and amended with sodium acetate to a concentration of 7.8 mM. The
reactor contained 2 - 4 g TSS ]"t (TSS = total suspended solids). After the oxygen concentration was
adjusted, 8.3 ml of Nat.\NOj was added from a 12 mM stock solution of 99.2 atom% l5 NOj-,
corresponding to a final concentration of 100 flM 15N03-. During the 30 min incubation experiment,
gas samples of I ml were taken from the reactor headspace every 3 minutes through a septum with a
gas-tight syringe (Hamilton, 1001RN) and transferred to gas-tight exetainers (Labco), that had been
filled with N2-free destilled water. Subsamples of gas (250 fll) were analyzed on an isotope ratio mass
spectrometer with collectors for 28N2, 29N2, and 30N2 (Sira Series II, VG Isotech, Middlewich,
Chesire, UK) as described previously (37, 44). Total denitrification rates were calculated as the sum
of denitrification of 15N03- and 14N03-, that were derived from the measured production of t4Nt5N
and t5N I5N as described in detail by Nielsen (37).
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35s0t-incubations. Sulfate reduction rates were determined by the 35S-radiotracer method
(15) in samples from SBR I, SBR2, and from the WWTP Prague. Reactor design, incubation
conditions, and filling of the reactor were as described for the 15N-experiments. After the oxygen
concentration was adjusted, 20 ml of tracer was added (Na235S04, 2 Mbeq ). Through a septum
samples of 5 ml were taken from the reactor during the first 10 minutes once per minute, then for
another 10 minutes once every two minutes. Subsequently, samples were taken every 10 minutes
until one hour after the start of the test. To each sample,S ml of fixation solution (20% ZnAc, 1%
formaline, pH 5) were added and shaken well. Samples to which 0.1 ml of tracer was added after
fixation were used as blanks for each incubation. Fixed samples were stored at 4°C until further
analysis within two months. The samples were then centrifuged at 10,000 g and the reduced sulfur
species in the pellet were determined with the single-step chromate distillation according to Fossing
and JI'Jrgensen (15), The detection limit of the method was a sulfate reduction rate of 5 flmol S g't
TSS h'l,
SRB screening. Activated sludge samples were fixed with paraformaldehyde, immobilized on
microscopic slides and dehydrated as described previously (3). For fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH), a set of oligonucleotide probes specific for SRB was used, i,e. SRB385, targeting a broad
range of SRB but also numerous non-sulfate-reducing bacteria (2), probes DSV698, DSV407,
DSV 1292, and DSV214, specific for the family Desulfovibrionaceae (34), probes 221 and 660,
specific for the genus Desulfobacteriwll and Desulfobulbus, respectively (10), and probes DSB985
and DSS658, specific for the genus Desulfobacter and the taxon Desulfosarcina-Desulfococcus (34),
respectively. All probes were purchased labeled with the fluorescent dye CY3 (Interactiva
Biotechnologie Ulm, Germany) and applied for FISH using the protocol and the conditions recently
described by Manz et al. (34). After the hybridization procedure the samples were stained with 4',6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) according to Wagner et al. (52), mounted with anti fading reagent
(Vectashield, Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA) and examined under an epifluorescence
microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germnany). Independent testing for the presence of SRB was done by
amplification of a 1.9 kb DNA fragment encoding most of the a and ~ subunits of the dissimilatory
sulfite reductase (DSR). DNA was extracted from four activated sludge samples (WWTP Bremen and
Prague, SBR I, SBR2) by a combined freeze-thaw (3 times freezing in liquid nitrogen and heating at
37°C) and hot phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol treatment (49). The DSR gene fragments were then
amplified using the primer pair DSRIF (5'- ACSCACTGGAAGCACG-3') and DSR4R (5'-
GTGTAGCAGTTACCGCA-3') described by Wagner et al.(53). The PCR reaction mixture (100 111)
contained 100 pmol of each primer, 25 nmol of all four deoxynucleoside triphosphates, 200 Ilg of
bovine serum albumin, 10111 lOx PCR buffer (HT Biotechnology Ltd) and 10 - 100 ng of template
DNA. A hot-start PCR program was used, in which I U of SuperTaq DNA polymerase (HT
Biotechnology Ltd) was added at 80°C after 5 min heating at 94°C, with 35 'cycles, each cycle
consisting of I min at 94°C, I min at 60°C, and 3 min at n°e. The PCR producis were loaded and
evaluated on a 1% agarose gel. As a positive control for proper PCR performance with DNA from
activated sludge samples, a 550-bp-Iong 16S rDNA fragment was amplified with universal primers as
described by Muyzer et al. (36).
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3D analysis of floes. For the staining with fluorescein-isothiocyanate (FITC) which covalently
binds to proteins (19), 0.2 ml of settled flocs were added to 15 ml staining solution (0.1 M sodium
phosphate, pH 7.0 and 4 mg r J FITC). After 5 minutes of gentle mixing the aggregates were allowed
to settle, the solution was decanted and the flocs were washed twice with 0.1 M sodium phosphate,
pH 7.0. The aggregates were stored at 4°C in 0.1 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, with 4%
paraformaldehyde. For CLSM analysis the pH was raised to 9 by the addition of I M carbonate
buffer. Staining with calcofluor to visualize polysaccharides was performed similarly in the same
buffer with 300 mg r l calcofluor (7). The staining time was 2 hours. Washing and storage was as
described above. The aggregates were microscopically examined at pH 7.0. DNA within the flocs
was stained with ethidiumbromide (I I1g mr l ) for 15 min in the same buffer. The flocs were washed
as described above, and immediately observed under the CLSM.
CLSM-analysis. FITC-, calcofluor- and ethidiumbromide-stained flocs were transferred into
ml buffer to a chamber sealed on the bottom with a cover glass and analyzed with an inverse confocal
laser scanning microscope (LSM5 10, Carl Zeiss, lena, Germany). A 40x Plan-Neofluar 1.3 lens was
used, and three different lasers (Argon-ion: UV [351-364 nm], 458 nm and 488 nm; HeNe: 543 nm)
were applied for excitation. Image processing, including three-dimensional reconstruction, was
performed with the standard software package delivered with the instrument (version 2.0 I, service
pack 2). Images were printed on a Kodak printer 8650 by use of the software package Microsoft
Power Point (version 7.0, Microsoft, Redmont, USA).
RESULTS
Mieroprofiles. Microsensor measurements for the different parameters were pelformed in
different activated sludge flocs, all in all in 250 individual flocs with a size range of 400 - 2300 11m
(maximum length as observed by dissection microscopy). Larger flocs often consisted of a loose
agglomeration of compact subunits of 50 - 100 11m, suggesting a dynamic aggregation and
disintegration. Floes smaller than 400 11m could not be sufficiently stabilized in the flow chamber for
profiling.
When incubated under air saturation (-280 11M) oxygen was never depleted but showed values
of 90-200 11M in the floc center. In several flocs (indicated by arrows in Fig. 3) oxygen gradients
were somewhat irregular or weak, and oxygen increased locally inside a floc. This might result from
advective transport of oxygen-rich bulk medium through pores into the floc. Nitrite concentrations
slightly increased towards the center reaching 0.5-2 11M, probably due to nitrification. Nitrate
concentrations increased to above bulk water concentrations in some f10cs indicating nitrifying
activity, appeared unchanged in other flocs, and in only three large flocs (SBR2) a decrease of 5-10
11M was observed.
Incubation under 40-60 11M oxygen, resembling the conditions in aeration basins, lead to
oxygen concentrations of typically less than 20 11M in the floc center. Complete depletion of oxygen
was observed within 12 out of 14 f10cs from the two SBR and within 2 out of 8 f10cs from the WWTP
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Bremen but not within f10cs from any other sample. Accordingly, a significant decrease of nitrate
towards the floc center was only detected within the SBR f1ocs, and denitrification rates of individual
f10cs were calculated in the range of2-14 nmol·mm'·h' (average SBRI 5.9 nmol mm" h', SBR2 10.2
nmol·mm'·h'). All other samples showed no or very little nitrate consumption (maximum
denitrification rate 1.7 nmol·mm 3 h', averages 0-0.7 nmol·mm·'·h·'). Most nitrite gradients were
insignificant. In some f10cs nitrite accumulated to concentrations of 5-20 flM, possibly because nitrite
oxidation was inhibited by low oxygen concentrations. Typical profiles of oxygen, nitrate and nitrite
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FlO. I. Typical microprofiles of oxygen, nitrite, and nitrate in activated sJudge Ilocs from WWTP Prague (A) and SBR I
(B), measured in the net-jet Ilow chamber at 2 mg 0,1". Shaded area = Iloc, r" = Iloc surface, r, = distance from Iloc center
where oxygen disappears, 8",- = effective diffusion boundary layer (DBL). The dolted nitrate profile in Fig 1A was
recorded under anoxic conditions and displays the denitrification potential of the Iloc.
To test the samples for their denitrification capacity we also recorded nitrate and nitrite profiles
while oxygen was absent. A decrease of nitrate was measured in virtually all tested flocs from all
sludges. The derived denitrification rates were quite heterogeneous, spanning a range of 0.5-27
nmol·mm-3 h-'. Nitrite profiles were similar to the ones measured under 40-60 flM oxygen, although
nitrite production in this case must be attributed to nitrate reduction.
No H2S was detectable by microsensor measurements in any floc from any sample, not even
after prolonged anoxic incubations (I h) at stagnant conditions in a test-tube.
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Respiration rate. Volumetric respiration rates R of individual flocs were calculated from the
oxygen profiles assuming diffusion to be the only transport process. They were between 0 and 18
nmol O2 mm-3h- l , with the highest R values found in those sludges in which anoxic microniches had
been detected, i.e. in SBRI, SBR2, and WWTP Bremen (Fig. 2).
Under 40-60 I-lM oxygen the respiration rates obviously decreased with floc size (Fig. 3B),













volumetric respiration rate (nmol O2 mm-3 h-1)
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FIG. 2. Mean volumetric
respiration rates R and mean
noc sizes d with standard
deviations of all noes from all
samples in which oxygen
gradients have been measured.
The dottcd linc indicates a !loc
diameter of I mm.
Incubation experiments. Batch experiments to determine denitrification and sulfate reduction
rates using stable and radio-isotope techniques were performed under the same conditions, and with
similar results, as the microsensor measurements (Table 2). Under air saturation virtually no
denitrification occurred, and the rates under reactor conditions were extremely low except for the
SBR samples_ All sludges were, however, capable of denitrification under anoxic conditions, at rather
diverse rates. Sulfate reduction could not be detected neither in sludge from Prague WWTP nor in
sludges from the SBR, regardless of the aeration conditions applied (air saturation, reactor conditions,
or anoxia).
TABLE 2. Dcnitrification ratcs as dctcrmincd by "NO, incubations.
air saturation 20% air saturation anoxic conditions
-~-~_ .. _------- _._---,,----
WWTPAarhus O.OO3±O.OOI O.114±O.O58 1.496±O.151
WWTPBremen n.d. O.046±O.O 13 3.212±1.690
WWTPOdder O.OO7±O.O04 O.O40±O.O03 1.592±O.40J
WWTPPrague O.OO5±O.OO3 0038±O.OO5 198±O.358
Pilotplant Aarhus n.d. n.d. n.d.
SBRI O.191±O.12 O.470±O.234 1.257±O.128
SBR2 O.IOI±O.022 O.940±O.282 1.826±O.246
all values in Ilmol N g-I TSS min -I
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SRB screening. FISH with probe SRB385 suggested the presence of SRB in all tested sludges.
The abundance of specifically hybridized cells was roughly estimated to be 1-2% in the SBR and in
the Aarhus pilot plant, and 3-5% of total cells stained by DAPI in all other samples. Of the more
specific probes only DSV698 and DSV 1292, complementary to the majority of Desulfovibrio species,
detected significant numbers of target cells, i.e. 0.5-1 % in the SBR and in the Aarhus pilot plant, and
2-4% of total cells in the other samples. In comparison, members of the genera DesulfobacteriulII,
DeslI!fc)bacter, Desu(jobllibus, Desuijolllicrobiwn, and Desllijosarcina detected by FISH together
made up less than 0.2% in all samples. Additionally, DNA was extracted from activated sludge
samples of the SBR as well as from samples of the WWTP Prague and Bremen. Using the same
amount of DNA (ca. 20 ng) for the PCR reaction we obtained no peR product of the DSR gene
fragments from the SBR samples, but distinct PCR products of the expected size were retrieved from
the WWTP samples (data not shown). As dissimilatory sulfite reductase is a key-enzyme for sulfate
reduction, the detection of its genes indicates the presence of sulfate reducing bacteria (or of at least
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3D analysis of activated sludge floes. For a qualitative analysis of the three-dimensional floc
structure of different sludges (WWTP Prague, Bremen, SBR I, SBR2), flocs were stained either with
FITC, calcofluor or ethidium bromide. These fluorescent dyes bind to proteins, polysaccharides and
DNA, respectively, which represent the main compounds of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS)
of activated sludge flocs (50). Staining of these substances should therefore give a good impression of
its structure. A comparison of the different stains revealed that, at the low resolution needed to
visualize complete flocs, all three yielded approximately the same picture, i.e. the same ratio of
stained floc material to unstained pore volume. However, as FITC-conferred fluorescence of the flocs
was brightest and gave best CLSM images, all further 3D analyses were performed on FITC-stained
flocs. CLSM analysis revealed clear differences of the floc structure between the different sludge
types. WWTP flocs appeared to have a more fluffy structure with more and larger pores (i.e. the
unstained part), which were estimated to comprise 50-80% of the entire floc volume. In contrast, SBR
flocs seemed to be denser and more compact (pore volume 30-65%). An example of each kind of floc
is shown in Fig. 4. It should be mentioned, however, that the numbers must be treated as estimates
after examination of 52 flocs rather than as quantitative description of pore volumes and floc
populations. Nevertheless, the qualitative difference in porosity and structure was evident.
FIG. 4. CLSM image (red-green overlay, use red-green glasses) of the 3D structure of activated sludge !loes from WWTP
Prague (A) and SBR I (2) after FITe staining. 300 x 300 11m.
DISCUSSION
Anoxic microniches and denitrification. When incubated under air saturation anoxia was
never detected inside activated sludge flocs which is in agreement with the measurements of Lens et
al. (26). Calculation of acetate concentrations in the center of the flocs, based on the measured
oxygen respiration rates (equation 2), showed that only in 2 out of 35 flocs acetate could be
completely depleted. Therefore, assuming that acetate (this study) or glucose and starch (26) were
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suitable substrates for the microbial community in activated sludge, respiration was most likely not
limited by the availability of organic carbon. This indicates that the respiration capacity of activated
sludge is simply not sufficient to consume such high amounts of oxygen. However, even when
incubated under more realistic conditions (2 mg O2 ,"I) no anoxic zones and no denitrification were
detected in activated sludge flocs except of the SBR and few f10cs from Bremen WWTP. The
question has to be raised how representative the microsensor measurements in single f10cs have been,
i.e. if the measuring approach was suited to detect anoxic microniches, and if the results are
meaningful for a complete activated sludge basin. In our study we only analyzed f10cs larger than 400
flm. From literature data, this seems to be not an important fraction in terms of number but might be
most relevant in terms of volume or mass (12,28), and hence the fraction that contributes most to the
activity of a plant. Furthermore, anoxic zones due to diffusion limitation are primarily to be expected
in larger flocs since the volumetric respiration rates required to create anoxia exactly at the center of a
floc increase with the square of the floc radius (equation 2, Fig. 5; (41 ». Therefore, under reactor
conditions volumetric respiration rates of more than 70 nmol·mm·3 h· 1 are necessary for anoxia in
f10cs with a diameter of 400 flm or less. Such high rates have only been found in microbial mats (21)
and nitrifying aggregates (9) while the rates reported from various other systems such as detritus
pellets (41), trickling filter biofilms (23, 24), or sediments (14, 43) are all in the same range (1.2 -
39.6 nmol·mm"J h"l) as the values measured in this study (0 - 19 nmol·mm"J· h"\ It is thus
questionable if the respiration rates required for anoxia in f10cs smaller than 400 flm can be ever
reached in activated sludge. Furthermore, microprofiles were investigated simulating sinking flocs,
i.e. in a flow chamber with laminar flow, where no turbulent mixing or collisions of f10cs occur. The
latter processes, however, are typical for aerated activated sludge basins. They might enhance
advective transport of oxygen towards the floc center and obviously lead to a steady aggregation and
disintegration of f1ocs. Gradients and f10cs are consequently dynamic features, e.g. the center of a floc
might become exposed to oxygen again after a anoxic period by the disruption of the floc. For these
two reasons, the size of the studied f10cs and the measuring conditions, it is more likely that we
overestimated anoxic processes in the activated sludges by microsensor analysis rather than to
overlook them.
The isotope incubation experiments yield independent control for the microsensor data as they
averaged over all f10cs present in a large sample and were better simulated the mixing regime in an
activated sludge basin. Consistent with the microprofiles, significant denitrification under 2 mg 0 2 1"1
was only measured in the SBR, while under anoxic conditions all sludges showed rates of 1.2 - 3.2
flmol N gol TSS min"l, comparable to conventional anoxic activated sludge basins designed for
denitrification (6, 50). This shows that denitrifiers were present in all sludges, and the virtual absence
of denitrification in most sludges during aeration can be indeed explained by the absence of anoxic
niches inside the activated sludge f1ocs. Furthermore, denitrification under 2 mg O2 1"1 represented a
similar percentage of maximum denitrification activity in both, 15N-incubations and microsensor
measurements (data not shown). This indicates that microprofiles actually were recorded under
realistic conditions and show data relevant for the whole aeration basin. Some nitrate microprofiles
showed denitrification under air saturation, and also denitrification rates determined by 15N_
incubations are slightly above the detection limit in samples where no anoxic zones were found.
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Thus, one may speculate about the occurrence of aerobic denitrifiers (31, 39, 45). However, their
contribution to overall denitrification seems to be almost negligible in the analyzed systems.
Another considerable factor is the bulk water concentration of oxygen. Obviously, reducing the
aeration of activated sludge will immediately increase the probability of anoxic microniches and
processes inside a diffusion controlled floc (Fig. 5). Indeed there have been reports on enhanced
denitrification rates in aerated activated sludges when the bulk oxygen concentration was set to 0.5 -
1.5 mg r l (17,20, 57). However, nitrification might be less effective or become incomplete; therefore
attempts to achieve nitrogen removal by simultaneous nitrification-denitrification by simply lowering
the bulk oxygen concentration would require continuous monitoring and careful balance of both
processes.
FIG. 5. Volumetric oxygen respiration
rates R required to create anoxic
conditions exactly at the center of a floc
with a maximum DEL under different
bulk oxygen concentrations (calculated
from equation 2). Under such diffusion
limited conditions R decreases with the
square of the floc radius. The shaded
area represents respiration rates that
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Respiration rates. Valuable information can be derived from the measured volumetric
respiration rates R of individual floes in relation to their size. As displayed in Fig. 5, smaller floes
require higher respiration rates to become anoxic because of their higher surface to volume ratio. This
also applies to the investigated samples (Fig. 2). For example, the mean floc sizes of analyzed floes
from SBR I, Aarhus WWTP and Aarhus Pilot are almost the same, however only the respiration rates
of SBR I are sufficient to create anoxic zones. Furthermore, the volumetric respiration rate R was
negatively correlated with floc size d (Fig. 3). This was more pronounced for floes under reactor
conditions than for floes under air saturation. A decrease of R with d2 usually would indicate
diffusion limitation within the floc (Fig. 5). The observed decrease of R with dl.5 at 40-60 pM oxygen
(Fig. 3B) might be explained by the different extent of oxygen limitation iF! the different floes that
contributed to the regression analysis: (i) floes with anoxic centers, which are truly diffusion limited,
(ii) floes with rather low oxygen concentrations (1-10 pM), that might already slow down respiration
rates, and (iii) floes with higher oxygen levels that should allow for maximum respiration rates since
the K", for oxygen consumption by heterotrophic bacteria is about I pM (56). In contrast, diffusion
limitation can be excluded to account for this trend under air saturation (Fig. 3A). Oxygen as well as
organic carbon are present in concentrations high enough to prevent any limitations as has been
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discussed before. An alternative explanation lies in the structure and the geometry of the floc. Larger
flocs might be less dense than smaller ones, i.e. contain less active cells per volume and more voids
and dead material. This seems to be partially the case, as large flocs (> I mm) often enclose bigger
particles which do not contribute to respiration. Furthermore, activated sludge flocs are fractal in their
geometry, with fractal dimensions of 1.0 - 1.8 (27, 33, 48). As is typical of fractal aggregates, the
porosity of flocs increases with increasing floc size (I), resulting in reduced mass and hence
respiration rate per volume as the aggregates get larger. The same applies of course also under the
lower oxygen concentrations but this weak correlation is covered by the more pronounced diffusion
limitation. Fractal geometry of the activated sludge flocs might therefore provide an explanation why
the volumetric respiration rates of most sludges have been too low to create anoxic conditions even in
the larger flocs. Alternatively, this might be due to advective transport through pores and channel-like
structures (32) since larger flocs often consist of dense subunits that are only loosely connected. Flow
might have been detected in some of our oxygen profiles that showed a local increase in oxygen
concentration (data points marked with an arrow in Fig. 3). Flow could substantially enhance oxygen
transfer compared to diffusion. In this case, our calculations of volumetric respiration rates (and
denitrification rates) based on diffusional transport underestimate R. If advection is important as
transport mechanism in activated sludge flocs, a reduced oxygen bulk concentration does not
necessarily result in anoxic zones and enhanced denitrification as discussed above.
Considering fractal geometry and advective transport might help to understand the differences
between the flocs from the SBR and the other samples. SBR have been reported to fonn more
compact (and larger) flocs (54) which would allow for higher volumetric respiration rates compared
to conventional WWTP flocs and prevent advective transport of oxygen inside the floc. This
hypothesis is supported by CLSM analysis of the 3D floc structure that demonstrated SBR flocs to be
more compact than WWTP flocs (Fig. 4). However, further research is needed to better understand
the impact of floc structure, i.e. fractal geometry and advective transport, on the floc's function.
Sulfate reduction. Low numbers of SRB were detected by FISH in all samples, and the
amplification of the DSR gene fragments indicated the presence of SRB in samples from WWTP
Bremen and Prague. In contrast, no sulfate reduction was detected in any experiment by microsensor
or radioisotope analysis. The sensitivity of the applied techniques was high (I /lM HzS and 5 /lmol S
gol TSS-h"l, respectively). Re-oxidation was excluded during anoxic incubations, and by the J5S
analysis even immediate precipitation of HzS, e.g., as FeS (38), would have been detected.
Consequently, sulfate reduction did not occur during oxic incubations and no sulfate reduction
potential was apparent in the anaerobic incubations. However, a shortcoming of the approach was the
use of acetate as sole carbon source in almost all experiments. Acetate is not utilized as electron
donor by incompletely oxidizing SRB including Desulfovibrio sp. (55), which were detected by far as
the main component of the SRB community in the analyzed samples. Most likely, sulfate reduction in
our experiments had therefore to rely on endogenous electron donors of the activated sludge that were
either produced from the acetate added or had been stored within the flocs. Whereas this assumption
is doubtful for the microsensor experiments, due to the small volume of a single floc compared to
incubation volume and time, it is well sound for the radiotracer and the test-tube incubations. Here,
about one third of the reactor volume consisted of concentrated activated sludge, and only two third
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of the sludge bulk water had been replaced by the artificial medium. Essentially, the substrate
spectrum was similar to the original activated sludge sample but slightly diluted. Therefore, we are
convinced that we would have been able to detect sulfate reduction in the observed systems if it had
occurred. The complete absence of sulfate reduction, and the detection of significantly lower numbers
of SRB in the pilot plant and SBR compared to the WWTP samples most likely indicate unfavorable
conditions for SRB in the investigated sludges. It might be possible that SRB are not able to grow and
multiply in the aerated activated sludge but rely on the continuous re-inoculation via sewer, biofilm
wall growth in the basin (46), or backwash from settler and anaerobic digester. The lack of these
sources in the lab-scale SBR and the pilot plant might explain the low numbers of SRB detected there
by FISH. This low amount of SRB might also explain the failure to detect the DSR gene fragment in
samples from the SBR. Possibly, the same amount of DNA that resulted in reliable amplifications
from the other samples might have been to low to yield PCR products from the SBR. Considering the
reported occurrence of higher numbers of SRB in activated sludge (e.g. 26, 34, 58) in the light of our
results, we would suggest that the actual function of these SRB in the aeration basins might not be
sulfate reduction. For instance, oxygen (11) and nitrate (35) have been described as alternative
electron acceptors. However, also plant-to-plant differences have to be kept in mind, and sulfate
reduction may occur in other activated sludge systems.
Conclusion. We found that anoxic microniches and denitrification are possible and detectable
in aerated activated sludge. The structure of the activated sludge flocs plays an important role for the
occurrence of this phenomenon. However, anoxia seems to be rather the exception than the rule in
conventional wastewater treatment plants, and sulfate reduction seems to be almost fully absent. The
exact interrelations between structure and function of the activated sludge floc require further
investigation, especially to describe on a quantitative basis the fractal geometry - respiration
correlation.
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Chapter 6
ABSTRACT
Using molecular techniques (DGGE and FISH analysis) and microsensors for H,S and CH" we
studied the population structure of and the activity distribution in anaerobic aggregates. The aggregates
originated from three different types of UASB reactors: a methanogenic reactor where mainly methane
was produced, a methanogenic/sulfidogenic reactor with methane as well as sulfide production and a
sulfidogenic reactor where mainly sulfide was formed. Microsensor measurements in
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates revealed that the activity of sulfate reducing bacteria (2-3 mmol S2.,.,
m' s') was located at the granular surface in a layer of 50 - 100 ~m thickness. The sulfidogenic aggregates
contained a wider zone of sulfate reducing bacteria (the first 200 - 300 ~m from the aggregate sutface)
with a higher activity (1-6 ITUTIol S2.", m" s"). The methanogenic aggregates did not show any sulfate
reducing activity. Methanogenic activity in the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates and the
methanogenic aggregates (1-4 mmol CH, m" s') was located more inward, starting at ca. I00 ~m distance
from the aggregate surface. The methanogenic activity was not affected by the addition of 10 mM sulfate
during the CH, microprofile measurements. The measured sulfidogenic and methanogenic activities were
independent of the type of electron donor (acetate, propionate, ethanol or hydrogen) at the concentrations
applied, although the populations metabolizing these substrates were located in different zones in the
sulfidogenic aggregates. Molecular analysis of the aggregates showed that the localization of the anaerobic
populations con'esponded to the microsensor data. A distinct layered structure was found for the
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates, with sulfate reducing bacteria in a compact outer shell of 50-100
~m thickness, methanogens in the inner part and Eubacteria (some of them hybridizing with a probe
specific for syntrophic bacteria) filling the gap between sulfate reducing and methanogenic bacteria. The
structure of the methanogenic and sulfidogenic aggregates was more loose. In the methanogenic
aggregates, only a few cells of sulfate reducing bacteria, present in the outer layers, could be detected,
whereas methanogens were spread over the core of these aggregates. Sulfate reducing bacteria were
mainly present in the outer 100 ~m of the sulfidogenic aggregates, but were also present more inward in
these aggregates. The methanogens were distributed over the inner pmt of the sulfidogenic aggregates in
clusters with syntrophic bacteria.
INTRODUCTION
Methanogenic and sulfidogenic granular sludge consists of rigid, well settling microbial
aggregates that develop by the mutual attachment of bacterial cells in the absence of a carrier material
(28). They contain a variety of bacterial species involved in the anaerobic degradation of organic
matter, including hydrolytic, fermentative, acidogenic, acetogenic, homoacetogenic, sulfate reducing
and methanogenic bacteria. These aggregates develop spontaneously in wastewater treatment systems
of the Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Bed (UASB) reactor design under a variety of operation conditions
(28).
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The formation, composition and functioning of UASB granules, has been investigated by
means of a variety of analytical techniques (59). To characterize the bacterial species present, various
types of activity tests, in combination with molecular, microbial and physiological assays, have been
applied on granular sludge samples (containing many aggregates) as well as on individual granules
(59). The spatial distribution of the bacterial species present within UASB aggregates has been
studied using light, electron and laser scanning microscopy on either intact or sectioned individual
aggregates (3 I). Based on these observations, conceptual models have been postulated to describe the
distribution of acidogens, syntrophic and methanogenic bacteria within UASB aggregates (12, 14, 31).
These models proposed a multi-layered structure with hydrogen consuming bacteria located at the outside
of the aggregate, methanogens in the inner part, and hydrogen producing bacteria between the two layers.
Using the same analytical techniques, however, a homogeneous distribution of the different
populations present in UASB granules has been reported as well (13). The use of molecular techniques
has been panicularly useful for the identification and localization of the different microbial populations
present in methanogenic granular sludge. Slot/dot blot hybridization of the l6S rRNA extracted from
granules allow to both identify and quantify the methanogenic, syntrophic and sulfate reducing populations
(40,42,46). The application of fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) with specific probes for a bacterial
species or population further allows their detection and localization within granular sludge (16, 52). Using
the FISH technique, different layered population stmctures have been described in different UASB
aggregates cultivated on different substrates (15, 16, 52).
Although these investigations considerably improved our understanding of the granular sludge
composition and anatomy, there is still a lack of knowledge about the distribution of microbial
activities within granular sludge. Population distributions determined by molecular probes do not
necessarily correspond to microbial activity distributions, as bacterial populations can be dormant or
express different activities. Activity distributions in anaerobic granular sludge are poorly
documented, since in situ activity measurements require specific analytical tools, e.g. microsensors.
The activity distribution of fermentative and methanogenic populations in UASB aggregates has been
studied using miniaturized sensors for pH and glucose (10, 26, 27). Measurements of the local pH and
glucose concentration with a 11m resolution indicated an inhomogenic activity distribution, with acetogenic
and methanogenic activity being predominantly located in, respectively, the outer layer (150-200 11m) and
the center of the aggregates investigated (27).
The population dynamics between sulfate reducing (SRB) and methanogenic (ME) bacteria are
another crucial factor governing the metabolic properties of granular sludge. Their dynamics have been
studied in detail using molecular techniques (40, 42, 46), but their in situ activity distribution have, to the
best of our knowledge, not yet been repOited. Recently, two novel microsensors, i.e. a CH. biosensor (8)
and a H,S microsensor (19), have been developed to study the microbial ecology of sediments. In this
paper, both microsensors were used to determine the in situ methanogenic and sulfate reducing activity,
respectively, in UASB aggregates. These localized activity measurements were combined with molecular
techniques to analyze on a microscale the stmcture, population (sulfate reducing, methanogenic and
syntrophic bacteria) and activity distribution of three different types of UASB aggregates with a different




Aggregates. Aggregates were retrieved from three different VASB reactors. The
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates originate from a UASB reactor, treating wastewater from a potato
processing plant (Leusden, Belgium). These aggregates were subcultured in the laboratory for several
months at 30°C by batch-wise feeding twice a week. The feed (pH 6-7) contained a volatile fatty acids
(YFA) mixture (13.8 mM acetate, 4.7 mM propionate and 2.3 mM butyrate), supplemented with 20 mM
NaSO" 4 mM NHp, 0.32 mM NaHPO" 0.2 mM MgCI, and trace elements. Methanogenic aggregates
were obtained from a UASB reactor in the Netherlands, treating paper mill wastewater (Eerbeek, the
Netherlands). These aggregates were subcultured in the laboratory for three months at 30D C by batch-wise
feeding three times a week. The feed (pH 7) contained a YFA mixture (6.25 mM acetate, 7.15 mM
propionate and 5.00 mM butyrate), supplemented with 5.2 mM (NH)CI, 10.2 mM Nal\PO" 6.8 mM
I<,HPO" 0.45 mM MgSO,.7H,o, 0.04 mM CaCI, and trace elements. Sulfidogenic aggregates were
sampled directly from a full scale UASB reactor treating ethanol (12 mM) and sulfate (7 mM) containing
wastewater (pH 7-7.5, 30-35 D C) at Emmen (the etherlands).
All types of aggregates had a typical diameter between I and 2 mm. The methanogenic and
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates had a regular spherical shape, whereas the sulfidogenic aggregates
had a more loose, irregular shape.
Microsensor measurements. For microsensor measurements, aggregates were attached to insect
needles in a flow cell at 30De. The medium in the cell was kept anaerobic through continuous bubbling
with N, or argon, which resulted in circulation and mixing of the medium. Anaerobicity was checked with
an oxygen microsensor (47). Before measurements, the aggregates were pre-incubated one day in the
measurement medium. The latter consisted of 5.2 mM (NHJCI, 10.2 mM NaH'pO" 6.8 mM ~HPO" 0.45
mM MgCI" 0.04 mM CaCl, plus micronutrients at pH 7.0 for the methanogenic/sulfidogenic and
methanogenic aggregates. The measurement medium for the sulfidogenic aggregates contained 0.19 mM
(NHJCI and 10 mM KH'pO, at pH 7.2. During the microsensor measurements the media were
supplemented with different concentrations of sodium-acetate, sodium-propionate, ethanol, hydrogen and
sulfate. The pH of the media and also in the aggregates was constant due to the phosphate buffer present in
the measurement media. This was checked by recording pH microprofiles in the aggregates with pH
microelectrodes (48).
Microsensors, mounted on micromanipulators, were positioned at the aggregate surface by means of
a dissection microscope. Profiles were recorded by penetrating the aggregate with the microsensor using
the micromanipulator in steps of 50 or 100 11m.
Hydrogen sulfide microsensors. The sulfide concentration profiles within the aggregates were
measured with H"S microsensors (19, 25) with a tip diameter of ca. 10 11m and a 90% response time of <
0.5 seconds. The microsensors were calibrated at 30°C by measuring the signal in dilution series of a
standard solution, consisting of sulfide dissolved in strongly buffered medium with constant pH and
flushed with nitrogen· to avoid sulfide oxidation (24). The concentration of total dissolved sulfide
(tl,S+HS"+S") in the dilution series was detenruned by a spectrophotometric method (6). The total
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dissolved sulfide measured in the aggregate could then be calculated using the slope and intercept of the
calibration curves. Since the sensor was calibrated in medium of the same pH as the measuring medium
and the aggregate, no pH correction was necessary. The sulfide electrode had a linear response to H,S
concentrations up to 1000 IlM. The detection limit of the microsensors varied between I - 3 IlM total
sulfide.
Methane microsensors. Methane microsensors were constructed and inoculated with the
methane oxidizing bacterium Methylosinus trichosporium (8). Microsensor tip diameters were 25 - 30
Ilm and 90% response times were 30 to 100 seconds. As all measurements were performed under
anoxic conditions, an oxygen scavenging guard capillary (9) was not applied. Calibrations were
performed at 30°C by recording the microsensor signal when exposing the sensor tip to a range of N,
and CH, gas mixing ratios (9). Calibrations were performed before and after measurements and any
baseline drift was corrected for in the data processing. Interference from H,S, CO" and H, were
investigated by exposing the sensor tip to known concentrations or mixing ratios of these compounds.
The response to sulfide was 25% of the response to an equal concentration of methane. Therefore,
corrections of the methane profile were made by subtracting 25% of the corresponding sulfide
concentration, as measured with the sulfide microsensor. There was no significant CO, response of
the sensor. Occasionally, methane biosensors exhibit a response to H, in the same order as the
methane response due to culture contamination, but as H, microsensor measurements showed H,
concentrations below 5.IlM in the aggregates, the H, interference was insignificant. Methane profiles
could only be measured in the methanogenic/sulfidogenic and the methanogenic aggregates as no
methane biosensor was available at the time of the measurements with the sulfidogenic aggregates.
Diffusivity microsensors. Microscale diffusivity sensors with a diameter of approximately 70
pm were constructed (49). Acetylene was used as the tracer substance instead of hydrogen (7) as Hz
metabolism inside the aggregates would interfere with the diffusivity measurements. A two-point
calibration in agar and glass beads (49) was performed before the diffusivity sensor was motor-
propagated in steps of 100 pm into the aggregate. The spatial resolution of a diffusivity sensor
depends on the sensor diameter and was approximately a few hundred microns with this sensor.
Thus, the measurements could not provide a detailed spatial distribution of diffusivity within the
aggregate. Therefore, the stable readings in the center of the aggregate were taken to represent the
entire aggregate.
Flux and activity calculations. Diffusive fluxes were calculated using Fick's first law:
i" =_D dC" =_DC"+I-C,,-,
d rn ';1+1 - rll _[
with: i" = flux at point n (mmol m" s'), D = molecular diffusion coefficient (m' s"), d C" =
dr"
concentration gradient at point n (mmol m' m''), C = substrate concentration (mmol m''), and r =
distance from the aggregate center. The molecular diffusion coefficient for oxygen in water at 30°C is
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2.75 x 10· m' s·' (4). The molecular diffusion coefficients for methane and sulfide can be determined by
multiplying this value for oxygen with 0.8495 and 0.7573, respectively (4), yielding a molecular diffusion
coefficient of 2.34 x 10"" m' s·' for methane and 2.08 x 10·" m' s·' for total sulfide. The effective diffusion
coefficient of these compounds within the aggregates can be calculated by correcting these values with the
ratio of the diffusivity in aggregates and in water, as detennined by diffusivity microsensor measurements
(see above). The rate (R) of methanogenesis and sulfate reduction (mmol m·] s·') inside the aggregate at
point n was calculated with the following formula:
R =4JZrn+,2 *1 ,,+1 - 4nr'~1 * l,,_, = 3 *(r,,+,2 * l"., - r,~, * l"_1 J
11 4 3 4 .3 . 3 ~3
} Jrr'I+1 -"3 J[J n-I / n+l -,n-I
Aggregate fixation and slicing. Aggregate samples for in situ hybridization analysis were fixed by
over night incubation in paraformaldehyde (4% [w/v] in phosphate-buffered saline [PBS]) at 4°C and
subsequently washed in PBS. After fixation, aggregates were embedded for ca. 12 hours in embedding
medium (OCT compound; Sakura Finetek USA, Torrance, California) and frozen at -20°e. Thin
sectioning of the aggregates was performed with a cryomicrotome (Microm HM 505 E) at -18°e. The
vertical slices of about 10 IJ-m thickness were collected on gelatin-coated microscopic slides. The slides
were air dried and dehydrated in a series of increasing ethanol concentration (50, 80 and 96% [v/vD.
Nucleic acid extraction and PCR amplification. DNA and RNA was extracted from the
aggregates by a combined bead beating (2 min at maximum speed with 0.75-1.0 mm glass beads), lysis
(10 mglml Iysosyme for I h at 37"C, 1% [w/v] sodium dodecyl sulfate and 0.25 mglml protinase K for 30
min at 55°C) and hot phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol treatment (57). The ribosomal DNA was
enzymatically amplified as described by Muyzer (35), using the eubacterial primer GM5F with GC-clamp
and the universal primer 907R (Table I). The ribosomal RNA was amplified according to Teske (57). A
hot-start, touch-down PCR program was used for all amplifications to minimize non-specific amplification
(35).
DGGE analysis of 168 rDNA fragments. DGGE was performed using the D-Gene system
(BioRad) and the following specifications: Ix TAE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid and I mM EDTA at
pH 8.3), 1 mm thick gels, a denaturant gradient from 35% to 65% urea/formamide, a temperature of 60°C,
and a constant voltage of lOOV for 17 hours (35, 36). DGGE gels were photographed on a UV
transillumination table (302 nm) with a Polaroid camera. Photos were scanned and inversed.
Blotting and hybridization analysis of DGGE gels. DGGE gels were blotted and hybridized with
group specific probes for sulfate reducing bacteria as described previously (50). The probes used (Table 1)
were probe 660 (specific for Desulfobulbus species), 687 (targeting Desulfovibrio species as well as some
members of the Geobacter, Desulfomonas, Desulfuromonas, Desulfomicrobium, Bilophila and PeLobacter
genus), and probe 804 (targeting Desulfobacter, Desulfobacterium, Desulfosarcina, Desulfococcus and
DesulfobotuLus species) developed by Devereux et al. (II).
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TABLE I. Oligonucleotide probes used for PCR amplification and (in situ) hybridization analyses.
Probe Position Sequence. 5' --+ 3' Target Formamide NaCI
(%)' (mM)'
GM5F' 341-357 CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG Bacteria (36) -
907R 907-928 CCGTCAATTCCTTTGAGTTT All organisms (univcrsal probe) (36)
ARC915 915-934 GTGCTCCCCCGCCAATTCCT Archaea (55) 40
£UB338 338-355 GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT Bacteria (I) 20 225'
SRB385 338-355 CGGCGTCGCTGCGTCAGG SRB of the delta proteobacteria (2) plus 35 80'
several Gram-positive bacteria (e.g.
Clostridium) (45)
DSV698 698-717 GTTCCTCCAGATATCTACGG DeslI!Jovibrio (33) 35 88
DSDI31 131-148 CCCGATCGTCTGGGCAGG DeslI!Jovibrio (33) 20 250
DSV407 407-424 CCGAAGGCCTTCTTCCCT DeslI!Jovibrio (33) 50 31.2
DSV 1292 1292-1309 CAATCCGGACTGGGACGC DeslI!Jovibrio (33) 35 88
OSV214 214-230 CATCCTCGGACGAATGC DeslI!Jolllicrobilllll (33) 10 500
OSS658 658-678 TCCACTTCCCTCTCCCAT DeslI!Josarcil/a (33) 60 15.6
OSB985 985-1004 CACAGGATGTCAAACCCAG DeslI!Jobacter (33) 20 250
OSB0224 224-242 GGGACGCGGACTCATCCTC DeslI!Jobotll/lIs (33) 60 15.6
DSMA488 488-507 GCCGGTGCTTCCTTTGGCGG DeslI!Jolllol/i/e (33) 60 15.6
DSR65 I 651-668 CCCCCTCCAGTACTCAAG DeslI!JorilOpallls (33) 35 88
221 221-240 TGCGCGGACTCATCTTCAAA DeslI!Jobacterilllll (II) 35 88
660 660-679 GAATTCCACTTTCCCCTCTG DeslI!Joblllblls (II) 60 15.6




804 804-821 CAACGTTTACTGCGTGGA DeslI!Jobacterilllll. Desllifobacter.
DeslI!JococclIs, DeslI!Josarcil/a,
DeslI!Jobotll/lIs (II)
MPOB 222-240 ACGCAGGCCCATCCCCGAA syntrophic propionate-oxidizing strains 20 900
MPOB (SYll/rophobacter flllllaroxidal/s) and
KOPROP I and DeJII!Jorhabdlls al/llligel/lls
(although these last two strains have one
mismatch with the probe) (16, 17)
NON338 338-355 ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGC none (negative control) (32) 0 900
Position in the 165 rRNA of Escherichia coli (5).
h
Fonnamide concentration in hybridization buffer.
Sodium chloride concentration in washing buffer.
d
This primer has the following GC-c1amp at the S' end 5'· CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGTCCCGCCGCCCCCGCCCG·3·.
Probe not used for ASH.
r
Plus 5 IllM EDTA in washing buffer.
Excision and amplification of DGGE bands. DGGE bands were carefully excised on a UV
transillumination table with a scalpel and transferred to a 1.5 mI tube with 500 III water and approximately
500 ml glass beads of 0.75-1.0 nun diameter. The acrylamide bands were disrupted by bead beating at
maximum speed twice for I min. The samples were left overnight at 4°C and the DNA was subsequently
amplified by adding 1-10 III of the samples' supernatant to the PCR mixture. The PCR was then
performed as described above. A second DGGE was run to confirm that the amplified bands had the same
position in the gel as the excised bands. Prior to sequencing, the PCR products were purified using the
QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc.).
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Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis. Amplified DGGE bands were sequenced using the Applied
Biosystems PRISM Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready reaction kit supplied with AmpliTaq DNA
polymerase. The sequencing products were analyzed with the Applied Biosystems 377 DNA sequencer.
The partial sequences were added to the 16S rRNA parsimony tree of the Technical University of Munich
using the program package ARB (56).
In situ hybridization. The protocol described by Manz et al. (32) was used for fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) of the aggregate slices with probe ARC915 for Archaea bacteria (55), probe SRB385
for the detection of general sulfate reducers of the delta subdivision, probes 221 and 660 for group specific
SRB (Devereux et al. (II», the probes DSV698, DSDI31, DSV407, DSVI292, DSV214, DSS658,
DSB985, DSB0224, DSMA488, DSR65 I developed by Manz et al. (33) and probe NON338 as a
negative control (Table I). The probe MPOB described by Harmsen et al. (16) was used for detection of
syntrophic bacteria (Table I).
The probes were synthesized and labeled with a hydrophilic sulfoindocyanine dye CY3 or CY5 by
[nteractiva GmbH (Ulm, Germany). The hybridization buffer contained 0.9 M NaCI, a percentage (v/v) of
formamide shown in Table 1,20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4) and 0.0 I% (w/v) SDS. The probe concentrations
were 5 ng/~1. Hybridization was performed for I - 2 hours at 46°C. The aggregate slices were washed at
48°C for 15 min in a washing buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 0.01% (w/v) SDS and a
concentration of NaCI as mentioned in Table I. The specimens were microscopically examined with a
Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, lena, Gennany), equipped with two HeNe
lasers (543 nm, 633 nm). The hybridizations shown in the figures are representative for several
independent hybridizations on several aggregates.
Sulfur analysis. For sulfur (elemental sulfur and polysulfide) determination 3 to 5 aggregates
with a diameter of about 1.5 mm were put into a reaction tube and immediately fixed with 20 fll
ZnCI, (2%). During this treatment, the polysulfide is converted to elemental sulfur. Elemental sulfur
was extracted by shaking the samples with pure methanol (HPLC grade) for 6 hours. Identification
and quantification of zerovalent sulfur was performed by high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) using a Sykam S II 00 pump (Gilching, Germany), a Zorbax ODS-column (125x4 mm, 5
flm; Knauer, Germany) and an Sykam S3000 UV-detector (265 nm). A mixture of 0.25% acetic acid
(pH 4) and 100% methanol (10/90 v/v) was used as eluent, the flow rate was 1.2 ml/min. Under these
conditions elemental sulfur eluted as cyclo-octasulfur (S,) at 5.4 min. The precision for repeated
injection of a 100 IJM S"-standard was 0.5% s.d. (n=8), the detection limit was about I f./M. A second
method was applied to confirm the identity of elemental sulfur in the aggregate, based on the reaction
of S" with SO,' according to the following simplified equation: S" + SO," => S,O," (22). A few
aggregates were incubated with I ml 5% Na,SO,-solution for 2 hours at 90°C after fixation with
ZnCI" followed by methanol extraction and HPLC analysis as described above. As an extra control,
the presence or absence (after the sulfite treatment) of elemental sulfur in the methanol extracts was
also confirmed by UV-spectroscopy.
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RESULTS
Diffusivity measurements. Diffusivity microsensor measurements in the methanogenic-
sulfidogenic aggregates showed that the diffusivity decreased by 50% when shifting from the water phase
into the aggregate. Inside the aggregate, the diffusivity remained approximately constant at the resolution
of the diffusivity microsensor. For the flux and activity calculations, this 50% ratio was used to calculate
the apparent diffusion coefficients of methane and sulfide. Thus, the following diffusivity values were used



































































Fig. I. Sullide and methane microsensor profiles (lines) and activity values (bars) in melhanogenic/sulfidogenic (A) and
methanogcnic (B) aggregates in the presence (0, open bars) and the absence (-, closed bars) of sulfate. No extemal electron
donor was supplied during the measurements. The aggregates surface is at distance = 0 mm, the center of the aggregates is
approximately at distance = 0.9 mm.
Endogeneous sulfide and methane microprofLIes. In all methanogenic/sulfidogenic (Fig. IA),
methanogenic (Fig. IB) and sulfidogenic (Fig. 2A) aggregates, endogenous sulfide production was
measured in the absence of sulfate, even after one night's incubation in a sulfate- and electron donor-free
medium. In addition, also endogeneous methane production was observed in the methanogenic-
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sulfidogenic and methanogenic aggregates (Fig. I). The addition of up to 10 mM sulfate significantly
increased the sulfide production, without affecting the methane production ttl the
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (Fig. lA). In the methanogenic aggregates, only a negligible
amount of sulfide « 6 11M) was measured which, like the methanogenic activity, was not affected by the
presence or absence of sulfate (Fig. IB). Analysis of the sulfur content of all three types of aggregates
revealed the presence of high amounts of elemental sulfur and/or polysulfide (up to 59 nmol mm") inside
the aggregates (Table 2).
































, Calculated from the lnicroproflle measurements
h Elemental sulfur and polysulfide
Microprotiles after addition of substrates. The production of methane and sulfide were stimulated
when volatile fatty acids (acetate, propionate and/or butyrate), ethanol or hydrogen were added to the
medium (Fig. 2). The sulfidogenic sludge, fed ethanol for more than one year, was also able to metabolize
both hydrogen and acetate (Fig. 2A). The sulfide microprofiles in the sulfidogenic aggregates developed
almost instantaneous upon switching from argon to H, gas. Although the sulfide production rates in the
presence of hydrogen were comparable to that in the presence of ethanol, Fig. 2A shows that both
substrates were consumed in a distinctly different zone within the aggregate. The predominant sulfidogenic
activities with the substrates hydrogen and ethanol were located in the outer 200 f.IIl1 and a layer located
between 200-400 11m from the aggregate surface, respectively. Also sulfidogenesis with acetate as the
substrate was mainly located in the outer 200 11m of the aggregate. Acetate was metabolized with a specific
sulfidogenic activity half of that with ethanol as the substrate (Fig. 2A).
The addition of acetate as well as propionate resulted in sulfidogenic activity in the outer 100-150
11m of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates. These substrates also caused methanogenic activity,
which only statted from 300 11m onwards inside the aggregate. Interestingly, the addition of propionate
resulted in a significant methane production in the core of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (Fig.
2B). Sulfate reduction was not affected when methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates were supplied with I
mM nitrate (data not shown).
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Fig. 2. Steady state microsensor profiles (lines) and activity values (bars) of sulfide and methane in aggregates in the presence of IOmM SO.". (A) Sulfidogenic aggregate
after one night without electron donor (_, closed bars), with addition of 7 mM ethanol I'D, open hars), saturation with hydrogen (x, crossed bars) and with addition of 7 mM
acetate (e, shaded bars). (B) Methanogenic/sulfidogenic agl,'fegate after one night without electron donor (-, closed bars), with addition of 1 mM acetate (x, shaded bars),
and I mM propionate (0, open bars), (C) Methanogenic aggregate after one night incubation without electron donor (-, closed bars), with addition of a VFA mixture (6 mM
acetate, 7 mM propionate, and 5 mM butyrate; 0, open bars). The aggregates surface is at distance = 0 mm, the center of the aggregate is approximately at a distance = 0.6
mm for the sulfidogenic aggregates (A) and at a distance = 0.9 mm for both the me[hanogenic/sulfidogenic (B) and methanogenic (C) aggregates. The profiles in the upper
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Chapter 6
The addition of thc YFA mixture to the methanogenic aggregates did not affect the sulfide
microprofile, but gave rise to a substantial methane production (Fig. 2C). The highest methanogenic
activity was observed in the core of the aggregates. The addition of 50 mM BES completely inhibited the
methane production in the methanogenic aggregates after 3.5 hours incubation (Fig. 3).
Activity profiles. Table 2 compares the average activity values for the three types of aggregates,
derived from the profiles presented in Fig. 1-3. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of this activity within the
aggregates. In the sulfidogenic aggregates, sulfide production occurs in a much larger zone compared to
the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates, but it is still restricted to the outer 200 - 300 ~m of the granules
(Fig. 2A). In the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates, sulfide production was localized in the outer 50 -
I00 ~m, and no methane producing activity was detected within that outer I00 ~m shell. Methane is
produced deeper in the methanogenic aggregates, beyond 100 ~m (Fig. 2B). Also in the methanogenic




















Fig. 3 Microsensor profiles (lines) and activity values (bars) in methanogenic aggregatcs of methane aftcr addition of 50 mM
BES at timc = a(x, crossed bars), after I h 15 min (0, open bars), and alkr 3.5 h (-, closed bars). The aggrcgates surface is at
distance = amm, the ccnter of thc aggregate is approximately at distance = 0.9 mm from the surface.
Population analysis by DGGE. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) revealed that the
three aggregates contained a different community composition on DNA level as well as on RNA level
(Fig. 4). In all aggregates less cDNA bands (RT-PCR amplified 16S rRNA fragments) were seen than
rDNA bands (PCR amplified 16S rDNA fragments). Blotting of DGGE gels and hybridization of these
blots with group specific probes of SRB (660, 687, and 804) resulted for all samples in a positive
hybridization signal with probe 687 (2-3 bands) and probe 660 (2-4 bands), but no hybridization was
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obtained with probe 804 (data not shown), indicating the possible presence of Desulfovibrio and
Desulfobulbus species.
II bands were excised from the DGGE gel, from which 8 were successfully re-amplified and
sequenced (numbers indicated in Fig. 4). The sequences were phylogenetically analyzed and depicted in a
phylogenetic tree (Fig. 5). It was found that three of the DNA fragments resembled sequences of
Desuifovibrio species (DGGE bands 2, 6 and 7), and one partial sequence (DGGE band 4) showed
resemblance with the syntrophic bacteria Syntrophobacter wolinii and Syntrophomonas wolfei. The other 4
DNA fragments (DGGE bands I, 3, 5, and 8) were found in diverse clusters, resembling sequences of





Fig. 4. DGGE of 16S rONA and 16S
rRNA peR fragments from the
sul1idogenic, methanogcnic/sultidogenic
and melhanogenic aggregates. The
numbers refer to the numbers of the
excised and sequenced bands. The curved
bands in the lower part of the DGGE gel
are single-stranded DNA and should be
disregarded.
Population analysis by FISH. Phase-contrast light microscopy of the aggregate sections showed
dense bacterial clusters, some void space and a regular surface of the aggregates. If excited with blue light
(488 nm), cells and extracellular material exhibited strong green autofluorescence. Therefore, we
exclusively applied CY3- or CY5-labelled probes for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis.
FISH analysis showed that the three aggregates have a different structure and population
distribution. The methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates contain an inner core of Archaea, at ca. 100 ~m
from the surface of the aggregate (Figs. 6B and 6D). Blue autofluorescence in the center of unfixed
aggregates confilms that the positive signal with probe ARC915 originates from methanogenic Arc/raUL.
The outer shell of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (30 - 50 ~m in thickness) contains dense
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populations of SRB (Fig. 6D). Between these two zones only a low number of Eubacteria could be found


















Fig. 5. Phylogenetic analysis of the partial sequences derived from excised DGGE bands depicted in figure 4. The phylogenetic
parsimony tree was calculated with the ARB program. The bar indicates 0.1 estimated change per nucleotide.
The different populations in the sulfidogenic and methanogenic aggregates are more dispersed over
the granules. Fig. 6A illustrates the in·egular shape of the sulfidogenic aggregates, clearly showing
eubacterial buddings at several locations on the aggregate surface. The SRB in the sulfidogenic aggregates
are again situated at the outer layer of the aggregate, ca. 200 -300 11m in thickness (Fig. 6C), but do not
f0I111 a close compact shell as was observed with methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (Fig. 6D). Some
SRB are also present deeper in the sulfidogenic aggregate. Cells hybridizing with probe MPOB are
scattered over the interior part of the sulfidogenic aggregates (Figs. 6E and 6G). The methanogens in the
sulfidogenic and also the methanogenic aggregates are present in clusters in the inner part of the aggregate
and often a very compact core of MB can be found there (Figs. 6A, 6C, 6E and 7A). The methanogenic
aggregates contained hardly any SRB (Fig. 7A) and no cells hybridizing with the MPOB probe could be
detected.
FISH analysis with group specific probes for SRB resulted in hybridizations with probe DSV698
and 660 of cells in the outer layer of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (Figs. 7B and 7D). No
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distinct hybridization could be observed with the other group specific SRB probes applied (Table I) in the
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates. In the sulfidogenic aggregates, a strong hybridization with the
probe DSS658 was obtained, clearly showing clusters of coccoid cells at the surface and more inward (Fig.
7C). This was the only specific SRB probe that hybridized with the sulfidogenic aggregates during FISH
analysis. Strong autofluorescence in the aggregates, especially with higher formamide concentrations,
hampered quantitative analysis of the FISH results.
DISCUSSION
Architecture of UASB aggregates. This study clearly showed that different spatial aITangements of
the SRB and ME populations can develop in UASB aggregates. SRB and ME were distributed in a layered
strucUlre in the methanogenic/sulfidogenic and sulfidogenic aggregates (Figs. 6-7), which resulted in a
zonation where their activity is predominant (Figs. 1-3). A similar microzonation of predominant activities
of the fermentative and methanogenic populations has been reported for glucose fed UASB aggregates
(27). The differences in structure of the different types of UASB granules studied can be attributed to
differences in wastewater composition on which the granules were cultivated, which was quite different in
both sulfate concentrations and organic substrates (Table 2). The development of different types of
aggregates depending on the type of substrate has indeed been reported previously (12, 13).
The core of all three types of aggregates was composed of ME, whereas SRB were mainly present in
an outer shell around this ME core. This was also found by Sekiguchi et al. (52). The low SRB
population density in the center of the aggregates contrasts the fact that SRB can outcompete
methanogens because of their lower K, values and more favorable thermodynamics for acetate and Ii,
(23, 51, 61). Diffusional limitation of sulfate in the core of VASB aggregates has been suggested as a
reason for the presence of MB in VASB aggregates treating sulfate rich wastewaters (43). From the
ill situ activity measurements performed in this study, we calculated that this is not the case in the
aggregates investigated during reactor operation. This suggests that the ME core of the primary
inoculum is conserved and that SRB colonize this core after feeding the granules a sulfate rich wastewater.
A similar outgrowth of SRB after feeding methanogenic granular sludge a mixture of propionate and
sulfate for 12 weeks was observed by Harmsen et al. (16). Besides the population dynamics upon exposure
of the primary inoculum to a different substrate, also new granules are formed during reactor operation.
The observed stmctures suggest that the initial aggregation is mediated by methanogenic bacteria, which
indeed have better attachment characteristics compared to SRB (18, 38). SRB attach later on during
aggregate growth on the sulfate rich wastewater.
The inner core of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates was one big center of ME (Figs. 6B, 6D
and 6E). In contrast, the core of the methanogenic and sulfidogenic aggregates contained several smaller
clusters of ME (Figs. 6A, 6C and 7A). It could be that substrates for the methanogenic and/or syntrophic
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f- Fig. 6. FISH analysis to study the population distribution within sullidogenic and methanogenie/sullidogenie aggregates
using various probes labeled with CY3 and CY5. The photographs arc overlays of two confocal microscopic images.
EUB338 (artificial color blue) and ARC915 (artitkial color red) hybridizations of sulfidogenic (A) and methanogenic-
sulfidogenie (B) aggregates. SRB385 (artificial color green) and ARC915 (artificial color red) hybridization of
sulfidogenie (C) and melhanogenic/sullidogenic (0) aggregates. ARC915 (artificial color red) and MPOB (artificial color
white) hybridization of sullidogenic (E) and methanogenic/sullidogenic (F) aggregates. SRB385 (artilicial color green)
and MPOB (artificial color white) hybridization of sulfidogenic (G) and methanogenic/sultidogenic (H) aggregates. The
scale bar is 20 llm and the a'TOws indicate the aggregate surface.
develop with one big center of ME, surrounded by a layer of syntrophic bacteria. Indeed, the formation of
clusters of methanogens in juxtapositioll with syntrophic bacteria offers both groups of bacteria a
Ilutritional advantage.
Fig. 7. FISH analysis to localize specific SRB populations within the aggregates. (A) probe SRB385 (m1ilieial color green) and
ARC915 (artificial color red) hybridization of methanogenie aggregates. This photograph is an overlay of two confocal
microscopic images. (B) Hybridization with probe 660 (artilicial color purple) and (0) probe 698 (artificial color purple) in a
methanogenie/sullidogenic aggregate. (C) Hybridization with probe 658 (artificial color purple) in a sullidogenic aggregate.
The scale bar is 20 llm and the arrows indicate the aggregate surface.
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Endogenous microprofiles. Microsensor measurement of H,S and CH, profiles indicated that both
the SRB and MB populations were also active in the absence of externally supplied electron donor for at
least 24 h (Fig. I). This indicates that both SRB and MB metabolize storage material present in the
aggregates, which was also found by de Beer et al. (10). This could be intracellular storage polymers, cell
Iysates, but also a third population could provide them with electron donor. Reducing compounds are,
however, limited within the aggregates and the activity of both the SRB and MB increases considerably in
the presence of externally supplied electron donor (Fig. 2).
The presence of elemental sulfur and/or polysulfides in all three aggregates explains the measured
sulfide profiles in sulfate-free medium (Fig. I), since sulfide could have been produced out of sulfur by
sulfate or sulfur reducing bacteria. It is, however, unclear how the elemental sulfur and/or polysulfide is
formed. Under anaerobic conditions and in the absence of nitrate, no sulfide could be (partially) oxidized.
Also no sulfur disproportionation could occur and a reverse reaction of this last phenomenon has not yet
been demonstrated. Some elemental sulfur and/or polysulfide might be formed through the presence of
small amounts of oxygen during replacement of medium and/or transfer of the aggregates to the flow cell.
It is, however, unlikely that this can support the fonnation of the high elemental sulfur and/or polysulfide
concentrations observed (Table 2).
Characteristics of the 8RB population. The measured sulfate reducing rates in the VASB
aggregates are up to 1000 times higher than the rates reported for sediments, i.e. 0.0009 mmol S'- m-) s-'
(25) and 0.002-0.01 mmol S'- m-) s·' (3). This is, however, not surprising as the SRB population density in
sediments is significantly lower than in UASB aggregates. The latter resemble aerobic biofilms, where
comparable activities have been measured in the deeper, anaerobic layers, i.e. 0.2 mmol S'- m-] s·' (24) or 8
mmol S'- m-] S-1 (37). From the H,S fluxes and the number of SRB (detennined by FISH) in the
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates, the specific sulfate reduction rate was calculated to be 25 fmol
SO,' ce\l"' day'. This value is in the range of the specific sulfate reduction rates reported (21). The
variations in the calculated activities of the SRB, and also of the MB, in the different aggregates (Fig. 2;
Table 2) can be explained by the different types of aggregates and different times of measurement. The
aggregates measured directly after retrieval from the UASB reactor were more active than those pre-
incubated in the laboratory for one day or more before measurements.
The hybridization analysis (DGGE blot hybridizations and FISH) with group specific SRB probes
revealed the presence of Desulfovibrio, Desulfobulbus, Desulfosarcina and/or Desulfococcus species. The
methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates contained Desulfovibrio spp., as well as Desulfobulbus spp. These
bacteria were located in the outer layer of the aggregates (Figs. 7B and 7D), where they metabolized VFA
(Fig. 2B), and possibly H,. These two SRB species were absent in the sulfidogenic granules, which
contained predominantly the nutritional versatile Desulfosarcina and/or Desulfococcus species. The H,S
microprofiles measured in the sulfidogenic aggregates suggest that different metabolic SRB populations
are present in the outer 400 flm (Fig. 2A). These different populations could, however, not be
differentiated by the FISH technique with the probes applied. Actually, only a few of the specific SRB
probes (Table I) yielded a positive FISH hybridization in the aggregates (Figs. 7B, 7C and 7D). This
suggests that UASB granules may contain specific SRB populations, for which specific probes need to be
developed.
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The H,S microprofiles measured in the presence of acetate clearly localized the acetate oxidizing
SRB activity (Fig. 2). Several acetate utilizing SRB species are known, like for instance Desulfobacter,
Desulfobacteriwll, Desuifococcus, Desuifosarcina or Desuifotomaculum species. Desuifobacter species
were not detected by the DGGE and FISH analysis. This is in agreement with other studies, which
indicated that Desu(fobacter plays an unimportant role in acetate degradation in methanogenic aggregates
(40, 46). These studies suggested that acetate degradation is mediated by Desulfotomaculum-like species
(40). However, we were not able to detect the Gram positive Desuifotomaculum species with the probes
used for the FISH analysis. But also Desuifosarcina or Desuifococcus species, which were found to be
present in the sulfidogenic aggregates by FISH analysis, are likely to be responsible for the degradation of
acetate.
Besides the known SRB species reported above, the presence of other acetotrophic SRB species can
not be excluded. Recently, two acetate utilizing SRB, i.e. Desuiforhabdus amnigenus (41) and
Desulfobacca acetoxidans (39) have been isolated from granular sludge. It should be noted that probe
MPOB also hybridizes with D. al77nigenus (Table I), although it has one mismatch with the 16S rRNA
sequence of D. amnigenus (15). It is, however, unlikely that D. amnigenus was present in the aggregate
types investigated, as MPOB-Iike cells are coccoid (Figs. 6E-H (17)) as opposed to the rod-shaped D.
al1/1ligenus (41). Moreover, MPOB-like cells were found in juxtaposition with ME (Figs. 6G and 6H),
which is a rather unlikely arrangement for an acetotrophic SRB, who does not depend on a pmtner to
remove excess of reducing equivalents (41, 61). However, more research using specific 16S rRNA probes
for these newly described organisms is needed to unequivocally determine their presence in the UASB
aggregates investigated.
The low SRB population density in the methanogenic aggregates (Figs. 2C and 7A) is somewhat
surprising. SRB are generally assumed to be more robust than ME (61). Moreover, SRB have the ability to
use other metabolic pathways than sulfate reduction, like fermentation of lactate, ethanol or pyruvate (61),
or syntrophic growth with methanogens (63). This enables them to remain present and active in sulfate-
free media for days up to months. Actually the medium on which the methanogenic aggregates were
subcultured did contain a minor amount of sulfate (0.45 mM), which could have supported the growth of
SRB. Apparently, this small amount of sulfate could not support the development of a substantial SRB
population.
Characteristics of the MB population. The calculated methanogenic rates in the aggregates are 10
times higher than methanogenic activities measured in sediments, 0.1 - 0.6 mmol of CH, m"3 s"' (34), and
during sewage sludge digestion, 0.6 mmol CH4 m
3
s' (54). The morphology of the methanogens present in
the center of the three types of UASB aggregates investigated resemble that of Methanosaeta (formerly
Methanotrix) species, which are bamboo-shaped rods (63). This obligate aceticlastic methanogenic species
was also found to be present in the core of other layered granules (14, 27, 31, 52). Methanosaeta species
are the least sensitive among the methanogens for acetate diffusional limitations because of their lower K,
value for acetate compared to other methanogens (13, 14, 20). This, together with their ability to form
close frameworks/mats (44), might be the reason for their presence in the center of the aggregates.
The presence of ME in the sulfidogenic granules (Figs. 6A, 6C and 6E) contrasts methanogenic
activity tests with this sludge, which indicated the absence of any methanogenic activity (data not shown).
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il has been reported that MB can maintain their ribosomal content for a longer period of time than is
necessary to match their metabolic activity level (46). The long term survival of methanogens in granular
sludge is well known (28) , a feature which enables rapid reactor start-up of methanogenic reactors. The
persistence of MB can also cause unwanted substrate consumption by the MB in reactor applications
where only sulfate reduction is wanted, i.e. sulfur and heavy metal removal (28).
The CH, microprofiles showed that methanogenesis was not affected by the addition of sulfate (Figs.
I and 2). The data in literature conceming this phenomenon are somewhat contradictory. Methanogenesis
was found to be inhibited upon sulfate addition in sediments (30, 62) or anaerobic digestors (29, 46).
Others reported no effect at all on methanogenesis under sulfate rich conditions in the same environments,
i.e. sediments (53) or anaerobic reactors (58, 63). The differences between these observations might be
explained by substrate availability. SRB and MB compete for available hydrogen and/or acetate (61, 62).
[f these substrates are not limiting, as was the case.during the microprofile measurements, no inhibition of
methanogenesis will occur in the presence of high sulfate concentrations.
Characteristics of the syntrophic population. As methanogens can not use propionate as electron
donor, the increase in methanogenic activity upon the addition of propionate (Fig. 2B) illustrates the
dependency of methanogens on propionate-oxidizing syntrophic bacteria. The DGGE analysis suggested
the presence of a relative of Syntrophobacter wolillii and SYlltropholl1ollas wolfei (Fig. 5), whereas the
FISH analysis using probe MPOB (Fig. 6G and 6H) suggests the presence of strain MPOB, recently
classified as Syntrophobacter !umaroxidalls (17). Recent studies revealed that syntrophic propionate-
oxidizing bacteria such as Syntrophobacter spp. are themselves capable of oxidizing propionate by sulfate
reduction (15, 60). The Desulfobulbus layer at the surface of the methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates
(Fig. 7B) indicates that the syntrophic bacteria, although they may be capable of growing on propionate by
sulfate reduction, cannot outcompete Desulfobulbus spp. in this granular sludge developed under sulfate
rich conditions.
The MPOB-like cells did not grow on the surface of the granule, but rather grow more inwards.
Methanogens can grow syntrophically with the acetate and ~ producing syntrophic bacteria either in
juxtaposition in the core or as adjacent layers within the aggregate (16, 52, 63). The latter type of
syntrophic relationship was found in methanogenic/sulfidogenic aggregates (Fig. 6F). Actually, syntrophic
bacteria were found between a layer of SRB and MB, providing both groups with H, and acetate, as
postulated in the conceptual model of MacLeod et al. (31). In the sulfidogenic granules (Fig. 6E), MPOB-
like cells were surrounded by MB cells, indicating that the MPOB-like cells grow indeed syntrophically
and depended on the MB to remove the reducing equivalents.
Concluding remarks. Combining microsensors and molecular techniques provided direct
information about sulfate reduction and methanogenesis in UASB aggregates. Data on the community
structure could be related to the metabolic functions of the respective populations. SRB were mainly found
in the outer layer « 200 ,.lIn) and MB predominantly in the core of UASB aggregates. For further detailed
investigation, rnicrosensors for the substrate hydrogen and additional oligonucleotide probes for newly
isolated syntrophic and SRB populations are under development.
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Biofilms, aggregates and flocs are complex microbial systems, with diverse microbial
populations and metabolic reactions. They are of great importance in wastewater treatment systems
(e.g. activated sludge basins and bioreactors), where they handle the degradation of organic waste
and removal of nutrients (NH" NO" PO.'). Biofilm systems can also be found in many different
natural environments. Our knowledge of these microbial agglomerates is limited, because the
conventional techniques like isolation of microorganisms and the 'black box' approach for these
systems were insufficient to understand the behavior of the entire microbial community. The
microbial processes within biofilms, aggregates and flocs are closely coupled leading to internal
cycles. As mass transfer is hindered within these biofilm systems, various microenvironments arise
and a stratified structure is formed. The thickness of active layers is in the order of microns to
millimeters. Therefore techniques with a high spatial resolution are needed to understand and better
relate the bacterial populations within these complex systems with their microenvironment and
microbial activity. The combination of molecular techniques (e.g. fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH), denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and specific peR for functional genes), with
microsensors for different chemical compounds, enables us to study these systems on a microscale
and to determine the population distribution and activity (chapter 1 gives a short introduction of these
techniques). With these advanced techniques, anaerobic-aerobic interactions were studied in several
microbial systems with emphasis on sulfate reduction.
A model reactor (a flow cell with recirculated artificial wastewater, inoculated with activated
sludge) was used to study the development of a biofilm and the effects of liquid flow velocity and
substrate concentrations on the oxygen distribution in such a biofilm (chapter 2). The oxygen
concentration profiles from the surface to the substratum was measured with oxygen microsensors
and the two-dimensional oxygen distribution at the substratum of the biofilm with a planar optode. It
was found that the biofilm had a heterogeneous structure with patches of aerobic and anaerobic zones
at the bottom of the biofilm, that became more anaerobic in the course of the biofilm development. A
lower flow velocity or the addition of for instance glucose decreased the oxygen concentration within
the biofilm. Before sulfate reduction could be measured the entire biofilm sloughed off. A different
approach was used to study the development of sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB), their distribution and
activity in a developing biofilm.
The activated sludge basin of a municipal wastewater treatment plant was chosen for
continuation of the biofilm development study (chapter 3 and 4). Oxygen impermeable plastic foil
was submerged in the activated sludge basin and samples were taken weekly for microsensor and
molecular analysis in the laboratory. The oxygen microsensor measurements showed that the growing
biofilm contained anaerobic zones from the first week on, which increased in thickness during the
following weeks. Although the conditions were favorable for SRB from the first week on, sulfide
production was first detected with microsensors for sulfide on the 6th week of biofilm development.
All sulfide produced in the anoxic zone was oxidized in the aerobic zone, thus a closed sulfur cycle
was establ ished. From the oxygen and sulfide flux calculations it was derived that 50-70% of the
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oxygen diffusing in the biofilm was used for re-oxidation of the sulfide. Thus the sulfate reduction
was as important as the aerobic mineralization in this biofilm.
Contrary to the microsensor measurements, FISH analysis revealed the presence of SRB from
the first week on, with only a slight increase over the weeks (from 2.7 x 10' SRB/ml in the 2nd week
of biofilm growth to 3.1 x 10" SRB/ml in the II th week). As no suitable electron acceptor like nitrate
or iron was present in the anaerobic zones, and thus sulfide could not be re-oxidized, we must
conclude that these SRB were not sulfidogenically active in the first 6 week. Analysis of the gene for
dissimilatory sulfite reductase, a key enzyme for sulfate reduction, showed an increase of this gene
from the 6th week on, coinciding with the first sulfide production. It is speculated that a different
group of SRB, not detected by FISH, is responsible for the sulfide production and the increase of the
dissimilatory sulfide reductase gene. As the main biomass in an activated sludge basin is present in
the form of activated sludge f1ocs, these f10cs were investigated for their anaerobic processes (chapter
5). With oxygen microsensors it was found that 5 out of 7 investigated sludges did not contain
anaerobic zones in the flocs. This could be explained by the loose structure of these flocs, allowing
oxygen transport through convection, instead of diffusional transport which probably occurred in the
denser 2 f1ocs. Although SRB were present in the activated sludge f10cs on basis of FISH analysis
and dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene content, no sulfate reduction could be measured either with
microsensor measurements nor with the "SO/- radiotracer method even under anoxic incubation
conditions. Thus, also here we must conclude that the sulfate reducing bacteria are not
sulfidogenically active and that there is a serious discrepancy between population analysis and
functional analysis.
In the last study (chapter 6), dense aggregates from three different upflow anaerobic sludge
blanket (UASB) reactors (a sulfidogenic, a methanogenic-sulfidogenic and a methanogenic digestor),
were investigated. These aggregates were completely anaerobic and sulfide and methane production
could be measured. As predicted by models, a layer structure was found with molecular analysis as
well as with microsensor measurements. Methanogenic bacteria formed the core of the aggregate,
SRB were present in the outer layer and syntrophic bacteria were detected between the SRB and
methanogens, providing both populations with acetate and hydrogen. Whereas the methanogenic-
sulfidogenic aggregates had a distinct layered structure, the populations within the methanogenic and
sulfidogenic aggregates were more spread out. Thus, in these anaerobic aggregates the measured
microbial activity agreed with the detected population structure.
This work shows the importance and strength of combining methods, like microsensor and




Biofilmen, aggregaten en vlokken zijn complexe microbiele systemen met vele, diverse
microbiele populaties en metabolische reacties. Zij zijn van groot belang in de waterzuivering, zoals
in actief-slib basins en bioreactoren, waar ze het organisch afval afbreken en nutrienten (NH" NO]',
PO/) verwijderen. Biofilm systemen komen ook veelvuldig voor in natuurlijke omgevingen. Onze
kennis van deze microbiele agglomeraten is echter beperkt, aangezien conventionele technieken lOals
isolering van microorganismen en de 'black box' benadering voor deze systemen ontoereikend zijn
om het gedrag van de gehele microbiele gemeenschap te beschrijven. Microbiele processen in
biofilmen, aggregaten, en vlokken zijn nauw gekoppeld, wat tot interne element-cyclussen kan
leiden. Daar massatransport in de biofilm systemen geremd is, ontstaan verscheidene micro-
omgevingen en ontwikkelt zich een gestratificeerde structuur. De dikte van de actieve lagen varieert
van enkele micrometers tot enkele millimeters. Dientengevolge zijn technieken nodig met een hoog
oplossend vermogen om de micro-omgeving en de activiteit van bakteriele populaties goed te kunnen
bestuderen. Molekulaire technieken, zoals fluorescerende ill situ hybridisatie (FISH), denaturerende
gradient gel electroforese (DGGE) en speciefieke peR, gekombineerd met microsensormetingen tel'
detectie van chemische gradienten, maken het mogelijk om deze complexe microbiele systemen op
micro-schaal te onderzoeken (hoofdstuk I geeft een korte introductie van de methoden). Anaerobe en
aerobe interacties in verschillende microbiele biofilm systemen werden met deze geavanceerde
technieken bestudeerd, w.aarbij de nadruk op de sulfaat reductie werd gelegd.
Een model reactor, een flow cel met re-circulerend kunstmatig afvalwater, beent met actief slib,
weI'd gebruikt om de ontwikkeling van een biofilm te bestuderen, en tevens om de invloed van
doorstroomsnelheid en substraat concentraties op de zuurstof-verdeling in een dergelijke biofilm te
bepalen (hoofdstuk 2). De zuurstof-concentratieprofielen werden met microsensoren van het
oppervlak tot de substratum van de biofilm gemeten. Twee-dimensionale beelden van de zuurstof-
concentratie aan het substratum van de biofilm werden verkregen met een 'planar optode'. Het bleek
dat de biofilm een heterogene struktuur had met anaerobe en aerobe plekken, die naarmate de
ontwikkeling vorderde steeds meer anaerobe werd. Het verlagen van de doorstroomsnelheid en
toevoeging van bijvoorbeeld glucose had tot gevolg dat de zuurstof-concentratie in de biofilm afnam.
Echter, voordat sulfaat reductie gedetecteerd kon worden liet de gehele biofilm los. Een ander
systeem moest gelOcht worden om de onwikkeling van sulfaat reducerende bakterien (SRB), hun
verdeling en hun activiteit in een groeiende biofilm te onderzoeken.
Het actief-slib basin van een waterzuiveringsinstallatie werd gekozen om de biofilm-
ontwikkelings-studie voort te zetten (hoofdstuk 3 en 4). Plastikfolie, ondoordringbaar voor zuurstof,
werd in het basin gehangen en monsters van deze folie werden wekelijks naar het laboratorium
gebracht voor microsensormetingen en molekulaire analyse. De zuurstof-microsensormetingen lieten
zien dat vanaf de eerste week anaerobe zones in de biofilm aanwezig waren, en dat deze in omvang
toenamen gedurende de volgende weken. Ondanks de gunstige condities voor SRB vanaf de eerste
week, kon sulfaat reduktie pas vanaf de 6e week gedetekteerd worden. Al het geproduceerde sulfide
weI'd in de aerobe zones van de biofilm gereoxideerd, waardoor een gesloten cyclus ontstond. Uit de
zuurstof- en sulfide-fluxen werd berekend dat 50 tot 70% van de in de biofilm diffunderende zuurstof
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werd gebruikt voor reoxidatie van de sulfide. Het bleek dus dat de sulfaat reductie in deze biofilm
even belangrijk was als de aerobe mineralisatie.
In tegenstelling tot de microsensormetingen, toonde de FISH analyse aan dat SRB in de eersten
weken van de biofilmontwikkeling aanwezig waren en slechts weinig toenamen in aantal in de weken
daarop (van 2.7 x 10' SRB/ml in de 2e week tot 3.1 x 10" SRB/mJ in de lie week van de
biofilmontwikkeling). Omdat geen sulfide productie gemeten kon worden en in de anoxische zones
geen elektronenacceptor aanwezig was voor reoxidatie van sulfide, moet aangenomen worden dat de
SRB in de eerste 6 weken niet sulfidogeen actief waren. De analyse van het gen voor het
dissimilatorische sulfiet reductase, een sleutel enzym bij de sulfaat reductie, wees uit dat het gen
vanaf de 6e week toenam, tegelijk met de gemeten sulfide productie. Het is denkbaar dat een andere
groep SRB, die niet met de FISH analyse gedetecteerd wordt, voor de toename van het sulfiet
reductase gen verantwoordelijk is.
Aangezien de meeste biomassa in actief-slib basins in de vorm van vlokken aanwezig is,
werden verschillende aktief-slib vlokken op anaerobe processen onderzocht (hoofdstuk 5). Uit
zuurstof-microsensormetingen bleek dat 5 van 7 onderzochte vlok-typen geen anaerobe zones
bezaten. Dit kan verklaard worden door de losse struktuur van de 5 vlokken, waardoor het zuurstof-
transport zowel door middel van diffusie als door middel van convectie plaats kon vinden. De andere
twee vlokken hadden een dichtere stuktuur waardoor het zuurstof-transport waarschijnlijk aileen door
diffusie plaats Yond. Alhoewel de FISH analyse aantoonde dat SRB aanwezig waren en ook het
dissimilatorische sulfiet reductase gen gedetecteerd werd, kon noch met microsensormetingen noch
met de "SO,'- radiotracer methode sulfaatreductie gemeten worden, zelfs niet onder volledig anaerobe
condities. Daarom moet aangenomen worden dat ook in dit systeem de sulfaat reducerende bakterien
niet sulfidogeen actief waren en dat er een discrepantie tussen de populatie analyse en de functionele
analyse bestaat.
In de laatste studie (hoodstuk 6) werden kompakte aggregaten uit drie verschillende anaerobe
bioreactoren (zogenoemde upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactors) onderzocht. De
anaerobe aggregaten uit een methanogene, een sulfidogene en een methano-sulfidogene reaktor
produceerden methaan en sulfide. Mathematische modellen voorspelden dat de aggregaten een
gestratificeerde struktuur bezilten, wat met de microsensormetingen en ook met de molekulaire
methoden bewezen kon worden. Methanogene bakterien werden in de kern van de aggregaten
gevonden en SRB in de buitenste laag. Syntrofe bakterien bevonden zich tussen de methanogene en
sulfaat reducerende bakterien in, en konden zo beide populaties van acetaat en waterstof voorzien. De
methano-sulfidogene aggregaten toonden een exact gestratificeerde struktuur, terwijl de methanogene
en sulfidogene aggregaten uit meer diffuse lagen bestonden. In deze studie werd zodoende een
overeenstemming gevonden tussen struktuur en functie analyse.
Dit promotie onderzoek laat het belang en de mogelijkheden zlen van de kombinatie van
microsensoren en molekulaire technieken. Daar detectie van populaties met molekulaire technieken
meestal geen uitspraak over de activiteit van de organismen geeft, is het belangrijk om deze gegevens




Biofilme, Aggregate und Flocken sind komplexe mikrobielle Systeme, mit verschiedenen
mikrobiellen Populationen und metabolischen Prozessen. Sie sind von groBer Bedeutung in 'cler
Abwasserreinignng (z.B. in Belebtschlammbecken und Bioreaktoren), wo sie die organischen
Abfallstoffe zersetzen und die Nahrstoffe (NH" NO,·, PO,') entfernen. Biofilm-Systeme kommen
auch in verschiedenen natiirlichen Umgebungen vor. Unsere Kenntnisse tiber mikrobielle
Agglomerate sind jedoch begrenzt, da die konventionellen Techniken wie die Isolierung von
Mikroorganismen und die 'black box' Betrachtung fUr diese Systeme unzureichend sind urn das
Verhalten der gesamten mikrobiellen Gemeinschaft zu verstehen. Mikrobielle Prozesse in den
Biofilmen, Aggregaten und Flocken sind eng aneinander gekoppelt, was Zll internen Stoff-Zyklen
fUhrt. Da der Stofftransport in diesen Biofilmsystemen eingeschrankt ist, entstehen unterschiedliche
Mikro-Umgebungen, was oft zu einer stratifizierten Struktur fUhrt. Die Dicke der aktiven Schichten
liegt zwischen einigen Mikrometern bis einigen Millimetern. Daher werden Methoden mit einer
hohen Auflosung benotigt, urn die bakteriellen Populationen und ihre Aktivitat in bezug zur Mikro-
Umgebung besser zu verstehen. Zur Detektion verschiedener Populationen kamen im molekular-
methodischen Ansatz Fluoreszenz-in situ-Hybridisierung (FISH), denaturierende Gradienten-Gel-
Elektrophorese (DGGE) und spezifische Polymerase-Kettenreaktion (peR) ftir funktionelle Gene zur
Anwendung. Die chemischen Gradienten innerhalb der Systeme wurden mittels Mikrosensoren
untersucht. Die Kombination dieser Methoden ermoglichte die Untersuchung der Anordnung von
Populationen und ihrer Aktivitat mit einer Auflosung von wenigen Mikrometern (Kapitel 1 gibt eine
kurze Obersicht dieser Methoden). Mit diesen Techniken wurden die aeroben und anaeroben
Interaktionen in verschiedenen Systemen mit dem Schwerpunkt Sulfatreduktion untersucht.
Ein mit Belebtschlamm beimpfter Modell-Reaktor (eine DurchfluBzelle mit rezirklllierendem
ktinstlichem Wasser) wurde verwendet urn die Entwicklung eines Biofilmes und urn den EinfluB von
FluBgeschwindigkeit und Substratkonzentration auf die Sauerstoffverteilung in solch einen Biofilm
zu untersuchen (Kapitel 2). Die Sauerstoff-Konzentrationsprofile wurden von der Oberflache bis zum
Substratum mit Sauerstoff-Mikrosensoren gemessen. Die zweidimensionale Sauerstoffverteilung am
Substratum des Biofilmes wurde mit einer 'Planar Optode' aufgezeichnet. Es zeigte sich, daB der
Biofilm eine heterogene Struktur mit Bereichen aerober und anaerober Zonen an der Unterseite
entwickelte, die im Laufe des Biofilmwachstums zunehmend anaerober wurden. Die Verminderung
der DurchfluBgeschwindigkeit oder die Zugabe von z.B. Glucose hatte eine Abnahme des
Sauerstoffgehaltes im Biofilm zur Foige. Bevor jedoch Sulfatreduktion detektiert werden konnte,
hatte sich der gesamte Biofilm abgelost. Ein anderes System muBte somit gesucht werden, urn die
Entwicklung der sulfatreduzierenden Bakterien (SRB), ihre Anordnung und Aktivitat in einem
wachsenden Biofilm zu verfolgen.
Das Belebtschlammbecken emer Klaranlage wurde fUr die Fortsetzung der Biofilm-
Entwicklungsstudie ausgewahlt (Kapitel 3 und 4). Sauerstoffundurchlassige Kunstoffolie wurde in
das Belebtschlammbecken eingebracht und Proben dieser Folie wurden wochentlich ins Labor ftir die
Analyse mit Mikrosensoren und molekularbiologischen Methoden tiberftihrt. Die Sauerstoff-
Mikrosensormessungen zeigten, daB anaerobe Zonen ab der ersten Woche der Biofilmentwicklung
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vorhanden waren, welche in den nachsten Wochen an Ausdehnung lOnahmen. Obwohl die
Bedingungen fUr SRB gunstig waren, konnte die Sulfidproduktion erst nach der 5. Woche der
Biofilmentwicklung mit Sulfid-Mikrosensoren gemessen werden. Das in den anaeroben Schichten
erzeugte Sulfid wurde in den sauerstoffhaltigen Zonen komplett oxidiert, womit ein geschlossener
Schwefelzyklus vorliegt. Aus den Sauerstoff- und Sulfid-Flussen konnte berechnet werden, daB 50-
70% des in den Biofilm eindringenden Sauerstoffes fur die Reoxidation des Sulfids benotigt wird.
Somit ist die Sulfatreduktion in diesem Biofilm ebenso bedeutend wie die aerobe Mineralisierung.
1m Gegensatz lo den Mikrosensormessungen zeigte die FISH-Analyse, daB SRB im Biofilm ab
der ersten Woche anwesend waren, und wahrend der nachsten Wochen geringfUgig zunahmen, von
2.7 x 10' SRB/ml in der 2. Woche auf 3.1 x 10' SRB/ml in der II. Woche der Biofilmentwicklung.
Da keine Sulfidproduktion detektiert werden konnte und in den anoxischen Schichten kein
Elektronenakzeptor fUr eine dynamische Sulfidoxidation vorhanden war, ist anlOnehmen, daB die
SRB in den ersten 6 Wochen nicht sulfidogen aktiv waren. Die Analyse des Gens fur die
dissimilatorische Sulfitreduktase, ein Schlussel-Enzym bei der Sulfatreduktion, zeigte eine Zunahme
des Gens ab der 6. Woche, welche mit der ersten detektierbaren Sulfidproduktion uberlappte.
AnlOnehmen ist, daB eine weitere Gruppe der SRB, die nicht mit der FISH Analyse erfaBt wurde, fUr
die Sulfidproduktion und die Zunahme des dissimilatorischen Sulfitreduktase-Gens verantwortlich
war.
Da die Biomasse in den Belebtschlammbecken uberwiegend in Form von
Belebtschlammflocken vorliegt, wurden diese Flocken auf anaerobe Prozesse untersucht (Kapitel 5).
Die Sauerstoff-Mikrosensormessungen ergaben, daB in 5 von 7 untersuchten Belebtschlammflocken
keine anaeroben Zonen vorhanden waren. Dies konnte erklart werden durch die lockere Struktur der
Flocken, die ein Eindringen von Sauerstoff in die Flocke mittels Konvektion lOsatzlich lOrn
diffusiven Sauerstoff-Transport ermoglicht. In den kompakteren Flocken bestimmt moglicherweise
hauptsachlich Diffusion den Sauerstoff-Transport. Obwohl mittels FISH-Analyse und Bestimmung
des dissmililatorischen Sulfitreduktase-Gens SRB in den Belebtschlammflocken nachgewiesen
werden konnten, wurde weder mit Mikrosensormessungen noch mit der 35S04'--Radiotracer-Methode,
selbst unter anaeroben Inkubations-Bedingungen, keine Sulfatreduktion detektiert. Somit konnten
auch in diesem System inaktive sulfatreduzierende Bakterien nachgewiesen werden, und eS zeigte
sich wiederum eine Diskrepanz zwischen Struktur- und Funktionsanalyse.
In der letzten Studie (Kapitel 6) wurden kompakte Aggregate von drei verschiedenen
anaeroben Flussigbett-Reaktoren, sogenannte upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (DASB) reactors,
untersucht. Die anaeroben Aggregate aus einem methanogenen, einem sulfidogenen und einem
methano-sulfidogenen Reaktor produzierten Sulfid und Methan. Hypothetische Modelle nehmen eine
stratifizierte Struktur der Aggregate an, die sowohl mit molekularen Methoden als auch mit
Mikrosensormessungen bestatigt werden konnte. Methanogene Bakterien wurden im Zentrum der
Aggregate gefunden, SRB in der auBeren Schicht. Zwischen diesen beiden Populationen wurden
syntrophe Bakterien nachgewiesen, welche Substrate wie Acetat und Wasserstoff fUr methanogene
und sulfatreduzierende Bakterien produzieren. Die methano-sulfidogenen Aggregate zeigten eine
exakt geschichtete Struktur, wahrend die sulfidogenen und methanogenen Aggregate eine mehr
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diffuse Schichtstruktur hatten. Insgesamt wurde in den anaeroben Aggregaten eine Ubereinstimmung
zwischen Struktur- und Funktionsanalyse gefunden.
Diese Arbeit zeigt, wie wichtig es ist molekulare Methoden mit Mikrosensormessungen zu
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